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ABSTRACT 

.J81 The literature pertaining to the modelling of the 
1~7+ 
, adrenal-cortical system is reviewed. Two new models 

describing the behaviour of the adrenal gland under condi

tions of stimulation from the .hormone ACTH are developed .. 

Both are capable of predicting the observed overshoot in 

cprtisol secretion following a step rise in ACTH concentra-

tion at the gland. The first relies on depletion of 

available cholesterol stores in the gland, while the second 

relies on the proposal of Berger that ACTH stimulates 

pregnenolone formation and inhibits 17a hydroxyprogesterone 

formation. 

Analysis of measurements of ACTH concentrations in sheep. 

show that real differences between the amount of ACTH enter-

ing and leaving the gland do occur. This difference is not 

due to loss of water or ACTH, nor to transport delays. 

Therefore, ACTH must be taken up by or otherwise destroyed 

within adrenal tissue. 

Linear models of the inactivation (within the body) of 

ACTH are studied. It is found that a model with only two 

compartments explains the differences between bioassay and 

immunoassay measurements of ACTH concentration. The first 

compartment contains biologically active ACTH (time constant 

of breakdown = 12.9 ± 2.6 min), and the second biologically 

inactive ACTHwhichretains immunoactivity (245 ± 105 min) .. 

The model may be used to provide estimates of the concentra

tion of biologically active ACTH from immunoassay data. 



A continuous simulation language for the EAI 640 

computer is describe~. This language allows a simulator to 

study the equations of a small model interactively using a 

visual display unit and active teletypewriter. 

The development of a magnetic tape storage system for 

the EAI 640 computer is described. The tape system is a 

backup store for the EAI 260 disc storage system allowing 

t~e disc to be kept free for each computer user, and thus 

allowing larger programs to be executed. The hardware and 

the software for this system are described. 

ii 

Between animal variation is not often included in 

simulation studies. When it is included, .it is usually 

estimated by Monte Carlo techniques, which involve computing 

large numbers of simulations with the values of the model 

parameters chosen at random. A method - called the "variant 

function technique!! - is introduced here. The model para

meters are replaced by oscillatory functions of time. This 

permits the statistical behaviour of the model to be 

estimated from a single extended simulation, for which the 

computation time needed is strongly dependent upon the 

number of parameters. 
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The work presented in this thesis was started with the 

specific aim of using computer modelling techniques to 

provide a better understanding of the function of the adrenal 

gland. 

As the research proceeded its aims diversified. In 

chapter 1 the progress of the work and its expansion into 

varying fields is described. 

Chapter 2 is a brief introduction to some relevant 

aspects of computing, modelling, endocrinology and 

biochemistry, to acquaint readers from different disciplines 

with the basic terms and definitions used in these sciences. 

A review of the literature relevant to the adrenal 

cortical system is presented in chapter 3. This covers 

recent developments in the study of biochemical and 

physiological aspects of the adrenal system and in the models 

which have been proposed to represent it. 

Chapters 4 to 9 contain the original work presented in 

this thesis. The first three chapters relate directly to 

the adrenal system itself, while chapters 7, 8 and 9 describe 

-computational methods and aids which were developed £or the 

purpose of improving modelling techniques. 

In chapter 4 two new modelso£ the adrenal cortex are 

developed and are compared with models which have appeared 

in the literature. 



Experiments made by Espiner, Donald and Hart, in the 

J.A. Johnstone Memorial Laboratory, Lincoln College, 

New Zealand, are analysed in chapter 5. In this thesis, 

ix 

it is shown that these experiments provide evidence that 

the adrenal gland is·capable of removing ACTH from the 

arterial supply, so implying an ACTH receptor in the gland. 

Chapter 5 is concerned with the interpretation of 

~adioimmunoassay measurements of ACTH concentration. This 

is examined ·further in chapter 6. A model is developed and 

is tested using results from the aforementioned experiments 

of Espiner et ala and other published data. A technique for 

estimating actual concentrations of ACTH from immunoassay 

results is developed and is applied to two experimental 

situations. The first is where ACTH is infused into sheep, 

and the second is where ACTH is secreted by the sheep 

themselves. 

Chapter 7 is concerned with an interactive simulation 

language called SIMULB, which was written to enable the 

models presented in chapters 3, 4 and 6 to be easily 

analysed on a digital computer. 

Chapter 8 describes a magnetic tape data storage system 

which was built to allow large programs such as SIMULB to 

be used on the EAI 640 computer in the Electrical 

Engineering Department of the University of Canterbury, 

Christchurch, New Zealand. The design of both hardware and 

software are detailed, and an example of the use of the 

system is presented. 



x 

Three methods of incorporating normal biological 

variations into simulation procedures are examined in 

chapter 9. One of these methods, which is new, is developed 

in some detail. 

Chapter 10 contains the more important conclusions 

drawn from the results presented here. Some future areas' 

of research are suggested. 

1. Publications relevant to the research presented herein 

are: 

Espiner E.A., Donald R.A., Hart D.S., Ross Janne, and 

Jordan R.B., Evidence for adrenocortical uptake of 

ACTH in vivo. Amer. Jnl Physiol,226: No.1, 

pp. 96 - 104. January 1974. 

Jor4an R.B. A mass data stor~ge system for a midi computer. 

Presented at the National Electronic conference, 

Palmerston North, New Zeal~nd, Aug~st 1972. 

McKinnon A.E. and Jordan R.B., Stomach emptying modelled 

on a small computer with oscilloscope display. 

Presented at the Quantitative Biology Meeting, Nelson, 

New Zealand, May 1972. 

Jordan R.B., Analysis and Interpretation of some Biochemical 

Measurements using Computer Programmes devised for the 

purpose. Presented at the New Zealand Endocrinological 

Society conference, Christchurch, New Zealand, 

August 1971. 



CHAPTER 1 

RATIONALE 

Prof. D.W. Beaven and Dr E.A. Espiner have been leading 

a team of endocrinologists (hereinafter referred to as the 

"Lincoln grouptl) working in New Zealand, partly at the 

Princess Margaret Hospital in Christchurch, and partly at 
I 

Lincoln College. They have performed a unique series of 

- . 

experiments on sheep with adrenal transplants. Their work 

is referenced and reviewed in some detail later in this 

thesis. 

Our initial contacts with the Lincoln group were 

arranged by Dr W.S. Metcalf, Reader in Chemistry at the 

University of Canterbury. In collaboration with personnel 

of the Medical Unit at Princess Margaret Hospital, he has 

been developing a computer program describing the destina-

tion of calcium from dietary and intravenous sources, in the 

blood, gut and bone -of man (cf. Livesey, 1970). Dr Metcalf 

1 

proposed that a model similar to the calcium program might 

aid the understanding of, and experimentation on, the complex 

pituitary-adrenal system. It was with this aim that the 

research described herein was begun. 

During the early part of the research it was found 

necessary to master the elements of endocrinology, physiology 

and biochemistry in order to be able to make full use of 

existing computer modelling techniques. An added bonus was 

. that communication with the endocrinologists was improved. 

1.0 
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It became apparent from the study of data collected by 

the Lincoln group that their experiments were effectively 

concerned with isolated regions of the pituitary adrenal 

system. This reflects, not the inadequacy of the experiments, 

but the complexity of the adrenal system. The available data 

were insufficient to provide the base for a complete adrenal 

model. However, much of the data could be used to 

~haracterise parts of such a model. 

The literature contains a number of models of the 

adrenal system, all of which are deficient either in their 
/ 

biochemical basis or in their ability to mimic adrenal 

function. By making use of the most recent experimental 

results it has been found possible to develop models which 

have significantly fewer deficiencies than the published 

models. Two new models of the adrenal cortex have been 

constructed. They are both different from any that have 
. . 

been published, and are both capable of describing the 

input-output relationships of the adrenal gland. 

The original aim of the research began to be modified 

after an analysis was made of some experiments designed to 

measure the amount of the hormone ACTH that was being taken 

up by the adrenal gland. This analysis casts doubt on the 

ACTH measuring technique, which appears to give biassed 

estimates of ACTH concentrations. A model of the processes 

involved was developed and tested against data generated by 

the Lincoln group and against other published data. This 

model, which is one of the main contributiom reported in this 

thesis, allows estimation of true ACTH concentrations in.a 

--~number of experimental situations. 

1.0 



To undertake computer modelling, one must have access 

te a cemputer system which is geared te simulation with 

regards te beth seftware and hardware. We had ready access 

te a cemputer (EAI 590.hybrid· cemputer which incerperated an 

EAI 640 digital cemputer and an EAI 580 analegue cemputer, 

installed.in the Electrical Engineering Department, 

University .of Canterbury), but at the start .of .our research, 

~ittle .or ne simulatien .of the type .of interest te us had 
f • •• 

been .undertaken at ,Canterbury University. The medels 

investigated during the research were .of such variety and 

form that analegue cemputatienwas very time censuming -' 

eachmedel required cemplete repatching. In .order te 

increase .our cemputing efficiency a digital simulatien 

3 

language was develeped in conjunctien with Dr A.E. McKinnen, 

presently at Divisien .of Bielegical Sciences, Natienal 

Research Ceuncil .of Canada, ottawa. The value .of this 

pre gram is made clear later in this thesis. 

Te implement such a large pre gram en se small a cemputer 

placed serieus censtraints en the mass sterage available. Te 

alleviate this situatien a magnetic tape sterage system was 

designed ~nd censtructed. 

The tepics in the penultimate chapter .of the thesis 

(chapter 9), arese frem cenversatiens held with a number .of 

endocrinelegists and physiolegists. Many .of these scientists,· 

are rather sceptical .of medelling fer the reasen that a medel 

is assigned parameter values which represent these .of .only 

one, .often hypothetical, member .of the species being 

medelled. Medelling, as currently practised, dees net handle 

'-"nermal bielegical variatien. Chapter 9 discusses means .of 

1.0 



incorporating normal variations into simulation techniques. 

One of the methods, developed in conjunction with 

Dr R.B.T. Bates, is original and has potential advantages, 

as is shown in chapter 9. 

.1.0 
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CHAPTER 2 

BACKGROUND REVIEW 

Science is the observation of facts, and especially of 

measurable quantities, and the construction of theories that 

serve to explain and unify such facts and measurements. The 

theories are tested against whatever facts and measurements 
I 

can be found or generated by experiments suggested by the 

theory. 

A model is a terse statement of such a theory, and both 

theory and model are modified or rejected as the discovery of 

new facts and measqrements require. Thus modelling is the 

process of constructing real or abstract analogues of a 

system which is to be analysed or described. A model may be 

little more than a description in words of a system in the 

simplest case, or at the other extreme may involve large 

numbers of mathematical equations implemented on a computer. 

Examples of models are 

. . 
the equations of a chemist, 

the molecular models of a biochemist, 

the scale models of a structural engineer, 

the circuits of an electrical engineer, and 

the sketches of an animal physiologist. 

Models are sometimes visual descriptions of processes or 

things which are themselves invisible or partly so. Visual 

models make the system more easily understood. In this 

respect models usually contain only the relevant features 

of the system. Thus, chemical equations, while modelling 

2.0 



the chemical reactions between compounds, ignore the spatial 

structure of the molecules, which is irrelevant to the 

stoichiometry. 

The more important properties of the models are now 

listed. 

A model is a terse catalogue of knowledge gained' 

from experimentation, or from analysis of a system. 

~ A model is usually in a state of change to incorpo-

rate new knowledge. 

Models are scaled up or scaled down versions of a 

real system. 

A model, in practical terms, simplifies reality. 

System components which are of no interest, need not be 

incorporated into a model. 

A model transforms system attributes which are 

difficult to envisage into attriputes with which we are 

familiar, and often into attributes which we have the tools 

to investigate. 

• Modelling should never become an end unto itself • 

Models are constructed to provoke and to answer questions, 

and when these questions are answered, the model's function 

is complete. 

In summary of the above assertions, the modelling 

approach is but one of many tools used in system analysis. 

It will never replace experimentation, but may certainly aid 

it. 

In the remaining sections of this chapter the forms of 

models commonly used in studies of physiological systems are 

~--~-descr:ibed. In particular, computer simulation and its 

2.0 
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function in the modelling of bi"Ochemical and metabolic 

processes is discussed. 

2.1 Models as Analogues 

A model of a system may be represented in numerous 

analogous ways. Thus the three systems (or models) shown-in 

figure 2.1, are approximate analogues of each other, and, 

even though they are physically unrelated, they may be 

thought of as models of each other. 

Hydraulic 
System 

( Height=i) Mass = 

Sectional 
Area of Tanks = X 

C k Mass = B 

7 

- -- - -'_ ..... - -- - --
Capacitors = X 

Electrical 
System 

(VOl tage = ~) 
JL-.----~~----~~ 

1 
. - --.- -- - -- - --

Container Volume = X 
Chemical 
System k 

<' 

(concentration - Q) C 7 B 
- X 

k 

Figure 2.1 Three analogous systems. 

That the three systems are in fact analogous 

(~) 

portray-

ed by writing the differential equations which describe each 

of them. . Thus 

2.1 
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(2.1 ) 

describes. all three systems in figure 2.1. 

Equation (2.1) can be expressed in a form which allows 

direct implementation on the analogue computer, as in the 

diagram shown in figure 2.2. 

., ...---1 c B 

Figure 2.2 Analogue oomputer representation of equation 

(2.1) • 

The equivalence of figure 2.2 and equation (2.1) can be 

verified by noting that 

c = J ~ (B - C) dt + D1 ' 

and 

B = J* (C - B) dt + D2 ' 

where D1 and D2 are constants. 

(2.2) 

It is now seen that figure 2.2 and equation (2.1) are 

further analogues or models of the system shown in figure 2.1. 

All of the models introduced so far may be described 

using a single diagram with the aid of the compartment 

notation (c'£. Sheppard, 1948). A compartment is a quantity of 

a substance which has uniform kinetics of transformation and 

transpor~ (Sheppard, 1948). The. three systems shown in 

figure 2.1 contain two compartments (B and C). 

2.1 



In the conventional compartment notation the compart

ment size is the driving force of the compartment (e.g. 

concentration, pressure, voltage), an intensive property of 

the system. Intensive properties are those which are 

independent ·of the amount of the sUbstance or substances 

within the system (Glasstone and Lewis, 1963, p63). While 

in general a system is studied by measuring its intensive 

properties, the mathematics of the system are derived from 

laws of conservation of "amount" (e.g. mass, energy and 

charge). The "amount" and the volume in which this amount 

exists are extensive properties of the system (Glasstone and 

Lewis, 1963, p63). The ratio of the two is the system 

driving force. 

In this thesis we extend the conventional compartment 

notation to include both the "amount" and the volume. The 

conventional compartment size i.e. the driving force, is now 

expressed as the ratio of the amount to the volume. Thus 

concentration equals mass over volume, and voltage equals 

charge over capacitance etc. 

The five systems already discussed in this section are 

summarized, using the new compartment notation, in figure 

2.3. 

2.2 The Simulation of Systems 

9 

The models shown in figure 2.1 allow qualitative analysis 

of the systems which they represent, but are inconvenient for 

quantitative analysis in this form. By contrast, the model 

represented by equation (2 i 1) readily analysed 

2.2 



Figure 2.3 

k 

k 

The systems shown in figures 2.1 and 2.2, and 

equation (2.1) represented in the new compart-

10 

ment notation. Band Care ttamount" attributes, 

X the system volume or size and the ratios i and 

~ the driving forces. 

quantitatively, using analytical or numerical methods to yield 

solutions for each of the model variables. 

~f the model system under investigation is large, or 

contains non-linearities, direct algebraic solution of the 

equations is often tedious or impossible. Such systems are 

generally solved using analogue computers or alternatively 

digital computers programmed to behave as analogue computers. 
; 

The use of computers in this manner is usually referred to 

as "computer simulation", or as just "simulation". 

Computer simulation techniques have now progressed to such 

a degree, that it is often more convenient to solve relatively 

small systems, which have few or no nonlinearities, using 

general purpose simulation programs rather than direct 

algebraic techniques. 

On the analogue computer, the equations of the model to 

be simulated are separated into their component parts (e.g. 

addition, subtraction, integration etc.), and the components 

of the analogue computer (e.g. adders, integrators etc.) are 

2.2 
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wired together to represent the original equatiO.ns. This 

prO.cess is illustrated in sectiO.n 2.1 (cf. equation (2.1) 

and figure 2.2). Each O.f the model variables is represented 

by vO.ltages which change with time in the same manner as do 

the sO.lutiO.ns O.fthe equatiO.ns. These vO.ltages may be 

plO.tted O.r displayed O.n an oscillO.scO.pe screen autO.matically 

to' yield visual recO.rds of the equation sO.lutions. AnalO.gue 

qO.mputation is potentially very fast because analogue 

computers operate "in parallel, by having a separate analO.gue 

cO.mponent fO.r each O.peration in the model equatiO.ns. 

AnalO.gue cO.mputers have the disadvantage that they are 

less cO.nvenient to' set up than digital cO.mputers. Before 

implementatiO.n, the equatiO.ns have to' be scaled so. that all 

sO.lutiO.ns lie in the range O.f + 10 volts, to prevent "O.ver

IO.adingtl O.f the analO.gue cO.mpO.nents. When the scaling has 

been completed the cO.mpO.nents must be wired together, O.r 

"patched". The scaling and patching phases can be time 

consuming if performed by hand, althO.ugh prO.grams nO.W exist 

which can make these processes cO.nsiderably easier (cf. EAI, 

1970) ~ 

Because they are generally easier to' use and are mO.re 

readily available than analogue computers, much simulatiO.n 

is now performed O.n digital cO.mputers, O.ften using specially 

designed simulatiO.n languages (e.g. CSMP, Brennan and 

Silberberg, 1968, DSL/90, Syn and Linebarger, 1966; 

SAAM, Berman and Weiss). 

. Simulation languages fall into two. broad groups. 

Firstly there are "discrete" simulatiO.n languages which are 

used to' solve difference equatiO.ns describing the movement. 

2.2 
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of discrete items (e.g. the components used in an assembly 

line). Examples of discrete simulation languages are GASP 

(Pritsker and Kiviat, 1969), GPSS (Herscovitch and Schneider, 

1965) and SIMSCRIPT (Kiviat et al., 1968). Discrete 

simulation languages are not often used in studying . 

continuous systems. 

The second group consists of "continuous" simulation 

languages, such as CSMP (Brennen and Silberberg, 1968) and 
l, 

SIMUL8 (cf. chapter 7). These are used to study models of 

continuous systems, which are usually based on differential 

equations. The variables in a continuous system change 

smoothly from one level to another (e.g. the decay of a 

radiolabelled chemical in the bloodstream), rather than 

abruptly as in discrete systems (e.g. the number of bolts in 

a bin on an assembly line). 

The particular technique used to solve the differential 

equations numerically varies from one language to another, 

ranging from a simple second order predictor integration such 

as the Adams-Bashforth method (.Bashforth and Adams, 1883) 

used in SIMUL8 (cf. chapter 7), to high order predictor 

corrector algorithms such as Milne's method (cf. Noble, 1964), 

which is used in DSL/90 (Syn and Linebarger, 1966). The 

selection of the integration algorithm is usually a 

compromise between speed and accuracy. Lower order algorithms 

tend to be faster and less accurate than high order algorithms 

(Gear, 1971). 

Two different methods of translating the equations of a 

continuous system into a simulation language are currently 

used. The' first, which is used in 1130 CSMP (IBM, 1966), 

2.2 
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employs a block diagram approach. In 1130 CSMP, the model 

equations are translated by the user into a block diagram 

which is similar to that employed for patching the analogue 

computer. The interconnections between the system components 

are entered into 1130 CSJ'.1P the form of tables. Block 

diagram oriented languages are often called analogue computer 

simulators. 

In the second method of presenting the model to the 

computer, the algebraic and differential equations, coded in 

FORTRAN-like statements, are entered directly into the 

computer in the form of a subroutine. DSL/90 (Syn and 

Lineberger, 1966), 360 CSMP (Brennan and Silberberg, 1968) 

and SIMULB (cf. chapter 7) are all equation oriented 

languages. 

Choice of a language for simulation studies is more 

often than not dictated by what is available to the 

simulator. There is no "best" language which suits all 

people, but rather each simulator has his o~m preferred 

language. 

Later in this thesis (chapter 7), a simulation language 

called SIMUL8 is described in more detail. This language 

has been found convenient to use in investigating metabolic 

systems such as those described chapters 3, 4 and 6. 

2.3 Modelling Metabolic an£ Bioc~mical §yptems 

Biochemical systems maybe investigated by simulating 

the chemical and transport processes inherent their 

operation. A chemical process may be described mathematically 

2.3 



by applying the law of conservation of material or mass 

(cf. Daniels and Alberty, 1966, p336), and the law of 

reaction rate (cf. Moore, 1966, p256). 

14 

These two laws are illustrated by the following example. 

Consider the chemical reaction 

A + B ~ C 

Conservation of mass requires the total mass of reactants A 
'I 

and B, and produc.t C to be constant. Thus 

(2.5) 

Differentiating equation (2.5) with respect to time yields 

(2.6) 

. If the volume of the solution is V then 

[AJ [B] [C] (2.7) 

where [A], [B] and[C] are the concentrations of A, Band C 

respectively. Combining equations (2.6) and (2.7) yields 

:t [C] = - tt ([A] + [B]). (2.8) 

The law of reaction rate relates the rate of product 

formation to the reactant concentrations. Thus 

it [C] = k [A][B] = - 'it ([A] + [B]) (2.9) 

where k is the reaction rate constant. 

The reaction shown in equation (2.4), is defined as a 

second order reaction because equation (2.9) involves the 

product of,two concentrations. This should not be confused 

2.3 
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with a second order system in control theory which is a 

system involvi.ng a variable and its first and second deriva-

tives. 

Often in biochemical sys·~ems one of the two reactants 

is present in abundant quantities which reduces the effecti.ve 

order of the reaction from second order to first order. 

Thus if 

d [AJ o , dt ~ (2.10) 

then 

d [C] k I [B] dt , (2.11 ) 

where 

kl = k [A] (2.12) 

All chemical reactions are to some extent reversible 

(cf. Daniels and Alberty, 1966, p338). That is, the products 

have a tendency to decompose to form the original reactants. 

Equation (2.4) would therefore appear as 

k1 
A + B -7'- C +- , (2.13 ) 

k2 

and equation (2.9) is extended to the form 

(2.14 ) 

In many situations the reverse reaction proceeds at such a 

low rate, that the reaction can be considered irreversible. 

2.3 
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Chemical reaction rates are often altered in the 

presence of catalysts or enzymes, the latter being a catalyst 

which affects a specific reaction. Catalysts may increase, 

or may decrease both the forward and reverse rate constants 

proportionately, and thus they do not affect the equilibrium 

of the reaction. 

The action of a catalyst may be studied using the 

Michaelis Menten model (cf. Moore, 1966, p313), in which 
I 

the following reaction sequence occurs 

14:3 
-E + P, (2.15) 

whereE is an enzyme or catalyst, S a substrate or reactant, 

P a reaction product and the substance ES is a complex of 

the enzyme and substrate. The enzyme is not consvrned by the 

reaction and undergoes no chemical change other than the 

complexing shown in equation (2.15). Thus,the total amount 

of enzyme present at any stage equals the initial amount of 

enzyme. In other words 

[E] + [ES] = [EJ O (2.16) 

where [E]6 is the initial enzyme concentration. The mass 

. balance equations for the reactions in equation (2.15) are 

d [ES] 
k1 [S] [E] - (k2 + k3) [ES] , dt = (2.17) 

d [S] 
k2 [ESJ - k1 [S] [E] dt = (2.18 ) 

d [pJ 
k3 [ES] crt'" = 



After an initial transitory period the concentration of ES 

. reaches a steady value and 
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(2.20) 

By eliminating [ES] and [E] from equations (2.16), (2.18), 

(2.19) and (2.20) the rate of formation of the product P 

is shown to be 

d [pJ 
dt 

which has the form 

d· [pJ 
dt = 

1 + kb [S] 
= 

d [S] 
dt 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

At low concentrations of S the rate of formation of 

product is linearly related to the substrate concentration, 

but when 

then 

kb [S] » 1 , 

d [p] 
dt = constant, 

and the reaction is said to be saturated. Saturating 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

mechanisms such as this are discussed further in chapters 3 

and 4. 

In certain situations a fifth substance called an 

inhibitor can interfere with the reaction by forming another 

2.3 



complex with the enzyme, so reducing the amount of enzyme 

available for product formation. Thus 
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k4 
I + E . 4 • EI , (2.25) 

k5 

where I is the inhibitor. By using a similar analysis to . 

that above it can be shown that in the presence of an 

inhibiting agent I, equation (2.22) becomes 

d [pJ 
dt = 

d [S] 
dt (2.26) 

It is seen from equation (2.26) that as [IJ increases, the 

rate of product formation decreases, a process called 

inhibition. 

Biochemical transformation often involve consecutive 

reactions, where a basic molecule has many small chemical 

changes made to its structure. Such a transformation mqy be 

written as 

(2.27) 

In many situations, some of the rate constants k1 to k5 in 

equation (2.27) are so large that the preceding reactant will 

be present in negligible quantities, and may be neglected in 

the mathematical analysis. Thus if k2 and k4 are very large 

when compared to k1' k3 and k5 we may reduce equation (2.27) 

to 
. , 

(2.28) 

2.3 



without affecting the mathematical description of the 

system •. 
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In a similar vein, if two sUbstances in the sequence· 

are. chemically ,indistinguishable from each other,. they may 

be grouped together for the purposes of analysis with little 

effect on the observable dynamics of the system. Models 

involving consecutive reactions, such as those described 

a~ove, are discussed in section 3.6. 

2.3 
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CHAPTER 3 

REVIEW OF ADRENAL CORTICAL SYSTEM LITERATURE 

The adrenal cortical system consists of the adrenal 

cortex (which is the outer part of the adrenal gland), the 

substances it secretes, the· bodily processes that these 

substanc.es control, and a number of other hormones and glands 
I 

which affect the adrenal secretions. The adrenocortical 

secretions are essential to life because of their function 

in controlling systemic concentrations of the minerals 

sodium and potassium, and the carbohydrate glucose. 

Recently, dynamic models of the adrenocortical system 

have been developed to aid the understanding of, and 

experimentation on, this complex system. 

In this chapter the operation of the adrenocortical 

system, and the experimental procedures used in its analysis, 

are summarized. Ten models of the adrenocortical system, 

which are cited in the literature, are described, and their 

features compared. 

3.1 "The Adrenocortical System 

Although more than forty different hormones are 

produced by the adrenal gland, only three (viz. aldosterone, 

cortisol and corticosterone) are known to be important. 

Aldosterone controls sodium and potassium concentrations and 

so is called a mineralocorticoid. Cortisol (more important 

in humans and sheep), and corticosterone (more important in 

rats), control glucose concentration and are called 
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glucocorticoids. All three hormones are formed from 

cholesterol by the chemical processes of figure 3.1. 

CHOLESTEROL 
/" ~ 

20 a. HYDROXYCHOLESTEROL 22~ HYDROXYCHOLESTEROL 

~ / 
20u 22~ DIHYDRfXYCHOLESTEROL 

• PREGNENOLONE 
17~ HYDROXY- .~. , I· 

PREGNENOLONE W 
PROGESTERONE 

/ ~ 
17a HYDROXYPROGESTERONE '11 {3 HYDROXYPROGESTERONE 

t ~ / 
11DEOXYCORTISOL 21 DEOXYCORTISOL 

\ ./ ~ 

CORTISOl:! CORTICOSTERONE 

J:" 
ALDOSTERONE -

Figure 3.1 The main biosynthetic pathways by which 

cortisol, corticosterone and aldosterone 

are formed from cholesterol. 
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Secretions of the glucocorticoids and mineralocorticoids 

are controlled by the hormones ACTH (adrenocorticotrophic 

hormone), and angiotensin II respectively. ACTH ~s a 

polypeptide produced in the pituitary. ACTH is in turn 

controlled by CRH (corticotrophin releasing hormone), a 

neurohormone produced in the hypothalamus in response to 

neural stimuli from the midbrain regions. The glucocorticoid 

control path is shown in figure 3.2. The aldo.sterone control 

path, by contrast, does not involve the neural system 
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Figure 3.2 Control of cortisol or corticosterone secretion. 

From Frieden and Lipner (1971). 

directly. The path, which is shown in figure 3.3, 

incorporates parts of the kidney, and enzymes present in 

the blood. The hormones angiotensin I, angiotensin II, and 

renin are the intermediates in the aldosterone control loop. 

In figures 3.2 and 3.3 the control mechanisms for both 

the glucocorticoids and the mineralocorticoids are shown as 

closed loop systems. That is, they contain feedback, which 

allows the concentrations of the corticoids to be auto~ati-

cally controlled. The evidence for and effect of the closed 

~-~-._.loop control of the glucocorticoids is discussed in section 

3.2. 

3.1 
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Figure 3.3 Control of aldosterone secretion. From Frieden 

and Lipner (1971). 

The hormones ACTH and angiotensin II do not act 

independently. For example, angiotensin II has no effect 

at low concentrations unless ACTH and potassium are present 

in sufficient amount. 

The mechanism by which the hormones ACTH and angiotensin 

II affect the synthesis of the steroid hormones (i.e. cortisol, 

corticosterone and aldosterone) is not fully understood. 

Hall and Young (1968) show that ACTH affects the 20a 

hydroxylation of cholesterol (cf. figure 3.1). There is 

also strong evidence to suggest that ACTH does not act 

directly on this hydroxylation, but controls the formation 
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of the intermediary cyclic AMP (cyclic 3'5' adenasine 

monophosphate), within the adrenal cells (Haynes, 1958; 

Haynes et al., 1959). Figure 3.4 shows the proposed 

mechanism of ACTH action as summarized by Clegg and Clegg 

(1969) • 

ACTH 
I 
I 

+.!t ATP + Cyclase ----..!.---?) Cyclic AMP 
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Active Phosphorylase .c:./ _____ J~ Inactive 
I 7 

Phosphorylase 
I 

~+ 
Glycogen---~--------7> Glucose-i-phosphate 

6-phosphogluconic Acid 
'\ 

Glucose-6-phosphate 

+ 

TPNH 
I 
I 

+ 

TPN 

J,+ 
Cholesterol-----77 Pregnenolone -----7) Corticoids 

Figure 3.4 Proposed mechanism of ACTH action. From. Clegg 

and Clegg (1969). 

3.2 fhe Glucocorticoid System as a Closed Loop Adaptive 

Controller 

The glucocorticoid system is composed of a number of 

physically separate parts or subsystems, each with a specific 

function. Communication between these subsystems is provided 

by hormones, which act as chemical signals, transported by 

the bloodstream. The glands of the system have two 

functions - transduction and amplification. That is they 

change the signal from one form to another, and at the 

3.2 



same time they increase the signal strength or hormone 

concentration. 
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All of the hormonal signals undergo some form of 

degradation in their movement through the blood vessels. 

They are diluted and metabolized, and may be bound to 

proteins and other substances in the blood. All of these. 

degradative processes reduce the amount of the hormone which 

c.an act on the lttarget organ" (i.e. the organ in which a 

hormone acts, such as the adrenal gland in the case of 

ACTH ). 

The glucocorticoid concentrations in the blood are 

under closed loop control, however, the nature, and the 

point of action of the feedback, is not clear. That feed

back is present is demonstrated by numerous experiments. 

Espiner et ala (1972 b) inject dexamethasone (a synthetic 

steroid resembling cortisol in structure and action) into 

sheep while measuring cortisol secretion rate. Following 

the injection, cortisol secretion ceases. Conversely, 

plasma ACTH concentrations are high after adrenals are 

removed (Hodges and Vernikos, 1960), and where they fail 

(Bethune et al., 1957). All of these experiments suggest 

that feedback is present but do not show its form, or where 

it acts. 

Ingle (1959) suggests that some effect of cortisol 

(e.g. control of glucose synthesis) provides the feedback 

signal. However, changes in glucose concentration in the 

blood are slow (Clegg and Clegg, 1969) compared with observed 

changes in cortisol secretions (Espiner et al., 1972 a), 
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which seems to exclude glucose concentration as the feedback 

signal. 

Yates'and Urquhart (1962) propose from inconclusive 

evidence that the concentration of unbound cortisol (i.e. 

cortisol which is not bound to such substances as transcortin 

or albumin) in the blood provides the feedback. 

Frieden and Lipner (1971) report on experiments in which 

steroid hormones implanted in the midbrain cause adrenal 

secretion of cortisol to fall. While this suggests that 

steroids are detected by the neural system, the large doses 

of steroids used may not be representative of physiological 

levels of steroids reaching the brain. 

There is a strong possibility that there is more than 

one feedback path. Dallman and Yates (1969) propose that 

cortisol concentration is detected by two regions of the 

hypothalamus - the median eminence and septal regions. Also, 

the presence of a minor control loop proposed by Kraicer 

and Conrad (1971). They show that plasma ACTH concentration 

affects the pituitary secretion of ACTH. The relative 

importance of these three feedback paths has not been shown, 

but it is likely that only one or two have predominating 

effects in the regulation of glucocorticoid synthesis. 

Yates and Urquhart put forward a theory for 

glucocorticoid control which is popularly called the "set 

point theory". The essence of this theory that the system 

is controlled by neural signals which adjust the set point of 

a simple closed loop controller (cf. figure 3.5). Evidence 

for such a closed loop system is provided by Yates et ala 

(1961). They inject separately, and in pairs, the substances 

3.2 
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ACTH" corticosterone, and histamine (a noxious stimulant 

acting in the neural regions which causes the adrenal to 

increase corticosterone synthesis), into the rat. The amount 

of each substance injected is adjusted to produce similar 

increa.ses in the concentration of corticosterone in plasma 

(cf. figure 3.6). The increase in the concentration of 

corticosterone, when both ACTH and corticosterone are 

tnjected simultaneously, is nearly twice that following 
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Response of rats to various substances injected 

separately and in pairs. From Yates et'al. 

(1961). I = + 1 standard error of the mean. 

injection of the two substances separately. In contrast, 

injection of both histamine and corticosterone does not 

,produce a significant increase in,the corticosterone 

concentration. If the system were an open loop controller, 
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injection of any two of these substances would produce a 

concentration increase twice that for one of the substances 

on its own. With closed loop control, as proposed in 

figure 3.5, corticosterone and histamine act in opposition 

at the set point, thus nullifying the effect of the latter 

substance. 
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Although the edback signal in the set point theory is 

the concentration of glucocorticoids, it is unimportant to 

the·operation of the control loop whether the glucocorticoids, 

or their effects, provide the feedback; the end result, 

i.e. control of glucocorticoid effects, will be the same 

which ever form the feedback takes. 

Following continued administration of ACTH, increases in 

the weight of the adrenal glan~ are observed. These changes 

occur over a much longer time scale than the observed 

changes in glucocorticoid secret~on, and therefore do not 

immediately affect steroidogenesis. Fortier and De Groot 

(1959) report that in rats, following surgical removal of 

all but a small fragment of one adrenal, the adrenal fragment 

doubles in size in about two weeks. The relatively small 

secretions of the adrenal fragment in this situation are 

insufficient to maintain normal plasma concentrations of 

glucocorticoids, causing ACTH to be excreted at increased 

rates. So that the reduced mass of adrenal tissue can meet 

the demand placed on it by ACTH, it must increase in size. 

Such adaptive processes are common in living systems. In 

this respect the glucocorticoid system may be described as a 
" closed loop adaptive controller. 

3.2 
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In this section the glucocorticoid system has been shown . 

as being independent of its environment. In fact this is not 

so. Many researchers (cf. Yates and Urquhart, 1962) show 

qualitatively, that the state of the glucocorticoid system 

is affected by a number of other variables. Bloodflow, the 

concentrations of steroid cofactors, precursors and enzymes, 

and the state of closely associated endocrine systems, all 

~fect the operation of the glucocorticoid system and must 

all be considered when the system is analysed or modelled. 

For example, insulin, which is secreted by the pancreas, 

acts in opposition to the glucocorticoids in regulating 

glucose production. In practice most of these factors are 

expected never to dominate the control system. 

3.3 Adrenal Cortex Experimental Procedures 

A number of experimental procedures are used in the 

analysis of the adrenal cortex, each complementing the 

others in determining how the gland functions. Three 

techniques (viz. in vitro studies, perfusion studies and 

autotransplant studies) are now described • 

. With in vitro studies the adrenal gland is removed from 

the animal and maintained in a "live" state by immersion in 

a solution with properties similar to those of blood. 

Various hormones and chemicals may then be added and allowed 

to incubate, or to act on the adrenal cells. Following 

incubation the chemicals are washed from the tissue and the 

tissue cells disintegrated by chemical and mechanical means. 

The component parts of the cell may then be separated by 

._.centrifugation, for. subsequent chemical analysis . Radio-
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chemical labelling of hormones and precursors is commonly 

used for tracing the biosynthetic paths in the gland in "in 

vitro" studies. However, care must be taken when interpret-:

ing the results from in vitro studies. In extrapolating 

such results to the in vivo system, the following points 

must be considered. 

The incubation medium cannot have identical 

p~operties to the blood which normally flows through the 

gland. 

The stimulants added to the tissue medium must be 

added so that the cells are subjected to similar concentra

tions to those formed in the in vivo system. 

The blood" is continually adding and removing 

substances, whereas this is not true with in vitro studies, 

except insofar as diffusion provides transport. 

Notwithstanding these points, in vitro experiments have 

provided much information on the biochemical processes 

occurring in the glands, much more readily than in vivo 

experiments provide. 

Because of the inaccessibility of the adrenal glands -

they are sited on the kidneys - in vivo experiments require 

surgical techniques to gain access to the glands. The two 

following techniques are commonly used. 

The perfusion technique is used by Urquhart and Keller 

(1971) for in situ analysis of the adrenal of dogs. Blood 

drained from the carotid artery of the dog is mixed with 

perfusion hormones (e.g. ACTH) , and pumped into the adrenal 

-artery, which has been disconnected from its normal'point 

.of supply.. A catheter, inserted in the adrenal vein, 

. ! 
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removes sufficient blood, at approximately one minute 

intervals, for subsequent analysis. The surgical preparation 

of animals for perfusion studies involves removal of the 

kidneys and the intestinal blood supply. The pituitary 

gland is also removed to eliminate the source of endogenous 

ACTH. Such experiments are costly because of the surgery· 

required, and the fact that the animal must be sacrificed 

~t the end of an experiment. Only input-output relationships 

between the hormones may be studied, but many of the variables 

external to the gland, such as blood flow rate, are able to 

be kept constant. Results obtained from such perfusion 

studies are discussed in the next section (section 3.4). 

The second in·vivo technique involves transplanting the 

adrenal gland from its normal position, to one which is more 

accessible (cf. Beaven et al., 1964). The right hand adrenal 

gland is completely removed from the animal, while the left 

is transplanted to a specially prepared loop of skin in the 

neck. This loop contains the carotid artery and jugular 

vein, to which the adrenal gland is joined surgically. 

Hormones and other substances may be infused into the 

gland by pumping them into the carotid artery through a 

cannula. Blood samples for analysis are siphoned from the 

jugular vein. The two blood vess are suitably clamped 

to ensure that all of the material infused passes through 

the adrenal, and that little material secreted by the gland 

can reenter the animals general circulation. This experi

mental preparation provides good access to the adrenal gland 

once the initial surgery has been performed. The animals 

may be reused in experiments over a period of years without 
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the need for anaesthesia. This technique has most of the 

advantages of the perfusion technique except for control 

over blood flow rate. 

In conclusion the advantages and disadvantages of the 

three techniques described are listed in table 3.7. 

Table 3.7 

'. 

Attributes of three experimental techniques 

for adrenal analysis. 
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ATTRIBUTE IN VITRO 
EXPERIMENTS 

PERFUSION AUTOTRANSPLANTED 

Surgery Necessary Simple 

Animal Sacrificed Yes 

Access to Parts of Possible 
Cell 

Access to Parts of Possible 
Gland 

Control Over Blood -
flow 

Control Over Other Yes 
Substances in 
the Blood 

Dynamic Studies Difficult 
Possible 

Relationships Intermediate 
Found Biochemical 

Changes and 
Interrela-
tionships 

STUDIES ADRENAL GLAND 

Difficult Difficult prior 
for each to first experi
experiment ment 

Yes No 

No No 

.. 

No No 

Yes No 

Often Often Difficult 
Difficult 

Yes Yes 

Input- Input-Output 
Output Relationships 

Relation-
ships 

3.4 Results from Dynamic Studies on the Adrenal Cortex 

Experiments on the adrenal cortex, which either the 

~---perfusion technique- or the autotransplanted gland is used, 

3.4 
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allow the dynamic response of the gland to stimulation by 

ACTH to be measured. In this section a summary of these 

responses is given. 
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Following a step increase in the concentration of ACTH, 

cortisol secretion rises rapidly, reaching a peak in about 

ten minutes. Subsequently the secretion rate falls slowly 

reaching a steady level, which is between 60 and 70 per cent 

of the peak level, in about forty minutes (cf. figure 3.8; 

Urquhart et al., 1970). 

Cortisol 

Secretion 

Rate 

(pg/ml) 

[ACTH] 

(pU/ml) 

Figure 3.8 

o 

~ t~jl-__ --r-_-L-_", ___ -;:>~ Time 
o 80 (Min) 

Cortisol secretion following a step change in 

ACTH concentration from 0 to 2 ;tU/ml. From 

Urquhart et ale (1970). 

Removal of the ACTH causes cortisol secretion to fall 

monotonically to low levels. The overshoot may be repeated 

by reapplying the ACTH after a further forty minutes at 

least. If the ACTH is reapplied after only five minutes, 

there is little or no overshoot (cf. figure 3.9; Urquhart. and 

Li, 1968). 
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Figure3.9 Repeatability of overshoot with short and long 

periods between ACTH infusions. From Urquhart 

and Li, 1968. 
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The overshoot to appear, also, if very high concentra-

tions of ACTH are infused (cf. figure 3.10). In this case 

8 
Cortisol 

Secretion 

Rate 

(~g/min) 0 

[ACTH] 

(fU/ ml ) 

Figure 3.10 

30 

o --T-------~------~------~ Time 
(Min) 

o 60 

Response of adrenal to a high concentration of 

ACTH. Note that there is overshoot of 

cortisol secretion rate. cf .. figure 3.8. 

From Urquhart et al. 1968. 



the cortisol secretion reaches a saturation, the form of 

which is shown in figure 3.11 (Urquhart et al., 1970). 

Furthermore, when high ACTH concentrations are used, the 

decline in cortisol secretion when ACTH is removed is 
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further prolonged (cf. figure 3.12; Li and Urquhart, 1969). 
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Figure 3.11 
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steady state relationships between cortisol 

secretion rate and ACTH concentration at 

different blood flow rates. From Urquhart 

et al., 1970. 

The results in figures 3.8 to 3.12, show that the response 

of the adrenal cortex to ACTH is highly non linear and 

depends not only on the current concentrations of ACTH in 

the gland, but also on the amounts of ACTH infused up to 

forty minutes prior to an observation. 
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Decay of cortisol secretion rate following 

cessation of ACTH. Two infusions are shown 

i.e. 30 ~U/ml and 2 ~U/ml. From Li and' 

Urquhart,1969. 

3.5 Glucocorticoid System Models 

Th~ operation of the glucocorticoid system is 

summarized as follows. 

Nervous stimulation of the hypothalamus near the brain 

produces a secretion (CRH) which excites the pituitary to 

produce a polypeptide ACTH. 
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ACTH, as its name adrenocorticotrophic hormone implies, 

stimulates the adrenal cortex to synthesize a steroid 

cortisol (or corticosterone) from cholesterol through about 

a dozen known chemical transformations •. 

Cortisol is carried by the blood back to the region of 

the pituitary and hypothalamus where it suppresses the 

production of ACTH. Both cortisol and ACTH can be estimated 

chemically, and their interaction is apparent from such 

measurements. 

3.5 
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This is the system which is to be modelled, so that its 

behaviour as a function of time can be imitated and predicted 

quantitatively. In the remainder of this chapter, published 

models of the glucocorticoid system and its component parts 

are described. 

The first dynamic model of the whole glucocorticoid 

system was published by Urquhart et ale (1959). Their 

hydraulic analogue of the pituitary-adrenal system shows the 

main features of this system (cf. figure 3.13). It has more 

recently been extended and refined to accommodate new data. 

The operation of the hydraulic model is now described. 

Hypothalamus? 
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Plasma 
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Conc. 
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Metabolism 
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1 ~ 

Hepatic , 
Metabolism '!~~ ,I 

Figure 3.13 Hydraulic analogue of pituitary adrenal system. 

From Urquhart et ale (1959). 
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Water in a tank, representing cortisol, is released via 

two valves. The first is controlled by liver enzymes which 

degrade cortisol, and the other is fixed, representing other 

degradative pathways. The flow from both valves is 

dependent on the height of the water in the tank. Water 

enters the tank by a third valve, representing the adrenal 

cortex, which is controlled by a level sensitive device, 

the hypothalamus and the pituitary, which opens the valve 

when the water level falls. The action of the model is 

similar to the common water cistern in which the height of 

the water is maintained at a steady level. 

While the hydraulic model describes most of the 

important features· of the glucocorticoid system, it 

oversimplifies many of them. Some of these simplifications 

are listed below. 

Cortisol exists in plasma in a number of forms 

e.g. free or "native fl cortisol, and bound cortisol. It is 

thought that only the free cortisol affects the feedback 

site in the hypothalamus (cf. Yates and Urquhart, 1962). 

In the hydraulic model there is no distinction made between 

the different forms of cortisol. 

The rate of secretion of cortisol is assumed to be 

a linear function of ACTH concentration, whereas in reality 

the relationship between the two hormones is appreciably 

nonlinear (cf. Li and Urquhart, 1969). 

The control loop is affected by the blood flow rate, 

the concentration of various substances, and other factors 

not included in the model. 
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The model of Dallman and Yates (1969) is similar in 

function to that of Urquhart et al. (1959), but is 
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described by a block diagram rather than an hydraulic 

analogue. Dallman and Yates use their model to explain the 

experimental results described in Section 3.2 (cf.figure 3.6). 

Two of the variables in the model ~hown in figure 3.14), 

identified by the term "sign restrictionll (Dallman and 

Yp.tes' terminology), are constrained to be non negative. 

Level 
Setting 
Device 

+ + - , 

Feedback 
Elements 

~ i' 

Figure 3.14 

Exogenous 
ACTH + CRH 

+ 
EndogenousY 

ACTH + t 
CRH B 

+ 

Exogenous cortisol 
Infusion rate 

Total Adrenal ..... '---

~CTH + CRH Gland 

~ L Sign Restrictions 

+ 
Total loss -

.. Process f s Cortisol + 
loss rate 

Distribution v 
of Cortisol .... 

Block diagram'of pituitary adrenal system. 

From Dallman and Yates (1969). 

+ 

These sign restrictions are necessary to prevent the' 

endogenous (sign restriction B) and the endogenous plus 

exogenous (sign restriction A) concentrations of the hormones 

CRH or ACTH becoming negative. Analogue computer simulation 

of the model shows that these sign restrictions must be 

-incorporated to explain the experimental results of Dallman 



and Yates (1969; cf. section 3.2). Sign restriction A is 

unnecessary providing exogenous CRH and ACTH infusions are 

maintained positive. 
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The most complex published model of the glucocorticoid 

system is that due to Yates and Brennan (1967), which is 

also described by Yates et ale (1968). Their model is 

reproduced in block diagram form in figure 3.15. Important 

a~pects of the model are listed below. 

Three forms of cortisol are described in the model. 

These are, firstly, free cortisol, which is shown distributed 

into two compartments - the plasma and the extracellular 

spaces; secondly, cortisol which is bound to the plasma 

protein albumin,and finally cortisol bound to a sUbstance 

called "transcortin". 

The non linearities known to occur in the inter

action of ACTH and cortisol, are described by the 

"Unidirectional rate sensitive ll adrenal model which is 

described in the next section (section 3.7). 

The metabolism of ACTH, i.ts binding to SUbstances 

in the blood and its distribution in the plasma compartment 

are accounted for by the model. 

Only the free cortisol affects the feedback path, 

this feedback acting at two sites in the hypothalamus - the 

median eminence and septal regions. 

With respect to the five points discussed above, the 

model of Yates and Brennan is significantly more complete 

than that of Urquhart et ale (1959), which was discussed 

earlier (p. 38). 
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Yates and Brennan (1967) have adjusted the parameters 

of their model so that the model.variables (e.g. the various 

hormone concentrations) are representative of a small dog. 

The response of the model, particularly that of the 

variables cortisol and ACTH, provides a close account of 

reality. However, some of the model variables are not easily 

compared with their physical counterparts because the 

5Mbstances cannot be measured. For example, pregnenolone 

concentration within the cell might be important, but is 

impossible to measure in the in vivo system. 

Many of the glucocorticoid subsystems (e.g. the neural 

regions), are modelled as functional blocks which provide the 

right sort of input-output relationships - little attention 

has been paid to whether the mechanisms of these blocks 

mimics the real system, simply because so little is known 

about these regions. Operationally these blocks provide an 

adequate account of the function of these regions until 

better information is available. 

Empirical mathematical functions are used to describe 

the input-output relationships of the adrenal gland and 

hypothalamus-pituitary complex in models developed by 

Dolkas and Leon (1970), and Stoke ly and Howard (1972). 

These models describe the time response of corticosterone 

and ACTH concentrations in the plasma of rats, following 

injections of corticosterone. In Stokely and Howards' 

(1972) model, infusions of CRH (cf. section 3.1) and 

injections of ACTH may also be programmed. The empirical 

equations of both Dolkas and Leons' (1970), and Stokely 

and Howards' (1972)-models, are not related to the 
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biochemical and physiological processes which occur in the 

glucocorticoid system. In both models, corticosterone and 

ACTH concentrations are the only model variables with 

physiological significance. 

3.6 Models of the Adrenal Subsystem 

The mechanism by which the hormone ACTH stimulates the 

a~renal cortex to produce cortisol is not fully understood. 

Numerous theories, derived from in vivo and in vitro 

studies, have been tes'ted with the aid of dynamic models. 

In this section the models which have appeared in the 

literature, and the theories upon which they are based, are 

described. 

Urquhart et al. have published five models of the 

adrenal system (Urquhart et al., 1968; Urquhart and 

1969; Li and Urquhart, 1969; Urquhart et ., 1970). 

These are now described in chronological order. 
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The first (Thquhart and Li, 1969) shown in figure 3.16. 

It is based on the postulate that ACTH has a catalytic effect 

.... ~ - - ACTH - - - -
( I .... \ 

I 
Fast " Slowl Slowt 

I I 
I I I 

+~ + J +J, c . >d --~) e --~) f ~ g ~ h~ Secretion 

Figure 3.16 The first adrenal model. From Urquhart and 

Li (1969). 

on three biochemical steps in the synthesis of cortisol. The 

synthetic pathway by which cortisol is formed from cholesterol 

3.6 
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(cf. section 3.1), is described by the letters c-h in 

figure 3.16, each letter representing the quantity of one or 

more of the biochemical intermediates in the synthesis. 

When stimulated by small step increases of ACTH concentra

tion, the model shows the biphasic response observed in the 

real system (cf. section 3.4). However, as the level of . 

ACTH stimulation (i.e. ACTH concentration) of the model 

~creases, the initial rate of cortisol secretion increases 

much beyond what is found in practice. These high secretion 

rates could be reduced by introducing a saturation process 

to one of the later biochemical steps in the model. This is 

done successfully in the Koritz-Hall model which described 

later.· As there.is little evidence that ACTH acts at three 

points in the synthetic path, there is no point in continuing 

the investigation of this model. 

ACTH 
J 
I 
I 

+-t d )0 f Secretion c )0 > e .;» 
-j r 

I I 

, .... - - - - - - - - - - - - -_/ 

In the second model (Urquhart and Li, 1969), one of the 

end products (f in figure 3.17) inhibits the reaction (c~d) 

which is catalysed by ACTH. This feedback mechanism, which 

is slow to act, reduces the initially high cortisol 

secretion rate, following a step change in ACTH concentration, 

thus forming a response similar to that observed in the gland 
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(cf. section 3.4). Urquhart and Li. (1969) reject this model 

because it fails to reproduce the observed response to 

sinusoidal changes in ACTH concentration. 

The "Unidirectional rate 'sensitive" model (Urquhart and 

Li, 1969) which is used in Yates and Brennans' (1967) model 

of the glucocorticoid system (cf. section 3.6), is the thLrd 

developed by Urquhart and Li. In this model, two paths in 

the conversion of cholesterol to cortisol are proposed. One 

of these (c --7 c I ~ d in figure 3. 18) provides the initial 

transient in the response to a step change in ACTH 

ACTH 
I 
I 

C -±.Ld--~ e 

\1 
c'b £..../--+t .,. c' + b 

" ... , 
XA X + A 

f --'!!> g ~ Secretion 

+t ., 
I 
I \ -----------7' Sink 

"-- Source 
I 

ACTH 

Figure 3.18 The unidirectional rate sensitive model of the 

adrenal. From Urquhart and Li (1969). 

concentration, while the other (c --7> d), maintains the supply 

.pf steroids during the later periods of the response; The 

transient path relies on the chemical mechanism, shown in 

figure 3.19 in which an enzyme (I in figure 3.19) affects 

only the forward rate constant of the chemical reaction 

XA ~ X + A. 
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[ 
Source 

XA L. X + A 
t +7 

l I 
I 

~ Sink Enzyme I I 
I ---------

F;Lgure 3. 19 Chemical mechanism used the unidirectional 

rate sensitive model, which violates the law 

of conservation of energy_ 

Catalysts or enzymes, always affect both forward and reverse 

reaction rate constants equally (cf. Moore, 1966); a catalyst 

which affects only one reaction path violates the law of 

conservation of energy, which makes the proposed mechanism 

questionable. This model, although physically unsound, is 

very successful in mimicking measured responses of the gland 

to stimulation by ACTH. 

The only model that describes cyclic AMP (cyclic 3'5' 

adenosine monophosphate) as an intermediate in the action of 

ACTH, is shown in Li and Urquhart (1969) in sketch form 

(cf. figure 3.20). Neither the operation of the model nor 

the equations of this model are described in the text of the 

paper. In the "second messenger theory" (cf. Gill, 1972; 

Pearlmutter al., 1971), cyclic AMP is an intracellular 

mediator of the action of ACTH and many other pituitary 

hormones. The fourth model of Urquhart et aJ... appears to be 

based on this theory." 
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c ). d ~ e ~ f ------:) g --7 Secretion 1+ 

Source t+ 
') Cyclic AMP 

I 
I , I ,j 

ACTH ) 
\,. - - -- '" 

-------' 

Figure 3.20 The fourth adrenal model. From and 

Urquhart (1969) • 

The last of the five models developed by Urquhart and 

Li is the most successful of them all (Urquhart et al., 

1968; 1970). The model is developed from a proposal put 

forward by Koritz and Hall (1964). They report that 

pregnenolone (an intermediate in the conversion of 

cholesterol to cortisol) is capable of inhibiting cholesterol 

hydroxylation (the first chemical change to cholesterol 

known in the synthe of cortisol). Pregnenolone, which 

is formed from cholesterol within the cell mitochondrion 
, 

(cf. Kori-tz et al., 1968), must move out of this region 

before the synthesis of cortisol may proceed (cf. 

figure 3.2). Koritz and Hall (1964) propose that ACTH might 

act to increase the permeability of the mitochondrial 

membrane (which encloses the mitochondrion) to 

pregnenolone. By this mechanism, in the absence of ACTH, 

intrami tochondrial pregnenolone concentration will increase 

to a point where it's source is removed by the inhibition of 

cholesterol hydroxylation. A step of ACTH concentra-

tion will cause a surge of pregnenolone to move out of the 
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Figure 3.21 Schematic diagram of the Koritz-Hall model of 

the adrenal. From Urquhart (1970). 

mitochondrion, thus causing a rapid initial increase of 

cortisol production, which gradually diminishes as 

pregn~nolone reserves fall. Loss of pregnenolone from the 

mitochondrion reduces the inhibition of cholesterol hydr

oxylation, allowing the synthesis of pregnenolone to proceed. 

The biochemical reactions describing the process (shown in 

figure 3. ) are modelled by Urquhart et ale '(1968). This 

model is verified if mitochondrial pregnenolone concentrations 

fall following stimulation by ACTH. The hypothesis of 

Koritz and Hall (1964) is based on in vitro experiments. 

That the in vivo system shows a similar result has not been 

demonstrated. 
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Koritz-Hall model of the adrenal. From 

Urquhart et ale (1968). 

The Koritz-Hall model mimics most of the observed 

gland responses to stimulation by ACTH, and is the model 

favoured mo by Urquhart et ale 
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Numerous models have been published which show 

qualitatively the interactions which occur between the parts 

of the glucocorticoid system. Such models are often used 

as intermediate steps in the development of dynamic models 

of the system (cf. Urquhart, 1970a; Dallman and Yates, 

1969; Gann et al., 1968; Yates et ., 1968). 

Gann et al.(1968) describe a technique for analysing 

the interrelationships of the hormones and glands which 

comprise a physiological system. Hormonal signa~s 

(cf. section 3.2) are quantized into binary states, allowing 
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known system interconnections to be described by Boolean 

equations. Truth tables are formed using experimental data 

and known interconnections. Further interactions are 

guessed, and these guesses tested against the truth tables 

using the rules of Boolean algebra. Gann et . (1968) 

claim that this technique provides a useful means of testing 

the hypotheses made in the modelling process. 

'. In this section numerous models of the function of the 

adrenal gland have been discussed. The most significant· 

point which can be made about the many models is that they 

are all widely different in structure. Many theories have 

been put forward to explain the asymmetric secretion rate of 

cortisol following step changes of ACTH concentration. All 

theories are capable of explaining the results as is amply 

demonstrated by tests made on the models. However, all are 

light in experimental basis. Nobody, to date has identified 

the mechanism which causes the asymmetry in cortisol 

secretion. The models provide the scientist with a means to 

investigate the overshoot mechanism experimentally. If, for 

example pregnenolone levels inside the mitochondrion can be 

shown to rise during ACTH administration, then the Koritz

Hall model is invalidated. In the next chapter further 

models based on plausible mechanisms of adrenal action, are 

added to the models which have been described in this 

section. 
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In the previous chapter (section 3.6) a number of 

models of the adrenal cortex were described. These models, 

which are based on theoretical mechanisms thought to occur 

in the adrenal gland, mimic the experimental results with 
., 

varying degrees of success. The model of Urquhart et ale 
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(1968), provides the best account of these results, but the 

Koritz-Hall hypothesis (cf. Koritz and , 1964), upon 

which it is based, has not been demonstrated by in vivo 

experiments. Furthermore, recent evidence suggests that 

ACTH acts prior to pregnenolone in the steroidogenic 

pathway (Hall and Young, 1968). 

In this chapter, two new models of the adrenal system 

are developed. In the first, the input-output relationships 

of the gland are analysed, and a mechanism capable of 

producing such a relationship postulated. The characteristic 

features of this mechanism are found, and the physiology of 

the gland investigated to determine where such a mechanism 

could occur. In the second model, a mechanism which has 

been proposed to occur in the gland, is tested to see whether 

it is capable of producing the observed behaviour of the 

gland. 

The two models developed in this chapter are then 

compared to the Koritz-Hall model, with regard to their 

structur.e, and their ability to mimic the experimental 
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results. It is shown that there is little to distinguish 

any of the three models operationally. 

4.1 The Depleted store Model of Steroidogenesis 

The characteristics of the adrenals' secretion of 

cortisol, when the gland is stimulated by step changes of . 

ACTH concentration, are summarized by Yates and Brennan 

(~967): Briefly these are: 
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1. a step increase of ACTH concentration in the lower 

dose range leads to an overshooting response that 

reaches a peak about ten minutes. This peak 

is sixty-five per cent higher than the steady 

state secretion rate, which is achieved about 

thirty minutes after the input change. 

2. the overshoot is not present if the gland is 

restimulated within five minutes of the removal of 

the ACTH. 

3. the onset of the secretory response occurs two 

minutes after a change in ACTH concentration is 

initiated. 

4. at high levels of ACTH stimulation, a point of 

maximum cortisol secretion is reached. 

5. at high levels of ACTH stimulation the decline of 

cortisol secretion, following removal of the 

ACTH, is further prolonged. 

In view of the characteristics of adrenal response 

listed above, the mechanism shown figure 4.1 is 

investigated. The mechanism is now described. 
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Figure 4.1 Hydraulic analogue of a system which shows a 

similar response to that of the adrenal gland 

when stimulated by ACTH. 

In the absence of ACTH~ the small storage tank B will 

£ill until its height the same as the large reservoir. 
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When the ACTH operated valve is partially opened, water will 

£low into tank C at a rate proportional to the height of 

tank B. From tank C water will flow away from the 

system. As the flow from B continues, the height of the 

water in this tank will drop, which will reduce the outflow 

rate, thus producing an overshoot in the secretion. If the 

ACTH operated valve now close~secretions from C will 

rapidly cease, allowing tank B to slowly refill. Only if 
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the tank allowed to refill completely will the overshoot 

be repeated by the reapplication of ACTH. 

At high levels of ACTH a different mechanism comes into 

effect. The height of the water in tank C will rise to the 

point where the diameter of the tank increases. At this 

point it will require a large amount of water to appreciably 

increase the height of water in the tank. Consequently the 

f~ow out of tank C will saturate. Furthermore,when ACTH 

is removed the extra water will take longer to flow out, 

thus delaying the decline of secretion from the system. 

The equations of the model just described are 

A :::: 0 (4.1 ) 

B :::: k1A - k2B - k3B [ACTH] (4.2) 

C :::: k3B [ACTH] - k4C/( 1 + k5C) (4.3) 

D :::: k4C/(1 + k5C) (4.4) 

The solutions of equations (4.1) to (4.4), under stimulation 

by varying concentrations, and repeated infusions of. ACTH 

. are shown in figures 4.2 and 4.3. The parameter values used 

in. the simulation, which is performed using SIMUL8 (cf. 

chapter 7), are 

:::: 

:::: 

200 

0.025, 

:::: :::: 

:::: :::: 

0.05, 

0.154 (4.5) 
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Figure 4.2 shows that the response of the model is 

similar to that described in points 1 and 2 above, while 

figure 4.3 demonstrates the properties shown in points 4 

and 5. The delay in the onset of the cortisol secretion 

(point 3) is not demonstrated by the model. This could 

= 

be incorporated by delaying the action of ACTH, or 

alternatively by adding a transport delay between the tanks 

Band C. 
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Figure 4.3 Response of storage ,model to repeated infusions 

of ACTH. 

4.2 Identifying the Storage Model willi_tl:l~~~~ 

In the previous section (section 4.1) a model was 

developed which capable of producing a response to changes 

of ACTH concentration similar in shape to that shovm by the 

adrenal cortex. We now attempt to identify the processes 

incorporated in the model, with real processes in the gland. 

The contents of each of the tanks in figure 4.1 could 

represent the amount of a precursor of cortisol which is 

present in the. gland or in the bloodstream. The pipes 

between tanks could represent one of a riUlnber of processes -

diffusion between regions of the gland, chemical trans

formations, or a combination of the two. The valve, by 
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which the flow from tank B to tank C is controlled, could 

represent a catalyst affecting a chemical reaction - the 

more catalyst present, the faster will the reaction proceed 

(in this situation the reverse reaction, which must always 

be pres:ent, is. assumed to have negligible aff·ect on the 

flow of material). The enlargement of tank C at the top 

could represent a saturating chemical reaction. That is, 

the rate of conversion of C to D is asymptotic to a fixed 

maximum Each of the processes incorporated in the 

model can therefore be described by biochemical processes. 

We now return to the adrenal gland to investigate where 

such biochemical processes occur. Cholesterol, the major 

precursor of cortisol, is investigated first. 

Cholesterol is found in blood at high concentrations 

(-1 mg/ml; Altman and Dittmer, 1961). From the blood, 

cholesterol moves into lipid droplets within the adrenal 

c , where it is stored esterified to fatty acids (Gill, 

1972) .. Before the 20a. hydroxylation of cholesterOl can 

occur, this substance must move into the cell mitochondria 

(Gill, 1972). It is within the mitochondria that ACTH acts, 

probably via the intermediate cyclic AMP (cf. section 2.1), 

to hydroxylate cholesterol and allow the synthesis of 

cortisol to proceed. Sayers et ala (1946) report that ACTH 

reduces the adrenal content of cholesterol, while Borkowski 

et ala (1972b) demonstrate that the amount of free adrenal 

cholesterol is only marginally affected by ACTH, and that 

cholesterol which has been esterified, is 'reduced by a 

factor of about 7 in the presence of this hormone. 
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As a result of the facts presented above we tentatively 

propose that esterified cholesterol is sUbstance B in the 

model described above. Figure 4.4 shows the relationships 

.. 
ADRENAL ,SYSTEM-1,)j}BSJAl'LC]!Q "::-~============::::;:~ MODEL SUBSTAI\fCES 

PLASMA .CHOLESTEROL ( 

1 T 
IWTRA ADRENAL CHOLESTEROL ( 

1 
20a HYDROXYCHOLESTEROL 

e 
I 
I 

11 DEOXYCORTISOL 

1 \\I 

CORTISOL ( ) D 

1 t 
SECRETION OF CORTISOL OUTPUT FROM MODEL 

Figure 4.4. Postulate relationships between variables in 

the model of figure 4.1 and the chemical 

precursors of cortisol. 

between substances A, B, C and D of the model, and the 

cortis?l precursors. Note that substance C represents a 

number of cortisol precursors. Because many of the' 

reactions in this pathway will occur very rapidly in the 

gland, describing a group of reactants and products as a 

single substance will have little effect on the result (this 

is justified in section 2.3). 

Clos er inspection of the data of BorkoV'lski et al. (1972b), 

which is derived from studies on human subjects, shows that 

- the amount of esterified cholesterol in a pair of adrenal 
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glands is 340 mg. This amount is sufficient to maintain 

adrenal steroid secretion for about seven days. Under 

intense ACTH stimulation the amount of esterified cholesterol 

is shown to drop to about 65 mg. Because this drop cannot 

be accounted for by cortisol secretion alone, we may deduce 

that not all of the cholesterol ester, which has been 

hydrolysed to form free cholesterol, is subsequently 

cpnverted to steroid hormones, such as cortisol. 

So that this difference between cholesterol ester 

hydrolysis and steroid hormone synthesis may be accounted 

for, the sizes of compartments A and B in the model must be 

increased, and the proportion of the material flowing from 

B that reaches Cmust be reduced. 

The storage model developed in this section qualitatively 

accounts for the overshoot in cortisol secretion being 

caused by depletion of the amount of esterified cholesterol 

present in the gland. Quantitative verification of this is 

not possible until better data, describing the amounts of 

different forms of cholesterol present in the gland as 

functions of time, becomes available. 

Whereas cholesterol has been strongly implicated as the 

stored SUbstance in earlier discussion, this does not mean 

that it is the only one that satisfies the requirements of 

the model. There are many other SUbstances actively. involved 

in steroidogenesis, including precursors, cofactors and 

enzymes, some of which could be used equally well in place 

of cholesterol in the storage model. However, there is 

insufficient experimental support to justify investigating 

these substances in~the model at this stage. 
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4.3 A Model of Berger's Cyclic AMP Proposal 

Berger (1971) proposes that cyclic AMP, the intra-

cellular mediator of the eroidogenic response, may initiate 

at least two patterns of adrenal steroid hormone synthesis, 

depending on the plasma concentration of ACTH. The proposal 

is based on evidence which shows cyclic AMP to stimulate 

(Karaboyas and Koritz, 1965) and inhibit (Koritz et . , 
1~68) certain of the biochemical steps in the steroidogenic 

pathway. Bergers conclusions are summarized in figure 4.5. 

CHOLESTEROL 

Stimulation + 
CYCLIC AMP - - ~ - - - - - - -~ 

17 a HYDROXYPREGNENOLONE < PREGNENOLONE 

CYCLIC _ Inhibition 
AMP 

17 a HYDROXYPROGESTERONE ~ > PROGESTERONE 

1 
DEHYDROEPIANDROSTERONE CORTICOSTERONE 

CORTISOL 

. Figure 4.5· Summary of Berger's proposal for the action of 

cyclic AMP on steroidogenesis. From Berger 

(1971) . 

We enquire whether the proposal of Berger would explain the 

overshoot observed when the adrenal gland is stimulated by 

an infusion of ACTH. 
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By modelling the mechanism proposed by Berger (1971), it 

is found thai the observed response of the adrenal cortex to 

ACTH may be duplicated, provided the inhibiting processes 

are dynamically slower than the stimulatory process. 

Figure 4-.5 is simplified by merging two of the bio

chemical paths into one. The resulting synthesis path is. 

shown in figure 4.6. 

CHOLESTEROL 
CYCLIC 
AMP 

- I 

1.( --f\.apid Stimu!'!!ion - - - /1 

PREGNENOLONE 
I 
I 
I 

1;.. - - .!l.low - Inhi bi tion __ - - ) 

PROGESTERONE 

DEHYDROEPIANDROSTERONE GLUCOCORTICOIDS 
e.g. CORTISOL 

Fig. 4.6 Simplified version of Berger's cyclic AMP 

proposal,which was shown in figure 4.5. 

In the model, the fast and slow actions of cyclic AMP 

are implemented by forming two compartments for this 

substance; the first affects only pregnenolone formation, 

while the second, which has a relatively long time constant, 

inhibits progesterone formation. The model is shown in 

compartment form in figure 4.7. The operation of the model 

is now described. Upon the introduction of ACTH to the 

adrenal, compartment CAMP (A) rapidly reaches equilibrium 
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and initiates steroid production. Compartment CAMP (B) 

fills slovvly by comparison, and thus slowly decreases 

cortisol secretion by inhibiting the formation of 

progesterone. In this inhibitory process, another steroid, 

DIIIDA (dehydroepiandrosterone), is produced in greater 

quantities as the inhibition becomes more complete. By tqe 

process just described, the overshoot in the secretion rate 

of cortisol is formed. 
I 

Cyclic AMP 
Precursors 

CHOLESTEROL 

ACTH 
I 
I 
t+ 

D.H.E.A. SECRETION 

> 

CORTISOL SECRETION 

Figure 4.7 Model of steroidogenesis based on proposal put 

forward by Berger (1971). 

The equations of the Berger model are derived from mass 

conservation on the compartments in figure 4.7. 

These equations are 

. 
CAMP (A) = k1 x ACTH - k2 CAMP (A) , (4.6) 
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· CAMP (B) ::::: k2 x CAMP (A) - k3 x CAMP (B) , 

PREG ::::: CHOL x CAMP (A) x k4 -

k6 
PREG (k5 + 1 + k x CAMP (B») , 

7 

· PROG = k6 x PREG / (1 + k7 x CAMP (B)) -

kS x PROG , 

• 
GLUC = kS x PROG - k9 GLUC , 

• 
DHEA ::::: k5 x PREG - k10 xDHEA. 
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(4.7) 

(4.S) 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

The Berger model produces excessive oversho.ot at high 

ACTH concentrations. To eliminate this, it is necessary to 

add a saturating mechanism to ?ne of the later chemical 

transformations. Thus,equations (4.9) and (4.10) become 

· PROG = k6 x PREG / (1 + k7 x CAMP (B)) -

kS x PROG / (1 + k11 x PROG) , (4.12) 

and 

· x PROG / GLUC ::::: kS (1 + k11 x PROG) -

k9 x GLUC , (4.13) 

respectively. 

The response of the Berger model, with the parameter values 

listed in table 4.S, are shown in figures 4.9 and 4.10. 
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Table 4.S Values of Berger model parameters used in 

figures 4.9 and 4.10. 

Parameter 

k1 

k2 

" k3 

k4 

CORTISOL 

SECRETION 

RATE 

(pg/min) 

6 

Value Parameter 

1 k5 

1 k6 

0.067 k7 

1 kS 

Value 

0.5 

0.5 

0.067 

1 

Parameter Value 

k9 1 

k10 1 

k11 1 

CHOL 1 

i'------- ...... , \ 
, I 

I I 
: I 
I I 
/ t 

\ 
I 
\ 
I 
\ 
\ 
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O~ __ ~ ____ ~~~ ____ ~ ____ ~ __ ~ __ ~d_ __ ~ ____ ~, 

o Time (Min) 160 ACTH 
Infusion So t 
Rate ...... ----......, I • r----------: 

(Arbitrary) : ! 
(Units) ~------~--------~----~--~--------~---

Figure 4.9 Response of Berger model to repeated infusions 

of ACTH. 
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CORTISOL 

SECRETION 

RATE 

(pg/min) 

Figure 4.10 

8 

o 
o Time (Min) 60 

Response of Berger model to forty minute 

infusions of ACTH at varying levels. N.B. 

A= 1 arbitrary ACTH concentration unit. 

4.4 Three Adrenal System Models? 

We now have three models, each based on a completely 
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different theory, and all modelling the one system. 

Undoubtedly, others are possible. Only one of these models, 

if indeed any of them, can provide a truthful account of 

reality. Which then falls into this category? 

The Koritz-Hall model is partially discounted in 

section 4.0 because it contradicts experimental evidence 

that ACTH primarily controls the first cholesterol hydroxyla

tion. This reaction is described by Berger (1971) and Gill 

(1972), as the rate-limiting step in the steroidogenic 

pathway. But in all three models (viz. the Koritz-Hall, 

Berger and cholesterol storage models), it was found 

necessary to incorporate a saturating chemical reaction in 
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the latter stages of the synthetic path. This implies that 

the first cholester.ol hydroxylation may not be the only rate 

limiting reaction; at high ACTH concentrations, 

steroidogenesis limited by other mechanisms in three 

models. The three models are in agreement in that two 

independent processes in each model control the rate of 

steroid production. The first, which acts at low ACTH 

cencentrations, differs amongst the three models, while the 

second, acting at high ACTH concentrations, identical in 

all three. The importance of this last point is not that 

the saturating process the same for each model, indeed 

it was designed that way, but that it is necessary to 

incorporate a saturation. This means that the saturation 

an important part of the steroid synthesis, or 

alternatively, that none of the three models are models of 

reality. 

To date no further models of the adrenal system have been 

developed, which do not require some form of saturation in 

the steroidogenetic pathway. From this we may tentatively 

infer that a saturating mechanism does exist. 

The Berger model based on postulates drawn from a 

number of in vitro experiments. It is possible that these 

experiments are not truly indicative of the in vivo system. 

The interactions which are observed to occur in incubations, 

may.not be. significant in the intact gland. For example, 

some of the chemical reactions will be either faster or 

slower in the in vitro preparations, t,hus m9.king the inter

actions more dramatic, or, alternatively, making them 
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negligible. In this respect, further evidence is required 

to 'support the Berger hypothesis . 
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. Returning to the operation of the Berger model, one 

method of testing it becomes obvious. In the period 

following ACTH administration, when cortisol secretion falls, 

the rate of production of DHEA increases as progesterone 

production is inhibited (cf. figure 4.7). From this we 

s~e that DHEA production will increase rapidly at the onset 

of ACTH administration and subsequently increase at a slower 

rate as the inhibition of progesterone synthesis becomes 

more complete. DHEA,or a metabolite of this sUbstance 

must move out of the adrenal via the bloodstream, so the 

hypothesis of Berger may be tested by measuring adrenal 

secretions of DHEA or its metabolites. According to the 

model, the secretion rate of this SUbstance will rise 

rapidly, following a step increase of ACTH concentration, 

in the initial few minutes, and then rise more slowly, 

reaching a peak in about forty minutes. On removal of the 

ACTH, DHEA secretion should drop rapidly to low levels, 

probably at a similar rate to that of cortisol. 

The storage model, which is described here in terms of 

~ storage pool containing esterified cholesterol, is based 

on less experimental evidence than the other two models 

discussed. This not a sufficient reason to discount 

this model. Rather,it suggests that further research is 

needed to determine the movements of cholesterol in the gland 

during ACTH stimulation. The studies of Borkowski et al. 

(1972a; 1972b) go a long way in this direction, but do not 

,provide sufficient information op the short term changes in 
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cholesterol concent~ons in the various compartments to 

allow the model to be tested accurately. 

The most significant point resulting from these modelling 

efforts is that the overshoot in the cortisol response cannot 

as yet be quantitatively explained in terms of experimental 

evidence. Each model is based on a little fact and a lot of 

theory. Consequently, much closer studies of the adrenal 

system, both in in vivo and in vitro situations, are needed. 
I 
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CHAPTER 5 

ADRENAL UPTAKE OF ACTH 

Pearlmutter et ale (1971) suggest that ACTH must first 

bind to an ACTH specific binding protein on the adrenal cell 

membrane before it can stimulate cortisol synthe 

Urquhart and (1969) postulate that the ACTH molecule 
I 

is inactivated in the process of stimulating the adrenal to 

produce cortisol, and tentatively propose the maximum rate 

of inactivation to be 100 jJ. U (about 10 jJ. g) of ACTH minute 

per gram of adrenal tissue. Radioimmunoassay techniques 

for measuring physiological concentrations of ACTH (Donald, 

1968) are now sufficiently sensitive to allow the above two 

proposals to be sted. 

Experiments described in this chapter show that ACTH 

supplied to the artery of the adrenal gland does not all 

appear in the vein. It is shown that this is not due to 

leakage of water or ACTH, nor to delays in the transport of 

blood through the gland. ACTH must therefore be bound or 

otherwise destroyed in the adrenal. 

The experiments described in this chapter were performed 

at Lincoln College by Dr E.A. Espirter Princess Margaret 

Hospital, the ACTH measurement by Dr R.A. Donald of Princess 

Margaret Hospital, and the analysis of results by myself. 

The experimental procedures are described by Espiner et ale 

(1974) • 
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5.1 Apparent Uptake of ACTH 

During tho course of one experiment, in which the 

concentrations of cortisol and ACTH in the adrenal venous 

blood of a ewe were monitored, it was found that cortisol 

was being secreted by the gland in the absence of significant 

levels of ACTH. This result is shown in figure 5.1. In 

the period from 70 to 100 minutes the data suggest that the 

25 

Cortisol 

Secretion 

Rate 

\t<g/min) 

a 

Figure 5.1 

800 

ACTH 

Concentration 

Found by 

Immunoassay 

(ng/ml) 

L-__ ~~~ ____ ~ ______ ~ ____ ~, __ -J~> a 
a 100 200 Time 

(Min) 

ACTH concentration and cortisol secretion rate 

measured in adrenal venous blood of a ewe. Note 

the high cortisol secretion and low ACTH 

concentration in the period 70 to 100 minutes. 

This is unexpected because ACTH stimulates 

cortisol production. 

adrenal might be inactivating or binding ACTH. However, 

because only two data points show the anomaly, the result is 

inconclusive. 
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As a consequence of the findings from thlBexperiment, 

further experiments were undertaken by the Lincoln Group to 

observe the fate of ACTH in its passage through the adrenal 

gland. 

5.2 !:'leasurement of Arterio-V enru.8 ACTH Concentration 

Differences -
Five merino ewes with adrenal glands autotransplanted to 

a jugular carotid loop (cf. section 3.3) were used by the 

Lincoln group in experiments to measure ACTH concentrations 

in adrenal venous and arterial blood. A sixth animal with 

a simila~ jugular-carotid loop but without a transplanted 

. adrenal gland was used as a control for the experiment. 

Dexamethasone was injected into each animal at least four 

hours before the experiment, to stop the production of ACTH 

in the pituitary of the sheep. 

ACTH was infused into the blood of each animal at a point 

remote from the gland. An infusion rate of 0.5 mg/min 

was maintained for a period of 130 minutes. Blood samples 

taken from the adrenal artery and vein at intervals of 

between five and ten minutes were later analysed for ACTH by 

radioimmunoassay. Blood from the adrenal ve·in was also 

analysed for cortisol and the rate of secretion of this 

hormone calculated. The mean ACTH concentrations and cortisol 

secretion rates from the five animals are shown figure 

5.2. 
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500 

Plasma Arterial ACTH 

ACTH 

Concentration 20 
(pg/ml) Cortisol 

Figure.5.2 

Secretion. 

Cortisol Rate 

o (,t{g/min) 
o 80 160 Time 

(Min) 
ACTH Inf'usion 

Adrenal arterial and venous concentrations of 

ACTH, and cortisol secretion rate during a 

constant infusion' of ACTH. The mean values 

from five experiments for each quantity are 

shown in the figure'. 

Although arterial ACTH concentrations do exceed venous 
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concentrations in figure 5.2, the difference is not as great 

as required to explain the results shown in figure 5.1. We 

enquire whether the arterio-venous concentration difference 

shown in the first forty minutes is statistically 

significant, and whether this difference can be explained by 

transport delays through the gland, or by loss or gain of 

water or ACTH through the extravascular fluid. 

So that the effect of variations in infusion rates, and 

animal size in each experiment, may be minimized in the 

analysis of the results, it is n~cessary to normalize the 

data from individual experiments. The data values from each 
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of the five experiments are normalized by multiplying them 

by the plasma volume of the animal being analysed, and 

dividing by the rate of ACTH infusion. The normalization 

is thus 

ACTHNORM = 
[ACTH]ACTUAL x VOLpLASMA 

Infusion Rate .-

Blood was collected at the adrenal artery at a constant 
I 
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rate over a period of one half minute, for each sample. The 

sample time is taken to be the centre point of the sampling 

period. With the venous samples a further complication 

arises. These samples are extracted by siphoning from the 

adrenal vein for a.fixed period of time - in this case one 

minute. Because the volume of the siphon is 9 ml and the 

flow rate of blood in the siphon between 6 and 25 ml/min, 

the collection of the sample delayed up to 1t minutes in 

transit through the siphon tube. The true time of the 

venous sample (TVTRUE ) is therefore taken as 

TVMEAS - 9 ml / Blood flow rate (5.2) 

where TVMEAS is the time at the mid point of the sampling 

period. 

Because the data for arterial and venous samples occur 

at different times, the difference between arterial and 

venous ACTH concentrations cannot be found directly. Instead, 

linear regr~ssion lines are fitted to the pooled arterial 

and venous data, over three time periods (viz. 0 to 20, 

20 to 40, and 40 to 60 minutes), and the arterio-venous 

differencE;ls calculated by adding the perpendicular distances 
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from the arterial and venous points to the regression line 

(see figure 5.3). Using a students t statistical test, the 

Arterial
. Venous 
Difference 

= A + V 

Arterial 
___ -<p/ Conca 
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L~J Line 
ACTH 

Conca 
I 

-I I V I 
. I Arterial Sampling 

Venous ~- ~ period 
Conc . .,.;T , 

\ 

Latency 
) 

Venous Sampling 
period 

Adju.stment' Time 
. Jr--~'----------------------------------------~) 

Figure 5.3 Method of correcting for siphon tube latency 

and estimating concentration difference 

between arterial and venous samples using 

linear regression lines. 

difference between arterial and venous concentrations is 

found to be highly significant over the time periods 0 to 20 

and 20 to 40 minutes (p < 0.001, and p < 0.02 respectively), 

and not significant in the 40 to 60 minute period (p > 0.1). 

In figure '5.4, the data from the five transplant animals 

are shown with estimates of their standard errors. Also 

shown is the data from the control animal, which was 

subjected.to the same experiment. The difference between 

arterial and venous concentrations is not maintained in the 

control animal, and in fact venous concentrations exceed 

arterial concentrations for some of the time. 
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Figure 5.4 Normalized ACTH concentrations in arterial and 

venous blood as functions of time, A - means 

and standard errors from five transplant 

animals, B - values from control animal without 

a transplanted gland. 

5.3 Measurement of ACTH Accumulation or Loss 

The data shown in figure 5.4 gives an indication of 

possible rates of uptake or loss of ACTH, in its passage 

through the gland. The total amount of ACTH disappearing 

may be found by integrating the data of figure 5.4. Rather 

than integrating figure 5.4 directly, the data from each 

experiment is integrated separately and a mean of the result-

ing values is taken. In this study no attempt is made to 

normalize the data from each animal. Figures for the most 
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appropriate normalizing factor - namely adrenal weight -

are not available for these animals. 

The accumulated inflow and outflow of ACTH is found 

by integrating separately the product of blood flow rate, 
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and the arterial and venous ACTH concentrations respectively: 

Trapezoidal integration is used. Thus, (Thomas, 1964, p.210) 

" f T
n

_
1 

ACTH dt 

Tn 
= 

where [ACTij](Tn ) is the concentration of ACTH at time Tn' 

and BF(Tn ) is the blood flow rate measured while taking the 

venous sample. We make the assumption here that arterial and 

venous blood flow rates are equal. In other words there is 

no net loss or gain of water in the passage of blood through 

the gland. This assumption is justified in section 5.4. 

The accumulation of ACTH from sample to sample is found using 

Tn + 1 

.~ ACTH dt 
o 

Tn 

= J ACTH dt 
o . 

(5.4) 

The resulting integrals of arterial and venous ACTH for each 

animal are then linearly interpolated to give estimates of 

accumulated ACTH into and out of the gland at fixed times. 

The apparent uptake of ACTH is found by subracting outflow 

from inflow for each animal, at each fixed time. Means and 

standard errors of the apparent uptake are shown in 

figure 5.5. 
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Figure 5.5 
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-t- Mean + 1 standard error 

25 

-10 . 

~ ______ ~~ ______ -J~ ________ ~ ____ ~~ Time 
(Min) o 150 

ACTH 5.0 mU/min. I.V. 

Mean and standard errors of the apparent uptake 

of ACTH by the gland during an infusion of ACTH. 

Figure shows mean data from five experiments on 

different animals. 

The apparent uptake rises steadily, reaching a peak 

value of 20 ng at 80 minutes. Throughout this first 

80 minutes the mean uptake is significantly greater than 

zero (p < 0.005). In the period 90 to 160 minutes in 

figure 5.5 the apparent uptake decreases with time. However, 

during this period the standard errors increase, which shows 

that between animal variation is greater here. This 

variation is expected because the raw data is not normalized. 
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5.4 Investigation of ACTH 4,ccumulation or Loss 

The apparent difference between arterial and venous 

concentrations may be caused by one of four processes: 

1. ACTH is taken up by, or is inactivated within, 

the adrenal gland. 

2. the movement of ACTH through the gland is slow. 

3. water is gained from the extravascular fluid 

thus lowering the venous concentrations of ACTH. 

4. ACTH is selectively lost to the extravascular 

fluid. 
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In this section postulates 2 and 3 are investigated by 

studying the results of measurements of, firstly the 

transport of an inert SUbstance through the gland, and 

secondly the movement of ACTH infused directly into the 

adrenal artery. 

Postulate 4 can be discounted immediately. Any movement 

of ACTH from the vascular to the extravascular fluid must 

be associated with a movement of water. Because water can 

move more easily than ACTH, less ACTH will move from the 

vascular system than will water, which will tend to increase 

the ACTH concentration in the adrenal vein. As the venous 

concentration is observed to decrease, this possibility is 

excluded. 

The experiments described in section 5.2 were repeated 

by the Lincoln group using albumin, an inert plasma protein, 

which had previously been labelled with radioactive iodine. 

The labelled albumin hereinafter called RISA (Radio-

Iodinated Ser~ Albumin). The data from these experiments, 

.. normalized, corrected for sampling latency and averaged in 
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the same way as described in section 5.2, are shown in 

:figure 5.6. 

5 5 
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Figure 5.6 Normalized RISA concentrations in arterial and 

venous blood as functions of time. A - means 

from five transplant animals. B - values from 

the control animal. 

The data from the RISA infusion experiments show that 

transport delays through the gland are of the order of one 

minute in duration, and do not exceed one and a half minutes 

at any stage (cf. figure 5.6). Inspection of figure 5.4 

shows that arterial and venous curves are separated by at 

least five minutes. The possibility that the difference 

in ACTH concentrations across the gland is caused by 

transport processes alone, therefore excluded. 

The RISA infusion experiments scribed above suggest 

that the arterial and venous blood flow rates are equal. 

The large. size of the RISA molecule (MW ~ 69,000) ensures 
., 
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that it is constrained to move within the vascular system. 

Any gain or loss of fluid at the adrenal gland would be 

reflected as a proportionate decrease or increase 

respectively of the concentration of RISA. This is not 

apparent in figure 5.6, and we must therefore conclude that 

changes to the blood flow rate between the adrenal artery 

and adrenal vein are insignificant. These results therefore, 

discount postulate 3 above. 
I 

The values or plasma volume used in equation (5.1) are 

derived from the results of the RISA infusion experiments 

using 

vo = i ([RISAJ Art (Tn) + [RISA]Ven (Tn)) 
LpLASMA[RISAJlnfusate x Infusion rate x Tn ' (5.5) 

where Tn is the length of the infusion period. Equation (5.5) 

estimates the volume of distribution of albumin, which is 

probably significantly larger than that of ACTH because the 

molecular weights of RISA and ACTH are approximately 69,000 

and 4,500 respectively. The difference between the volumes 

of distribution of the two SUbstances is discussed later 

(cf. section 6.6). 

The experiments described above allow estimation of the 

time delays for RISA transport through the gland. Further 

evidence is required to show that these delays also apply to 

the ACTH molecule, which is considerably smaller. To study 

this, the Lincoln group infused ACTH into the adrenal artery 

of each of the transplant animals a constant rate of 

30,~g/min for fifteen minutes. Adrenal venous blood was 

siphoned off into collection vessels, each taking a sample 
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for two minutes. The samples were then analysed for ACTH 

as before. Figure 5.7 shows the accumulated ACTH in the 

venous effluent as a function of time, averaged over the 

five animals. 
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Figure 5.7 ACTH recovered at the adrenal vein following 
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an infusion into the adrenal artery. Mean and 

standard errors from five experiments are shown. 

Also shown is the theoretical amount of ACTH entering the 

gland through the adrenal artery. From the figure it is 

apparent that nearly 95% of the ACTH entering the gland is 

recovered and that the end of the measurement period the 

amount recovered is still increasing. The maximum delay in 

transport of ACTH does not exceed three minutes at any stage. 

It should be noted here that the rate that ACTH enters the 

gland these experiments (viz. 20.0 to 50.0 Mg per minute) 

is significantly greater than in the experiments discussed 

in section 5.2 (viz. 5 to 20 ng per minute). At this 
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concentration, any uptake of ACTH would be negligible by 

comparison. 
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Both of the experiments described in this section show 

that the arterio-venous concentration difference observed 

in section 5.2 cannot be explained by time delays through 

the gland alone, thus invalidating postulate 2 above. TheBe 

experiments also provide further evidence against postulate 4, 

a~d invalidate postulate 3. 

5.5 Interpretation of Uptake Experiments 

While the evidence presented here shows that an arterio

venous difference in ACTH concentration does occur, the data 

does not allow the cause of this difference to be established. 

The observed difference can be the result of two mechanisms -

adrenal tissue may be binding the ACTH molecules. 

adrenal tissue may be changing the ACTH molecules 

in such a way that they are not measured by immWloassay. 

Either of these processes might be associated with the known 

action of ACTH, i.e. stimulation of cortisol synthesis. 

While the radioimmWloassay technique, used for the 

measurement of ACTH concentration, is sufficiently sensitive 

for this analysis, there is evidence that another form of 

ACTH, which is itself not biologically active, is also 

measured by the assay. The sensitivity of the assay to the 

different forms of ACTH is discussed in more detail in 

chapter 6. There is a possibility that the ACTH measurements 

described in this chapter are contaminated by the inactive 

forms of the molecule. This could mean that the venous 

samples may contain a proportion of inactive ACTH. If this 
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were so the level of adrenal inactivation of ACTH might be 

larger than has been shown 

Before further interpretation of the level of adrenal 

uptake or inactivation of the·ACTH molecule may be made, 

more specific ACTH assays must be used in studies similar 

to those cited in this chapter. 
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CHAPTER 6 

ACTH FRAGMENTATION MODEL 

In the previous chapter a group of experiments was 

discussed, which showed possible disagreement between the 

ACTH concentration (as measured by radioimmunoassay) present 

at the adrenal gland, and the rate of secretion of cortisol 

by the glands. It has been proposed that this anomaly is 

caused by the measurement technique detecting fragments of 

the ACTH molecule, which do not have full biological 

activity. 

In this chapter, a number of theories to account for 

the experimental results are investigated. It is shovm 

that only those theories which reduce to nonlinear models, 

or models containing two or more compartments of ACTH or 

its derivatives, are capable of reproducing the results. 

A two compartment linear model, based on the postulate that 

ACTH fragments, which are not themselves biologically active, 

are being detected by immunoassay, is developed, and its 

parameters estimated by least squares parameter estimation. 

The concentrations of biologically active ACTH estimated 

from this model are consistent with the rate of secretion of 

cortisol by the adrenal gland. The model is further tested 

against data from the literature, in which both biological 

and immunological determinations of ACTH concentration are 

implemented. The results from fitting the model to these 

published experiments are inconclusive because of the few 

data points available for analysis. 
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The two compartment model is explained either by the 

fragmentation theory described above or by a second theory 

postulating inactivation of the ACTH molecule rather than 

its complete destruction. 

6.1 Difference between Bioassay and Imm~oassay Results. 

A typical result of one of experiments discussed 

in chapter 5 is shown in figure 6.1. When the infusion of 

20 

300 
Cortisol 
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Figure 6.1 Measured ACTH and cortisol secretion rate during 

an infusion of ACTH into systemic blood of sheep_ 

ACTH is stopped, the secretion of cortisol drops rapidly, 

while ACTH concentration falls slowly by comparison. This 

unexpected because ACTH stimulates the production of 

cortisol. This difference between measurements of bioactive 

and immunoactive ACTH has been reported before (Matsuyama 

et . , 1972; Murphy et al., 1969; Besser et ., 1971) . 

Bessar . (1971) propose that immunoassay measures 

not only ACTH but also fragments of the ACTH molecule which 

. ··do not affect cortisol production. It is these ,fragments 
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that remain at a high concentration after cortisol secretion 

has fallen. 

The exp~rimental results cannot be explained by a single 

compartment breakdown of ACTH, because this would require the 

rate of decay of cortisol secretion to be as slow, if not 

slower than that of ACTH concentration. This result is not 

shown by experiment (cf. figure 6.1). Thus, the breakdown 

process must involve least two forms of ACTH or its 

derivatives, and consequently, the model describing the 

breakdown must ipcorporate at least two compartments for 

ACTH. 

6.2 Bessar's Theory of ACTH Fragmentation 

The structure of, and the position of biological and 

immunological activity within, the ACTH molecule are 

important to Bessar's fragmentation theory. A brief account 

of these features of the ACTH molecule is now given. 

ACTH is a chain like molecule with thirty nine links, 

each of which is derived from one of the twenty common amino 

acids. The links of the molecular chain are called amino 

acid residues or peptides; the whole molecule is therefore 

called a polypeptide. Fifteen different amino acid residues 

are found in the ACTH molecule. The complete structure of 

the ACTH molecule is given by Frieden and Lipner (1971). 

Of the thirty nine peptides comprising the ACTH molecule, 

only the first twenty four show evidence of biological 

activity. Seelig and Sayers (1973) report that a derivative 

of ACTH containing only the first twenty four peptides 

... (corticotrophin- (1-24 )-tetracosapeptide) is a more potent 
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stimulator of steroid production than the entire ACTH molecule. 

Removal of the first four, or last eight peptides within the 

first twenty four (corticotrophin-(5-24)-eicosapeptide, and 

corticotrophin-(1-16)-hexadecapeptide amide, respectively) 

reduce the biological activity by more than a thousand fold 

(Seelig and Sayers, 1973). 

Bessar's fragmentation theory is shown diagrammatically 

ip figure 6.2. The ACTH molecule can break at any of 

N Terminal 

1 

P Terminal 
24 39 Amino Acid 

,~\um:::H 
I 

A B 

Immunologically 
~-------~ 

Active Region Biologically 
<f---'--- ------~ 
Inactive Region 

~---------- -------.~.--l> 

Biologically active 
Region 

Molecule 

Figure 6.2 sholtis the possible configuration of the ACTH 

molecule in relation to its measurement and 

breakdown. Breakage at A destroys only 

biological activity. Breakage at B destroys 

both biological and immunological activity. 

Breakdown at C does not affect biological or 

immunological activity. 

several points within the regions A, B or C in figure 6.2. 

At A and C immunological activity is preserved, but 

biological activity is preserved only if the break is in the 

region C. Thus, if a break occurs in the region A the 
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remaining fragment will retain immunological activity, and 

will be detected by the immunoassay but will be biologically 

inactive. This theory would explain the results shown in 

figure 6.1. 

6.3 The Fragmentation Theory in Model Form 

The fragmentation theory relies on two forms of the 

A,CTH molecule being distributed in the plasma system; the 

first, the complete ACTH molecule which retains full 

biological and immunological activity, and the second, a 

fragment of the molecule, which biologically inactive 

but immunologically active. Figure 6.3 shows the fragmenta

tionmodel using the compartment notation described in 

section 2.1. The biologically active ACTH (A in figure 6.3) 

decomposes by two mechanisms, one of which destroys 

biological activity but does not affect immunological 

activity (path k2 in figure 6.3), and another which destroys 

both biological and immunological activity (path k1 in 

figure 6.3). The biologically inactive form of ACTH (F 

in figure 6.3) is further broken down to a form which 

retains neither immunological nor biological activity (path 

k3 in figure 6.3). Immunoassay detects a weighted sum of 

the two compartment concentrations [A] and [F] , the 

weighting factors (a and (3) representing the sensi ti vi ty of 

the immunoassay to the two moieties. Note that, as the 

assay is calibrated against pure ACTH, the factor 0( is 

unity (i.e. a = 1). 
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Figure 6.3 Compartment model of ACTH breakdown and 

measurements. A - amotmt of biologically 

acti ve ACTH in the animal Cgg ACTH) , VA -

volume of distribution of biologically active 

ACTH (ml) , F - amoilllt of immtmological ACTH 

that is not biologically active, VF - volume 

of distribtuion of substance F (ml). 

Using the law of conservation of mass, the equations 

of the model are now derived. For compartment A 

• 
[A] . VA = I ( t ) (6.1 ) 

and for compartment B 

• 
[F]. VF == k2 . [A] • VA - k3 . [F]'. VF· (6.2) 
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The measured substance M is related to A and F by 

[MJ = [AJ + (3. [ F J (6.3) 

In the experiments under consideration, the forcing 

function I(t) is a constant infusion of J ~g/min of ACTH 

from time tOto time t = T. That is 

I(t) = J. (u(t) - u(t - T)) (6.4) 

where u(t) is the "unit step function defined as 

u(t) = 0 t < 0 (6.5) 

= 1 t > 0 

Prior to starting the experiment both compartments are 

empty, i.e. 

o . (6.6 ) 

The solution to equations (6.1), (6.2), (6.3) and (6.4) 

for the substance M is 

-k3 (t - T))) 
u(t - T) e • 

Equation (6.7), during the period of the infusion 

(0 < t < T), reduces to 

(6.7) 
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[M:] (t) 

k"1 + k2 - k3 - {3k2 V A/VF -(k1 + k2 )t 
(k1 + k2 )(k1 + k2 - k3) e 

which has the form 

-b t -b t 
[M](t) = J (BO + B1 e 1 + B2 e 2), 

where 
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(6.8 ) 

(6.9) 

(6.10) 

Because only four independent quantities may be estimated 

from the experimental data (viz. B1 , B2 , b1,and b2 ), there 

are insufficient quantities to determine" the values of all 

six of the paramet ers k1 , k2' k3 ' VA' V F and f3. However, 

by suitably grouping these parameters, it possible to 

reduce the number of model parameters to four. Let 

(6.11 ) 

Equation (6.11) allows equation (6.8) to be reduced to 

M (t) 

(6.12) 
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The four model parameters k12' k3' k4 and VA in equation 

'(6.12), are related to the quantities in equation (6.9) by 

= 

= 

1 = 

93 

= 

B2b 2 + B1b
1 

B2b
2 

(b1 - b2) 
B1b1 '+ B2b2 

(6.13) 

and can therefore be determined uniquely. 

6.4 Estimation of Model Parameters 

A set of model parameters is required, which provides 

the "best" fit of equation (6.7) to the experimental data. 

As gauges of the goodness of this fit, a number of criteria 

may be used. Of these criteria, the mean squared absolute 

error is used. By using this criterion is assumed that 

the measurement errors are independent of the magnitude of 

the measurement. Although this assumption not generally 

true for immunoassay, mean squared absolute error is shown 

later (section 6.7) to be an appropriate fitting criterion. 

The mean squared absolute error E of the of the 

model to the experimental data values is defined as 

N 
1 

- N L ([M] (t t.) - [M~] )2 . 
l. l. , 

i = 1 

(6.14) 

where [M~J is the measured value of ACTH concentration at 
l. 

time t = t., and N 
l. 

the number of measured values. 
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The position in parameter space, defined by respective 

values of k12' k3' k4 and VA' of the minimum of E is 

determined using the "pattern search" algorithm, which 

outlined in appendix 1. 

The data from five experiments, performed on different 

sheep, are analysed to determine the values of the four 

model parameters. Results from this analysis are tabulated 

~ table 6.4, together with the mean and standard error of· 

the mean, for each of the four parameters. 

Table 6.4 Model parameters obtained by fitting model to 

data. 

Mean Scaled 
k12 k3 k4 VA Squared r.m.s. 

Error Error 
% 

Daphnis 0.069 0.0049 0.0084 3610 240 5.0 

Cleo 0.060 0.0074 0.0113 3110 121 2.2 

Samantha 0.160 0.0220 0.0240 1520 1084 7.8 

Circe 0.056 0.0023 0.0086 4080 278 4.5 

Carolyn 0.108 0.0079 0.0180 3730 107 3.5 

SUMMARY 

Mean 0.091 0.0089 0.0141 10 

Standard Error 0.019 0.0034 0.0030 450 of the Mean 
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6.5 Estimation of Biologically Active ACTH Concentration 

Given the values of the two model parameters k12 and 

VA' the concentration of biologically active ACTH [A] may be 

found as a function of time by solving equation (6.1). The 

general purpose simulation program SIMUL8 (described in 

chapter 7), is used to solve numerically equations (6.1), 

(6.2), (6.3) and (6.4), using the parameter values shovm in 

table 6.4. These solutions, and the data from which the 
• 

parameters are estimated, are shown in figures 6.5, 6.6, 

6.7, 6.8 and 6.9. 

is evident in figures 6.5 to 6.9 that the secretion 

of cortisol more closely follows the concentration of 

biologically active ACTH predicted by the model, than the 

concentration of ACTH measured by immunoassay. The model 

was designed with this intention. 
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. Figure 6.5 Carolyn sheep. Figure shows the immunoassay 
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concentrations of biologically active ACTH 

[A](t), and the cortisol secretion rate. 
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Figure 6.6 Circe sheep. For description of figure 

refer to figure 6.5. 
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6.6 ACTH Distribution Volume 

The volume VA' over which the hormone ACTH is 

distributed, is the only one of the model parameters which 

can be related easily to a directly measurable part or 

process of the physical system. Because ACTH is probably 

small enough to escape through the walls of blood vessels,. 

the volume of distribution of ACTH may be larger than 

the vascular volume of the animal. 

As a check on the values for VA obtained in section 

5.4, the vascular volume of each animal was found by 

infusing RISA into the blood for a fixed period of time, 

and measuring the final concentration after the infusion 

was stopped (cf. section 5.4). The vascular volume found 

for each animal is tabulated in table 6.10. Also 

tabulated, are the ACTH distribution volume and the body 

weight for each animal and both RISA and ACTH volumes 

expressed in units of ml/kg body weight. 

The figures in table 6.10 show that the distribution 

volume of ACTH is 60% greater on the average than the 

vascular volume measured by infusing RISA, and that there 

is a high degree of correlation between the ACTH and the 

RISA volumes. 
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Table 6.10 Results from RISA and ACTH distribution volume measurements. 

ANIMAL Body Weight RISA RISA Volume ACTH ACTH Volume 
(kg) Volume (ml) ml/kg Body wt Volume (ml) mllkg Body 

Daphnis 50 2200 44 3610 82 

Cleo 44 1680 38 3110 71 

Samantha 35 1510 ·43 1 43 

Circe 54 2700 50 4080 76 

Carolyn 44 1830 42 3730 85 

Mean 45.4 1980 43.4 3210 71.4 

S.E. of 3.2 210 
[ 

1.9 450 7.5 the Mean 
------ I .. 

0'\ 

0'\ 

"-

ACTH Voll 
RISA Vol 

1.64 

1.85 

1.01 

1.51 

2.04 

1.61 

0.17 

._---

I 

~ 

o 
I\) 
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6.7 Discussion of Results 

The concentrations of bioactive ACTH predicted by the 

model are in good agreement with the measured concentrations 

of cortisol secreted by the gland. This result makes the 

model, and the theory upon which it was based, a plausible 

explanation of the mechanism by which ACTH measurements ar~ 

contaminated. 

The high degree of correlation between the model 

parameters found for each sheep, and for VA' the good 

correlation with volume measurements using RISA, are further 

indications. of the plausibility of the model, although these 

results give no indication of the uniqueness of the model. 

This uniqueness, can in fact only be shown by eliminating all 

other possible models by experimental or other evidence. 

The structure of the fragmentation model is the only 

two compartment linear structure capable of explaining the 

results. Thus, other model structures which could explain 

the results, mus.t contain either nonlineari ties, or more 

than two compartments. However, a number of theories of the 

reasons for the anomalies in ACTH measurement by 

immunoassay, reduce to the same two compartment linear 

structure of the fragmentation model. 

unnecessary that the ACTH molecule 

For example, is 

actually fragmented in 

the inactivation process; it need only be inactivated by a 

change of a chemical or physical nature, which renders it 

inactive to the steroid producing cells, without changing its 

immunological activity. The compartment F in figure 6.3, in 

this case describes the concentration of ACTH which is 

inactive with respect to steroid synthesis, while being 
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active immunologically. All of the analysis procedure 

described the previous sections is unaffected by this 

change. 

In section 6.4, the errors in the immunoassay measure-

ment were assumed to be independent of the magnitude of the 

. result. The validity of this assumption is tested by plotting 

the numerical difference between the data values and model 

splution, against the value of the model solution. If the 

errors are indeed functions of the magnitude of the result, 

this will be evident in the resulting "scatter diagram". 

In figure 6.11, the error versus amplitude of the result, 

for the data of Carolyn (cf. figure 6.5) is plotted. 

80 
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Figure 6.11 
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I( 

300. 

Curve fitting error as a function of data 

magnitude. 
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The linear regression line (cf. figure 6.11) shows that the 

measurement errors tend to reduce as the data magnitude 

increases, although the scatter of the data makes the 

significance of this result low. Similar trends are found 

in all five animals. 

The method by which the parameters are estimated has a 

marked bearing on the results. This minimization technique, 

and effects on the results are discussed in the next 

section. 

6.8 Discussion of the Minimization Technique 

The minimum of a function of a number of variables is 

described as the lowest value that function may attain when 

all possible combinations of the values of the variables are 

tested. In practice the time required to st all combina

tions of the variables precludes this approach. Computation 

time may be reduced by adopting a "search" procedure, in 

which regions of the variable space which reduce the function 

are explored. However, search procedures, which do not 

explore the entire variable space, are not guaranteed to 

converge on the global minimum (the true or absolute minimum) 

of the function and often converge on local minima (the 

minimum values a region). There no rigorous method of 

determining whether a local minimum is in fact the global 

minimum. By starting the minimization procedure from a 

number of different points in the variable space, different 

regions of that space may be explored, thus reducing the 

chance of mistaking a local minimum for the global minimum. 
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Two local minima were encountered when the data from the 

experiment on Cleo was used in the minimization procedure. 

The parameter and mean squared error values of the two local 

minima are shown in table 6.12. 

Table 6.12 Comparison of model parameters at two local 

minima. 

1st Minimum 2nd :vIinimum 

Parameter k12 0.120 0.060 

Parameter k3 0.012 0.007 

Parameter k4 0.030 0.011 

Parameter VA 2500 3100 

Mean Squared Error 165 121 

Scaled Root Mean 2.5 2.2 Square Error 

While the root mean squared errors for the two local minima 

(cf. table 6.12) differ by only a small amount, the values 

of the four parameters are considerably different. 

Figure 6.13 shows the data from the experiment on Cleo, 

and the model solution M(t) for the two minima in table 6.12. 

Whereas the fit of M(t) for the two minima are scarcely 

different, the model predictions for active ACTH concentra

tion[~(t) show considerable variations between the two 

minima. Furthermore, the fact that two minima were found 
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suggests that others with lower mean squared error values, 

may exist. This possibility may also be true for the 

analyses on the other four animals. For example, the mean 

squared error from the analysis of the data from Samantha 

(cf. table 6.4 and figure 6.8) large, and the 
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corresponding parameter values are significantly different 

from those obtained in the other analyses. All attempts to 

locate another minimum with this data failed. 

6.9 The Fragmentation Model Applied to Published Data 

The validity of the fragmentation model may be tested 

by applying it to data in which both immunoassay and 

b~oassay techniques have been to measure plasma ACTH 

concentrations. Two such studies appear in the literature 

(Matsuyama et al., 1972; Bessar 

being very similar in experimental 

discussed in section 6.1 

Using the immunoassay data of 

al., 1971), the latter 

ign to the experiments 

et ale (1971), 

which shown in figure 6.14, the model parameters k12' 

k3' k4 and VA are determined by the procedure described 

in section 6.4. The parameter values obtained are listed 

in table 6.15. 
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Table 6.15 Model parameters obtained by fitting model to 

the data of ar et al. ( 1971 ) . 

Mean Scaled 

k12 k3 k4 VA Squared rms 
Error Error % 

Subject 5 0.454 0.019 0.054 2050 2156 6.2 
i 
Subject 6 0.084 0.0005 0.0008 3000 203 1.7 

Subject 7 0.090 0.9 x 10-5 0.0014 2020 7839 6.1 

Subject 8 0.363 0.018 0.028 2000 1530 6.0 

Summary of Bessar's parameters 

Mean 0.248 0.0094 0.021 2270 

Standard 
Error of 0.095 0.0053 0.013 244 
the Mean 

Summary of sheep parameters (from 
Table 6.4) 

Mean 0.091 0.0089 0.0141 3210 

Standard 
Error of 0.019 0.0034 0.0030 450 
the Mean 

Figure 6.16 shows the model solutions M(t) and A(t), which 

are found by the procedure described in section 6.5,. 

compared with the data from four of the experiments from 

Bessar et ale (1971). The model predictions for biologically 

active ACTH compare well with the measured concentrations 

of this moiety for subjects 5 and 8, however, 

concentrations for subjects 6 and 7 do not compare 
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Inspection of table 6.15, shows that three of the parameters 

'(k
3

, VA and k4) are similar in magnitude to those found for 

the sheep, while the parameter k"12 is considerably different 

for the two species studied. 

The parameter values obtained from the data of Bessar 

et ale (1971) show considerably more Uwithin parameter" 

variation than the corresponding parameters for the sheep. 

Tpis variation is possibly caused by the small number of 

data points used In this analysis, i.e. for Bessar's data 

only 9 or 10 data points are available, whereas in the sheep 

studies there are 21 to 24 points. 

6.10 Measurement of Endogenous ACTH Concent£ations 

The technique described in sections 6.4 and 6.5 for 

estimating the concentration of biologically active ACTH, 

requires knowledge of the ACTH infusion I(t) (cf. equation 

6.1). In many experimental situations the source of ACTH 

is the pituitary gland and the time course of this secretion 

is unknown. ACTH concentration, measured by immunoassay, 

is still subjected to contamination by biologically 

inactive ACTH, when this hormone reaches the blood from the 

pituitary. 

By using the fragmentation model (section 6.2) it is 

possible to estimate the concentration of biologically active 

ACTH from the immunoassay data. Equations (6.2) and (6.3) 

describe the relationships between the three ACTH moieties 

(A, F and M) shown in figure 6.2. 
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Eliminating [F] from equations (6.2) and (6.3) gives 

. . 
[A] - (k3 + k4 ) .[A] + [M] + k3 .[M] (6.15) 

To solve equation (6.15), the.derivative of the data, i.e . 
• 

[M], must be determined. The ACTH data contains noise in 

the form of measurement and sampling errors. Because the. 

process of differentiating data amplifies any noise which 
. 

i~ present in that data, it is desirable that the term [M] 

in equation (6.15) is eliminated. From equation (6.3) 

p[F] = [M] - [A] , (6.16) 

and hence 

. . . . 
p [F] = [M] [A] (6.17) 

so that equation (6.15) becomes 

. 
p [F] = (6. 18) 

Thus, providing the values of k3 and k4' and a 

functional form for [M] may be found, equation (6.18) may 

be solved by numerical integration to yield p[F] , from 

which [A] may be determined using 

[A] = [M] - p[F] (6.19) 

The two parameters k3 and k4 must be determined from 

independent experiments on the animal, as they are not 

evaluated in this procedure. The blood samples, from which 

ACTH concentration is measured by immunoassay, are taken 

at intervals of about ten minutes. Estimates of the ACTH 

concentration between adjac samples, are found by 
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interpolating the data with a smooth curve. The inter-

polation method of Akima (1970), which described 

Appendix 2 is used to interpolate the ACTH data, thus

providing a functional form for [M] which may be used 

the solution of equation (6.18). 

6.11 Application of the Model to the Measurement of 

Jaldogenous ACTH 

The experimental data, resulting from measurements 
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made by the Lincoln group, of both ACTH concentration and 

cortisol secretion rate in sheep, were analysed by the 

technique described in the previous section. The cortisol 

secre.tion rates (shown in figure 6.17) do not correlate 

with the immunoassay ACTH concentrations (i.e. when cortisol 

is secreted at low rates the ACTH concentration remains 

high). The poor correlation is probably due to biologically 

inactive ACTH interfering with the radio-immunoassay 

measurements. 

The model parameters (k3 and k4 ) of equation (6.18) 

used to determine biologically active ACTH concentrations 

are the mean values of those parameters from table 6.5. 

Figure 6.16 shows the biologically active ACTH concentration, 

estimated from the immunoassay ACTH data using equations 

(6.18) and (6.19). The estimation is performed using 

SIMULB (cf. chapter 7). The predicted ACTH concentration 

shows a better correlation with the cortisol secretion rate 

curve than the original immunoassay ACTH results. When the 

cortisol secretion rate reaches low values the predicted 
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ACTH concentration is also low. In fact, in two places the 

predicted ACTH concentration drops below zero, which is 

possibly due to small errors in the original data. 

6.12 Summary 

Measurements of ACTH using immunoassay show unexpectedly 

high ACTH concentrations when compared with bioassay 

mQasurements. 

Bessar et • (1971) explain the difference between the 

two techniques by postulating that the ACTH molecule is 

physically fragmented - the fragments retaining immunoreac

tivity but not bioactivity_ A two compartment model of the 

process described by Bessar et al. is capable of mimicking 

the measured response of ACTH using bioassay and immunoassay, 

provided that the rate of breakdown of ACTH fragments is 

slower than that of the entire ACTH molecule. 

Using the model developed in this section, is possible 

to estimate the concentration of biologically active ACTH 

from the immunoassay data, where ACTH is infused into the 

animal, provided sufficient data are available. However, 

the estimation process is not simple. It involves least 

squares parameter estimation which does not always converge 

onto the true parameter values and can produce erroneous 

results. 

Where ACTH is not infused into the animal, but rather 

is secreted ad lib. by the pituitary, it is possible to 

predict bioactive ACTH concentrations from immunoassay data 

provided suitable values for two of model parameters 

can be obtained. 
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The model developed in this chapter does not in fact 

rely on the ACTH molecule being fragmented. Any process 

which inactivates the molecule in a biological sense, but 

does not affect its immunoreactivity, can be explained by 

the model in its present form •. 

6.13 Discussion of ACTH I~unoassay 
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I, The proposed model of ACTH inactivation (or fragmenta-

tion) provides a plausible explanation, both analytically 

and physiologically, of the anomalies which occur when 

ACTH is measured by radioimmunoassay. While the analysis 

techniques presented in this chapter allow estimation of 

true ACTH concentrations from immunoassay data, they 

indicate that use of ACTH immunoassay in normal clinical 

practice, where few samples are analysed, is dangerous. Two 

to five times the true ACTH concentration can be indicated 

by ACTH immunoassay (cf. figure 6.16). Even on a comparative 

basis ACTH immunoassay results can show large variations. 

Note that subjects 7 and 8 in figure 6.16, who have 

comparable immunoassay ACTH concentrations, show bioassay 

ACTH concentrations of 120 and 270 pg/ml respectively. 

Modifications of the immunoassay technique may provide 

a better method of determining bioactive ACTH concentrations • 

. An antibody, which binds more specifically to the bioactive 

portion of the molecule, would reduce the contamination of 

the immunoassay results by biologically inactive ACTH. 

Alternatively, the "sandwich technique", developed by 

Hales (1971) for the immunoassay of insulin, may provide 
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a more specific assay for ACTH. This technique uses two 

antibodies which bind to different parts of the molecule; 

both must be present before the molecule is detected. The 

sandwich technique would only. be useful if the inactivation 

process involves physical fragmentation of the ACTH 

molecule. 

6.13 
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SIMUL8 - A SIMULATION PROGRAM 

Simulation is the process of solving the algebraic and 

differential equations which describe a model. A continuous 

simulation technique (cf. section 2.2) was required for this 

research, and for the research of McKinnon (1973). Because 
• 

the level of interaction provided by the simulation systems 

available to us was insufficient, the development of a 

flexible simulation system was undertaken as a joint project. 

This chapter describes the main features of the resulting 

program, (named SIMUL8) and the philosophy upon which it 

is based. A detailed description of the operation of SIMUL8 

is given appendix 4, which is in the form of an operator's 

manual (this was written jointly by the author and 

Dr A.E. McKinnon). 

7.1 Background to SIMUL8 

When the need to solve the equations of a model was first 

met, a number of simulation systems were investigated, to 

determine which would be the most convenient to use. The 

analogue computer, while capable of solving the equations 

rapidly, was found to be slow to set up. Moreover, changes 

made to the model structure on the analogue computer took 

considerable time to implement. The labelling and documenta

tion of simulation results must be added by hand to graphical 

output from the analogue computer, a process which is prone 

to error. CSMP (Brennanand Silberberg, 1968), a digital 
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program which simulates the analogue computer, provides 

better documentation of the results, and may be set up 

faster than the analogue computer. DSL (Syn'and Linebarger, 

1966), a simulation program in which the model is described 

as differential equations, entered to the computer as 

FORTRAN language statements, provides the same advantages 

as CSMP. In the CSMP program the set up procedure occurs 

in two phases,translation of the model into algebraic and 
" 

differential equations, and translating these equations 

into the basic analogue computer elements. In DSL this 

latter phase is eliminated. 

Both DSL and CSMP are operated in a batch mode, each 

simulation being submitted to the computer as a job, which 

is collected a number of hours later. Program errors may 

then be corrected, or modifications to the model structure 

or the model parameters made, and the job resubmitted. This 

process can be both time consUming and frustrating, 

particularly when a new model is being "debugged". Where 

access to a dedicated computer or a terminal of a time 

shared computer is available the procedure of model investi

gation can be dramatically improved. Errors can be quickly 

found and corrected, different parts of a model quickly 

explored, and graphical and numerical output from the 

computer minimized (i.e. it is not necessary to plot or 'list 

the values of every variable in case they are needed, as it 

is quicker to rerun the simulation looking at other 

variables they are found to be of interest). 

The'EAI 640 computer in the Electrical Engineering 

Department offered us an ideal environment in which to develop 

7.1 
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an interactive simulation language, because it not 

operated a batch mode, and because it incorporates a 

visual display unit suitable for graphical and numerical 

output of information at high 'speed. The advantages offered 

by interactive modelling, which were described above, were 

thought to justify the time required to develop a new 

simulation language. 

7.2 SIMULB Philosophy 

Of the two commonly used methods of describing a model 

on the computer (viz. equations and function blocks), the 

equation form used in DSL was chosen as the most convenient. 

The reasons for this choice are 

Standard programs exist the computer library 

to convert FORTRAN language statements into machine code. 

Manipulation of equations can be performed quickly 

and conveniently using a "text editinglt program available 

in the computer library. 

The equations of the model may be translated easily 

into a form suitable for the simulation program (cf. section 

7.3). 

The FORTRAN language, in which the model equations 

are written, is well documented and in general most users 

are familiar with it. In contrast, is necessary to 

completely define a new language when a block oriented 

structure is used. 
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The FORTRAN language provides considerable flexi-

bility, e.g. function subprograms may be easily incorporated 

to provide the user with access to such functions as SIN, 

SQRT etc. (cf. section 7.5). 

The equation oriented languages suffer from one 

disadvantage. It is generally necessary to pass the language 

statements through a precompiling phase in which the order 

of the equations is manipulated until all variables are 
I 

assigned values before they are used in subsequent calcula

tions. These IIsort!! algorithms (cf. Stein and Rose, 1960) 

are difficult to implement if the complete flexibility of 

the FORTRAN language to be retained. An alternative to 

precompilation was found, in which the equation order is 

checked at "run time ll , any errors found being flagged and 

left for the user to correct with the aid of the text 

editing program. 

Each of the basic operations of the simulation (e.g. 

plotting, changing parameters and solving the equations) is 

assigned a two character mnemonic. By entering these 

mnemonics into SIMULB via the teleprinter keyboard, the 

appropriate operations are started. On completion of the 

operation a new command may be entered using its mnemonic. 

In this way the user is given complete control over the 

progress of his model investigation. 

In our opinion, a simulation program based on the ideas 

described in this section provides the modeller with all of 

the advantages offered by DSL. Further, considerably more 

flexibility in the model investigation provided by using 

the advantages of an interactive computing environment. 

7.2 
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7.3 Software Organization 

The simulation program (SIMULB) is implemented on the 

EAI 640 computer. The program is coded using both FORTRAN 

and ASSEMBLY languages and for this reason it is machine 

particular in design, but not in concept. 

The mainline program of SIMULB accepts commands from. 

the teletypewriter keyboard, in the form of a two 

qharacter mnemonic describing the operation to be executed. 

Each command mnemonic has associated with it a utility 

subroutine which performs the operation defined by the 

mnemonic. The SIMULB mainline thus decodes the mnemonic 

and executes the appropriate utility subroutine. 

The most important of the SIMlTLB utility subroutines 

solves a set of algebraic and differential equations 

provided by the user. These equations are supplied to 

SIMULB in the form of a FORTRAN subroutine, called DIFEQN, 

which describes the first derivatives of the model variables 

as functions of the model variables and parameters. DIFEQN 

may be constructed using most of the standard FORTRAN 

conventions, including calls to the standard functions for 

trigonometrical and algebraic relations, such as SIN and 

SQRT, and to special functions written for SIMULB, for 

example, step and ramp functions, negative and positive 

clippers, relays and hysteresis modules. 

Time is incremented by SIMULB, and at each time step 

the subroutine DIFEQN is executed and the values of the 

model's dependent variables are updated by an Adams-Bashforth 

(Bashiorthand Adams, 1883) predictor formula. A second 

order formula proposed by Henrici (1962) from the original 

general order algorithm is used. The updating procedure is 
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where Yn is the solution at time 

T ~ (n - 1)H , 

H the discrete time step, and 

~ 
d 
M~· 
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(7.1) 

(7.2) 

Because equation (7.1) requires the derivative of Y at 

the previous step (viz. Yn _ 1)' the initial step must be 

made using a different method. The Euler integration 

formula (cf. Noble, 1964) 

(7.4) 

is used for the first step. 

The model variables, their derivatives, and the model 

parameters are transferred between SIMULS and DIFEQN via 

FORTRAN common blocks named EQTNS, DERIV and MODPAR 

respectively. An example of the DIFEQN subroutine used 

to simUlate the ACTH fragmentation model (cf. section 6.3) 

is listed below. 

7.3 
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SUBROUTINE DIFEQN 001l 
COMMON/EQTNS/A,F,M 002 

COMMON/DERIV/DA,DF 003 

COMMON/MODPAR/VA,VF,K1,K2,K3,BETA 004 

REAL M,K1,K2,K3,I,A,F,M,DA,DF,VA,VF,BETA,T 005 

T :::: TIME (NOW) 006 (7.5) 

DA ::.:: I(T)/VA - (K1 + K2)*A 007 
) 

" 
DF :::: K2*VA*A/VF - K3*F 008) 

) 
M::.:: A + BETA-l(-F 009~ 
RETURN 010) 

END 011~ 
The variables A, F and M declared in line 2 are the three 

model variables,DA and DF are the time derivatives of A 

and F respectively, and line 4 sts the six model parameters. 

Line 5 declares all of the variables and parameters of the 

subroutine to be floating point numbers (all operations 

within SIMULB are executed in floating point mode). Lines 7, 

8 and 9 describe the model equations. These equations 

should be compared with equations (6.1), (6.2) and (6.3). 

(Note that DA and DF represent ~A and ~F respectively.) 

The ope to one correspondence between the model equations 

and DIFEQN suggests the ease with which this subroutine is 

coded. 

During the course of a simulation the model variables 

are sampled automatically by SIMULB and the resulting 

solution values are saved for subsequent inspection. Up to 

four model variables may be saved in this way. When a 

simulation is completed, the variables which have been 
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sampled, may be plotted against time on the display screen, 

using one of the four plotting commands available (see 

table 7.1). 

The values of the model parameters, and the initial 

values of the differential equation solutions, may be 

interrogated by the user at any time, and new values enter,ed 

through the teletype. 

The three operations described (viz. simulation, 

plotting and changing model parameters) are the most 

important utilities contained in SIMU18. They enable most 

of the processes involved in investigating models to be 

undertaken interactively. A number of other utilities which 

are provided allow the user to manipulate the parameters of 

the integration algorithm, transfer information between the 

computer and paper tape, and perform various manipulations 

on the model solutions. Table 7.1 shows all of the 

utilities available in SIMU18, and the two character 

mnemonics by which they are accessed. 

Table 7.1 List of SIMU18 commands. 

utility Mnemonic 

SS 

MP A: 

A: I 

DA B,C,D 

utility Function 

start simulating the model. 

Interrogate model parameters and enter 

new values. 

Interrogate initial conditions and 

enter new values. 

Erase screen and plot variables 

against time with automatic scaling. 
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utility Mnemonic 

DF B,C,D I 

DO B,C,D 

B,C,D 

TF 

TR 

RS 

yy A: 

ED 

LD 

RY 
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utility Function 

Erase screen and plot variables against 

time using the same scale factor for 

all variables. 

Plot variables on the current graph 

using scale factor of the preceding 

curve drawn. 

Plot variables on the current graph 

using automatic scaling. 

Define new step length for integration 

algorithm. 

-Define new time to terminate simula

tion. 

Define time to halt simulation so that 

solutions may be investigated, i.e. 

TRACE solution. 

Restart simulation after a halt by 

TR command. 

Interrogate solution of model variables 

at current time, e.g. the time the 

simulation is stopped by TR command. 

Read data from papertape. This could 

be experimental data to be compared 

with model solution. 

Output the values of a sampled 

variable to the teletype, display 

screen or papertape punch. 

Read new initial conditions from paper

tape. 
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OY 

RP 

OP 

CT 

CD 

ME 

CM 

MO 

NE 

NS 

SA 
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~tility Function 

Output initial conditions to paper

tape punch. 

Read model parameters from papertape. 

Output model parameters to papertape 

punch. 

Allow users comments or messages to 

to be typed on teletype. 

Allow users comments or messages to 

be typed on display screen. 

Calculate mean squared error between 

experimental data (ED) array and 

equation solution. 

Save the COMMON blocks on disc, 

execute the t editing program so 

that the user can change his model 

statements, compile the new DIFEQN 

subroutine, reload the program and 

the COMMON blocks, and continue. 

Terminate the use of SIMULB. 

Define the number of differential 

equations. 

Define the maximum number of integra

tion steps. 

Save the samples of an equation 

solution for later inspection. N.B. 

Normally these samples are lost when 

the model is next simulated. 
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utility Mnemonic 

PR 

utility Function 

Define the model variables which are 

to be sampled for plotting during the 

course-of a simulation. 

EY 

uu 

Note 

Exchange the values of the initial 

conditions and the equation solutions. 

This enables the user to run his 

model until a steady state is reached 

and to then set the initial conditions 

to the steady state values. 

Executes a user supplied FORTRAN 

utility program to perform auxiliary 

calculations. 

User types a number (A) describing the position 

of the parameter in COMMON. 

I User types the numbers (B,C,D) of the variables 

to be plotted. 

7.4 Qperation of SIMULB 

A number of system programs are used in conjunction 

with SIMULB. These include the FORTRAN compiler, and a 

program which allows small changes to be made to source 

statements using the visual display screen (i.e. a text 

editing program). The execution of these programs and 

SIMlTLB is automatically controlled by special executive 

programs. The following sequence occurs when SIMULB 

to solve a set of model equations. 

used 
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The user prepares his DIFEQN subro~tine and punches it 

onto papertape (this is usually performed off- ) . Once on 

the computer the SIMULB executive programs load into core 

memory, and execute the text editing program, thus allowing 

the user to make small corrections to his source statements. 

On the completion of the editing, the source statements are 

automatically compiled by the FORTRAN compiler and then 

~oaded into core memory along with the main body of SIMULB. 

Following the execution of SIMULB the user is asked to enter 
/ 

the values of 'the model parameters, initial values of the 

differential equation solutions, and various parameters used 

by the integration algorithm and plotting programs. When 

this initialization phase is complete, the user may employ 

the standard SIMULB utilities to solve model equations, 

graph the results and perform various other manipulations 

described in table 7.1. 

If at any time the user wishes to change the structure 

of the model, a process requiring modification of the source 

statements of DIFEQN, the change model utility (CM) is 

executed. This causes the contents of all COMMON blocks to 

be saved on the disc and control to be automatically 

transferred to the text editing program. The statements 

within DIFEQN may then be changed to describe a new model. 

Following editing, the new DIFEQN subroutine is compiled and 

loaded into core memory with SIMUL8. The initialization 

procedure is now bypassed; instead the COMMON blocks are 

reloaded into core from the disc and the user is immediately 

given access to the SIMULS utilities. The "change model" 
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procedure may be repeated as often as desired. The user can 

therefore modify model equations as well as model parameters 

in the course of the model investigation. 

7.5 Advanced Features 

When a set of model equations is prepared for a simula

tion package such as SIMU18, there is a danger that some of 

tpe equations are placed in an incorrect order. This 

results in a variable being used in a calculation before it 

has been assigned a value. As a result of this the accuracy 

of the solution can be degraded and the affected variable 

plotted incorrectly. Simulation languages such as DSL 

(Brennan and Silberberg, 1968), check the order of the 

equations in the source statements before these statements 

are compiled. If an error in the equation order is detected 

by DSL, the equation order is changed. To write the 

software for such a precompilation check was clearly outside 

the scope of the SIMU18 programmers, within the time 

available. A scheme was devised which allowed the equation 

order to be checked at run time. Any changes required to 

the order of the equations are then performed by the user. 

This scheme relies on three features of the EAI 640 system 

programs. These are 

(a) The FORTRAN compiler does not assign values to any 

of the variables in a FORTRAN program. When the 

program is loaded into core, all variables which 

are not predefined in DATA statements will take 

on values contained in the memory before the 

program was loaded. 
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(b) All arithmetic operations are performed by special 

subroutines which are loaded into core with the 

FORTRAN program. 

(c) All floating point numbers are stored in core 

memory in a normalized form, i.e. the numbers are 

stored in two parts A and B where 

Number = A * 2B , (7.6) 

and 

1t ~ A < 1 (7.7) 

Any number which violates equation (7.7) is said 

to be unnormalized. 

The detection of equations that are out of order is 

implemented as follows. Prior to loading SIMlTL8 and the 

DIFEQN subroutine into core memory, all available memory 

cells are assigned an unnormalized value. When SIMUL8 is 

loaded, all memory locations will therefore contain 

unnormalized numbers. The arithmetic routines are modified 

so that numbers which are found to be unnormalized will 

have their storage addresses typed on the teletypewriter. 

This has the effect that all variables which are not defined 

before they are used, will be flagged as errors at run-time. 

This method of detecting equations which are out of order, 

is simple to implement and effective. An additional 

advantage is that other error conditions are also detected. 

These include equations missed, and in some cases mispelt 

variable names (e.g. the similarity between I and 1, and 

o and ¢ often cause errors). 

7,5 
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Auxiliary calculations which are to be executed during 

the course of a model investigation may be performed in a 

user supplied subroutine named UUPROG. This program is 

written in FORTRAN and is loaded into core memory with 

DEFEQN and SIMUL8. By typing the command UU user may 

cause the subroutine UUPROG to be executed. UUPROG can be 

put to a variety of uses. Statistical studies on model 

~olutions, and resetting the base number of a random number 

generator are examples. UUPROG, like DIFEQN, may use most 

of the language statements available in FORTRAN,including 

calls to standard function programs and user supplied sub

routines. 

7.6 Conclusions 

The simulation program SIMUL8 provides the modeller 

with a convenient tool for investigating the operation of 

small models of a variety of systems. The interactive 

features of SIMUL8 enable the user to test his model swiftly 

(e.g. a simple model, involving say two differential 

equations, could be coded and prepared for the computer 

within an hour, and simulation results be available to the 

user after an hour on the computer). Furthermore, SIMUL8 

provides good documentation of the modelling efforts. It 

was found that the interactive features of SIMUL8, allow it 

to be used more effectively than the simulation languages 

DSL and CSMP. The documentation of the results is 

significantly better than that provided by analogue computa-

tion and is at least as good as that provided by DSL and 

CSMP. 
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The translation between the equations which describe 

the model, ahd the FORTRAN subroutine DIFEQN, used by 

SIMULB, is simple, due to a close correspondence between the 

two. This makes the process 0f setting up a model rapid. 

SIMULB has to date been used to investigate a number 

of models developed by users wi th quite d1:fferent interests. 

These include models of the water and energy balance of a 

J,eaf, a bridge rectifier with inductor-capacit,or filter, 

a thyristor controlled AC motor, and the digestive system. 

All modellers have found SIMlTLB simple to learn and they 

have reached a stage of satisfactory competence within a 

few hours of using the language. 

The simulation program was invaluable when the models 

discussed in chapters 4.0 and 5.0 were be developed and 

investigated. The program also enabled models developed 

by others, such as those discussed in section 3.6, to be 

tested and modifications to them tried. The effort involved 

in implementing the models of section 3.6 on the analogue 

computer, or using DSL, would not have been justified. 
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MAGNE:rIC TAPE ST,ORAGE SYSTEM 

The bulk storage available on the Electrical Engineering 

Department's EAI 640 computer was insufficient to allow 

large programs such as SIMUL8 (see chapter 7.0), to be 

permanently resident without considerable 
I 

inconvenience to other computer users. A magnetic tape 

storage system was designed and built to alleviate these 

storage limitations. 

Historically, the magnetic project started in 1969 

when I was completing my third professional year for a B.E. 

collaboration with two other students (McKinnon and 

Lowinger q.v.) I undertook the des of a simple magnetic 

tape unit (Jordan, 1969). Because of relatively short 

time available, this unit~ was never completed. Throughout 

the period that this initial unit was developed, the require~ 

ments of the magnetic tape underwent dramatic changes 

through variations in the patterns of use on the computer. 

During the vacation, prior to starting the research 

described in this thesis, I spent four weeks laying down 

the basic design of the tape controller described in this 

chapter. 

Later, when the hardware for the controller had 

I realized the importance of the tape unit to the furthering 

of my research and devoted time to the completion of the 

design, overseeing the construction, testing, and development 

of suitable" software for easy use of the magnetic tape. 

8.0 
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The software and much of the sting was completed in con

junction with I.L. Roxbourgh. 

In this chapter the hardware, the software, and the 

implementation of the magnetic tape storage unit are 

described. 

8.1 Need for and Choice_of a Bulk storage System 

The EAI 260 fixed head disc, which is implemented in 

the Electrical Engineering Department, has sixty four 

information tracks, each with a storage capacity of less 

than six thousand sixteen bit data words. System programs, 

for example the compilers and utilities, occupy thirty 

three. of the disc tracks, leaving thirty one for the programs, 

and the data of the computer users. Considering that 

SIMUL8 alone requires eight of these thirty one tracks, it 

is obvious that the available storage was inadequate for the 

needs of the computer users. 

~lO alternative means of providing bulk storage for the 

computer were investigated. They were 

to extend the capacity the present disc storage 

system, or 

to incorporate a magnetic tape storage system as a 

"back up" to the disc. 

Magnetic tape was found to be the best choice for a . 

number of reasons. 

Magnetic tape storage systems are less expensive 

than disc systems. 

The storage capacity can be increased to any desired 

level by purchasing more tape, which very reasonably 

priced. 
8.1 
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Magnetic tape storage allows programs and data that 

are not being used to be completely removed from the comput

ing system, leaving the disc free for the temporary storage 

of the programs of other users. 

Because the magnetic tape devices, which were available 

for the EAI 640 computer, were prohibitively priced, a 

commercially available magnetic tape transport (DEC TU55) 

w.as purchased, and a suitable controller to interface this 

unit to the EAI 640 computer was designed and built within 

the department. 

8.2 Design Constraints 

The DEC TAPE TU55 tape transport, as supplied by the 

manufacturer, consisted of the following: 

tape drive motors and brakes, and the associated 

circuitry to control tape motion, direction and speed. 

tape guides and spools to accommodate standard 

three quarter inch tape. 

a ten channel magnetic head, which is used for both 

reading and writing data. These ten channels are paired to 

provide five information channels. The reliability of the 

data is increased by this information redundancy. 

switch controls to allow manual manipulation of the 

tapes, and to provide a write-lockout for the protection of 

tape contents against accidental erasure. 

A summary of the characteristics of the tape transport is 

given in tabl~ 8.1. 
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Four channels of communication are available on the 

EAr 6LI-0 computer, allowing the transfer of data and control 

information between the C.P.U. and the peripheral devices. 

The functions of these four channels are 

to transfer data words from the C.P.U. to a 

specified peripheral device. 

to transfer data words from a specified peripheral 

d~vice to the C.P.U. 

to transfer control words from the C.P.U. to the 

peripheral device, to control the function of the peripheral. 

to transfer control words, which describe the 

current state of the peripheral, from the peripheral device 

to theC.P.U. 

Each information channel carries sixteen information bits 

and a parity bit, and is accessed by executing one of four 

computer instructions. 

Table 8.1 Characteristics of DEC TU55 tape transport. 

Tape speed 

stop time 

start time 

Turn around time 

Tape width 

No of tracks 

No of accessible channels 

Tape length 

Tape capacity 

Bit density on each track 

93 12 in. sec-1 

150 msec 

150 msec 

250 msec 

0.75 in 

10 

5 (each channel contains 

2 paired tracks to increase 

data reliability) 

3100 in 

2.4 x 106 bits re 

350 ± 55 bits in-1 

1 
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8.3 ~ystem Principles 

Each reel of magnetic tape supplied with the TU55 

transport has a capacity to store one third of the disc 

contents. As a result the disc was arbitrarily divided 
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into three regions of nearly equal size. Two of these 

regions are set aside for the storage of the system programs, 

and the third is used as a "scratch!! area, in which an 

operator's programs can temporarily reside when they are 

being used. The magnetic are then used to store an 

image of the scratch or "user" area, as it has been named, 

each operator maintaining a copy of his own user area. 

The operator's copy of the user area is then loaded onto 

disc before use, where may be updated with standard 

operating system procedures. The updated user area 

copied onto magnetic tape at the end of a computing session, 

leaving the disc e for 'other operators, while maintaining 

an up to date version of that operator's programs. 

The transfer of disc images between magnetic and 

disc is handled by a utility program (MUTIL, cf. section 8.8), 

which is simple to operate and allows the transfers to be 

completed quickly and conveniently. 

Hardware to interface the tape transport to 

computer can be relatively simple and still allow the above 

operating philosophy to be achieved because 

random access to information on magnetic tape is 

not required, and 

compatibility with other magnetic tape systems is 

not required. 
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So that full compatibility with the DECTAPE system 

could be achieved at a later date with a minimum of 

inconvenience, the structure of that system was adhered to 

wherever possible. 

8.4 Tape Forma! 

The ten information tracks in the TU55 tape transport 

a~e paired to increase data reliability, thus providing 

five independent information channels. These channels are 

allotted as follows: 

three channels for data storage, 
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one channel to synchronize the position of the data 

bits, . called the TIMING channel or BIT CLOCK, 

one channel to indicate the position of the six 

lines of data which form a particular sixteen bit word. 

This channel, which is called the MARKING channel, also 

indicates the position of the physical start and end regions 

of tape. 

The organization the data bits and timing information 

is shown in figure 8.2. Each frame, as a group of six lines 

on the tape is called, provides storage for eighteen bits of 

information. Of these, seventeen are used for storing the 

sixteen bit data word and its associated parity bit. The 

eighteenth bit defines whether the contents of that frame 

contains valid data. The function of this bit is described 

in section 8.5. 
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on magnetic tape. 

Special binary codes stored on the MARKING channel 

inform the controller when the physical ends of the tape are 

approached. On detecting the "start", or "end" codes, 

the cqntroller automatically stops, or rewinds the tape 

respectively. 

Both the TIMING and MARKING channels are prerecorded on 

the tap'8 before reading or writing of data occurs. They are 

used in controlling the transfer of data between the tape 

and tape controller on all read and write operations. 
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8.5 ~agnetic Tape Controller Hardware - Data Transfer 

A block diagram indicating the main features of the 

magnetic tape controller is shown in figure 8.3. Data words 

are transferred between the tape controller and the computer 

in parallel, whereas, transfers between the tape controller 

and the tape are serial for each of three parallel data 

channels. The parallel to serial, and serial to parallel, 

conversions inherent when writing, and reading data, 

respectively, are effected by three six bit shift registers 

(cf. figure 8.3). All data words transferred between the 

computer and the controller are first stored in intermediate 

buffer registers. This allows the transfer to occur on a 

"no wait" basis. For example, when data is being transferred 

from computer to controller, a new word may be transmitted 

by the computer at any time following the transfer of the 

previous word from the input buffer register to the shift 

registers. Similarly when reading data from tape a word can 

be transferred to the computer any time after it moved 

into the output buffer register, provided this is done before 

the next word is completely recovered. 

In the standard DECTAPE system it is necessary, once 

writing has commenced, for the computer to maintain the 

supply of data words to the tape controller throughout the 

writing of an entire data block. Because the tape system 

described here is not arranged to write on independent 

blocks, but rather, writes continuously over the tape length, 

an alternative procedure is required, to define which regions 

of the tape contain data. Such a procedure may be 

implemented using the concept of a DATA PRESENT BIT which was 
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introduced in section 8.4 Each word space on the tape 

contains one bit which defines whether the contents of the 

word are data, or not. This bit is set if the word of which 

it a constituent, originated in the computer. Othervrise 

it is reset. When the tape subsequently read, only those 

words which have their DATA PRESENT BIT set are recognised-by 

the controller and transferred to the computer. All other 

words are ignored. If for some reason the computer is busy 

with other peripheral devices when a data word is required 

by the tape controller, a dummy word is written onto tave. 

This word is ignored on subsequent read operations. The use 

of the DATA PRESENT BIT as a record separator described 

later (cf. section 8.7). 

8.6 Magnetic Tape Controll£r Hardware - Control 

The state of the magnetic tape controller (e.g. whether 

it is reading, wri-ting etc.) is controlled directly by the 

computer and may be changed at any time by a control word 

which is transferred from the computer to the controller. 

This word contains the desired states of read, write and 

tape motion in the controller. 

The current state of the controller may be tested by 

transferring a status word from the controller to the 

computer. This word describes the current state of read/ 

write and tape motion in the controller, and also defines 

any error conditions which have occurred in the controller. 

Error flags are set when writing is attempted with the 

write-lock switch on, or, when a word read from the tape is 

not transferred to the computer before it overlaid by the 

next word read. 
8.6 



The prerecording of the TIMING and MARKING channels is 

timed by special circuitry in the controller. However, the 
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codes written on the marking channel, which the various 

regions of the tape, are generated within the computer, so 

that the complexity of this hardware is minimized. 

8.7 Data Format on Tape 

Data stored on magnetic tape a direct copy, or image, 

of the disc contents. For this reason, the format of the 

data on tape is constrained by the storage structure of the 

disc. The information on the disc is arranged in blocks 

corresponding to a physical track of the disc, each track 

holding 5632 words. To allow time for the transfer of a 

single track of information between disc and computer, it is 

necessary to have short gaps between data blocks on the tape. 

These gaps are implemented using the DATA PRESENT ,which 

was described in section 8.5. By not transferring information 

to the tape during disc-to-computer transfers, this bit is 

automatically reset by the tape controller, for all words 

written during this time, leaving a gap between records on 

the tape. When the tape is being read back to disc, these 

allow time for the transfer of information from the 

computer to the disc. The layout of the information and the 

interrecord gaps on the tape is shown in figure 8.4. 

The first word of each block contains the nwnber of the 

disc track from which the subsequent information was taken. 

Following this are the 5632 data words, and then a longi

tudinal parity or checksum word, formed by taking the 

. exclusive 'OR of the 5632 data words. 

8.7 
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Layout of data blocks and interrecord gaps on 

magnetic tape. 

The checksum word, when used in conjunction with the 

parity bits from each word, provides a means of detecting 

errors that occur when a tape is read. Providing only 

one error occurs in any given data block, the checksum and 

parity information may be used to correct this error. 

At the start of a tape, user and tape identification 

codes are stored. The user identification code is provided 

to protect a tape against accidental erasure. This code must 

be ed by the user before any 'l,vri ting on tape can 

proceed. 
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The user and tape identification fields are followed by 

the information blocks, each separated by interrecord gaps 

which are about 400 words in length. Following the last 

interrecord gap, a track number of -1 signifies the end of 

the information on the tape. 

The software which controls the tape, and places the . 

information on it in the manner described above, is discussed 

in. the next section. 

8.8 Magnetiy Tape Utility Progra~ 

All transfers of information between disc and magnetic 

tape, and the housekeeping of tapes, are handled by a 

utility program named MUTIL. This program which is normally 

resident on disc, is loaded into core using the disc operat

ing system. On execution, MUTIL requests the name of the 

utility required. When the requested task is completed, the 

user is again asked for a utility name. 

The function and names of some of the more commonly 

used utilities are listed below. 

DUMP - copies the contents of the user area of the 

disc onto magnetic tape, and then checks that information by 

reading it from tape and comparing it word for word with the 

disc contents. 

LOAD - reads and checks the information on magnetic 

tape and transfers it to disc, providing no unrecoverable 

errors are detected. 

FORMAT - writes the bit timing clock and the marking 

channel codes onto a new tape. 
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USERID - writes the user and tape identification 

codes on a new tape. 

TERM - used when operations on the magnetic tape 

have been completed. 

To s~oomarize the operation of MUTIL, an example of 
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use is given. On commencing a computing period, the user 

loads and executes the program MUTIL. After placing his 

spool on the tape deck he requests the LOAD utility. When 

the contents are loaded onto disc, TERM is executed 

and the user may continue with this computer operations. 

When the computing session is completed, MUTIL is again 

loaded and the utility DUMP is requested. The disc contents 

are then written onto magnetic tape and verified. The tape 

spool may then be removed and stored for later use, the disc 

storage being left free for other users. 

8.9 

The magnetic tape system described this chapter has 

provided much needed bulk storage for the EAI 640 digital 

computer in the Electrical Engineering Department. Computer 

users have adapted readily to using magnetic tape, and have 

found it both simple to use and reliable. Currently more 

than fifty re of magnetic tape are in regular use. 

Although the magnetic tape does not have the flexibility 

of a commercially available Unit, it is more than adequate 

for the task in hand. 

8.9 
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The major advantage of the system, as implemented, is 

the relatively low cost compared to commercial units, which 

were well outside the budget available to us. 

The magnetic tape has allowed the program SIMULS (see 

chapter 7.0) to be developed far beyond what was first 

thought possible. The operating system which provides the. 

major part of SIMULS's flexibility would not have been 

possible with the limited disc storage available before the 

magnetic tape system was commissioned. 

Complete technical details of the magnetic tape 

controller, including full circuit and wiring diagrams, 

and detailed notes on operation and maintenance of the unit 

are·lodged in the. Hybrid Computer Laboratory, University 

of Canterbury, Christchurch, New Zealand. 
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CHAPTER 9 

PARAMETER VARIANCE CONSIDERATIONS 

WHEN SIMULATING LINEAR SYSTEMS 

The conventional simulation techniques, such as those 

discussed in chaptern2 and 7, provide a means of solving a 

number of differential equations which, cribe a model, 
\ 

for a particular set of model parameters. These parameters 
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are chosen in such a way that they are typical for the 

process ,or system which is being modelled. However, because 

the parameters are random variables, which are different for 

each member of a species of a biological system, the 

simulation results describe the behaviour of only one member 

of the species. No informatiorr on the spread of the results 

is gained in this way. To obtain this it necessary to 

carry out more sophisticated simulation procedures. 

"Between animal tt variations are incorporated into purely 

stochastic models by Lucas (1964), but there do not appear 

to have been any attempts to study continuous models 

this way. 

In this chapter a number of methods by which parameter 

statistics may be incorporated into the simulation of linear 

systems are described. The chief problem is how to obtain 

the required information with an economical amount of comput

ing. A new method, called the flvariant function technique", 

introduced and is developed to the point where its 

potential advantages are apparent. 
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9.1 The Solution Ranges in a Linear System 

The range of the solution of a set of differential 

equations with randomly distributed parameters is defined 

here as the upper and lower bounds of the solution, at a 

particular instant, for any permissible combination of 
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parameter values. The range curves of a solution are defined 

to be the loci of the upper and lower bounds of the solutions 

ov.er all times. The range curves for systems whose model 

parameters are unbounded are consequently meaningless, e.g. 

the solution range for normally distributed parameters is 

indefinitely large. However, the parameters of real practical 

systems are bounded. The two following observations may be 

made about the range curves. 

I The range curves of a solution to a set of 

differential equations are, in general, not 

themselves solutions -co the differential equations. 

II Even if the upper and lower range curves are 

solutions to the differential equations, they do 

not always correspond to solutions of equations 

with extreme parameter values. 

These two points are best demonstrated by a graphical 

example. vie consider the linear system which is defined by 

the equations 

(9.1) 

where k1 may exist in the range 

9.1 
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0.1 < k1 < 0.2 

= .05 (9.4) 

and the initial values of Y1 and Y2 are 

Figure 9.1 shows three solutions for Y2(t) where k1 takes 

on values of 0.1, 0.15 and 0.2 respectively_ The estimated 

positions of the range curves are shown in figure 9.1. 

Note the discontinuity in the slope of Y2(t) at point A in 

the figure. 

that the 

This emphasises observation I, because it shows 

curve is not a solution to equations (9.1) 

and (9.2). At point B in the figure, an intermediate value 

of k1 (viz. k1 .15) touches the upper range curve, which 

verifies observation II. 

With a system of equations which contains a large 

number of randomly distributed parameters, many values of 

these parameters would have to be used in conventional 

simulations to obtain a reasonable estimate 

of the range curves. While such a procedure 

the position 

practicable, 

it is doubtful whether the information it yields is valuable. 

Even if the parameters are rectangularly distributed 

'(i.e. their values occur with equal likelihood over a finite 

range), the solutions are not rectangularly distributed at 

each instant. This 

regions lIa" and "b" 

exemplified by the lengths of the 

figure 9.1. If the solutions were 

rectangularly distributed these distances would be equal. 
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Solutions for Y2 in equations (9.1) and (9.2) 

for three values of the parameter k1' and 

estimated positions of the lower and upper range 

curves. Note ~he discontinuity 

figure. 

point A in 
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While the range curves are easy to define and (in 

principle) to compute, we see that they do not provide a 

clear indication of the spread, or distribution, of the 

solutions. We need more sophisticated curves to display' 

this. It is likely that curves representing the mean and 
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standard deviations of the solutions would be more meaningful. 

9,2 Mean and Standard Deviation Curves in a Linear 

.§ystem 

There are a number of methods by which the statistical 

form of the solutions of a set of linear differential 

equations with randomly distributed parameters may be 

investigated. All involve large amounts of computation. 

Two well known methods are now described. 

We consider the set of linear differential equations 

d~ yet) + A yet) = f(t) (9.6) 

where yet) is the state variable veotor, A is a matrix of 

randomly distributed system parameters and f(t) is the 

system forcing function. 

By using the state transition matrix e-At , which is 

defined as 

00 
-At e = L: ~ (- At)i 

i = 0 1. 

we find that the solution of equation (9.6) (see 

Appendix 3) 

yet) e-At y(O) +jt e- A(t -7) f( T) d T • 

o 

(9.7) 

(9.8) 

9.2 
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In order to show how the amount of computation may easily 

become unacceptably large, we consider the natural response 

of equation (9.6), corresponding to the solution of 

d . 
dt yet) + A yet) =: 0 (9.9) 

which is (see Appendix 3) 

yet) e:-At y(O). (9.10) 

Two alternative methods of solving equation (9.9) are 

now described. The first involves the series expansion of 

equation (9.10), while the second involves solving equation 

(9.9) many times with randomly chosen values for the A 

matrix. 

9.3 §eries E1ill~nsion of the Tra~sition Matri~ 

Let the mean of a statistical quantity be denoted by 

a superbar, e.g. the mean of A is A. Using equation (9.7), 

the mean of equation (9.10) may be written as 

yet) =: I: 
i =: 0 

1 
i! (9.11) 

A 
This clearly different to the solution yet) to equation 

(9.10) which is got by using the mean, value of A, i.e. 

00 
A 
yet) I: 

i =: 0 
1 -.-, 

1. 
(9.12) 

Comparison of equations (9.11) and (9.12) shows that the 

mean solution of a set of differential equations with 

9 .• 3 
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randomly distributed parameters is, in general, different 

from the solution to those equations for the mean values of 

the parameters. Furthermore, the mean solution is itself 

not necessarily a solution of those differential equations. 

Equation (9.11) may be rewritten as 

y(t) :::: 

For the following two reasons, equation (9.13) can be 

difficult to compute. 

1 • If At large, many terms of the power series 

are needed to provide good accuracy. Note that 

in practice, because A is a matrix, the size of 

At might be defined by IIAII t, where IIAIl is the 

norm of the matrix A.(cf. Liou, 1966). 

2. Calculation of Ai requires the high order moments 

of the elements of A, for example moments of the 
m n form Aij Ak1 . In general these moments are not 

known and estimates of these must be made. 

If the original equations can be transformed to a set 

of equations in which the elements of A are statistically 

independent of one another, the need to estimate the cross 

product moments (for example the covariance) can be 
. m 

. eliminated. Even in this situation moments of the form Aij 

are required, for large m. 

In the models of interest, At is generally large, and 

the elements of the matrix A are highly dependent on each 

other (for example, equations (9.1) and (9.2) are 

transformed to the form of equation (9.9) then A11 :::: - A21 ). 

9.3 
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Thus, for the two reasons given above, this analysis technique 

impracticaule. To gain estimates of the variance, the 

above two reasons have an even more dramatic effect on the 

computation. 

9.4 ~ltiEle Simulation T~~hnigues 

A further method of calculating the statistical form of 

t:q.e solutions yet) in equation (9.9) involves solving the 

equations many times using different values for the elements 

of the A matrix each run. many solutions are then 

analysed at a number of discrete time intervals to determine, 

for example, the mean and standard deviation curves. The 

values for the elements of the A matrix are chosen so as 

to reflect the statistical properties of those parameters. 

There are two possible ways of choosing values for 

the elements of the A matrix. First, they may be chosen 

systematically, say ten values for each parameter, and then 

each combination the ten values used in separate 

simulations. This would require 10N simulations, where N 

is the number of parameters. It obvious that this method 

of selecting parameters is practicable only for models. 

The second way of choosing values for the elements of 

the A matrix is to ct them at random from populations 

which have the same statistics as the parent populati.ons. 

This similar to the "Monte Carlo" method used by Schull 

and Levin (1964). We note,howeve~ that in their simulations, 

model variables rather than model parameters are the random 

variables. 

9.4 



Computationally, Monte Carlo parameter selection 

provides a significantly faster method of investigating the 

statistical form of the solutions to equation (9.9), 

compared with systematic selection of parameter values. 

Monte Carlo selection has a further advantage. The 

estimates of the mean curve, for example, are asymptotic 

to the true mean curve, and the accuracy of the estimates 

i~crease with the number of simulations. After only a few 

simulations, a crude estimate of this curve is obtained. 
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By studying the changes in the curve, the degree of numerical 

convergence can be estimated, and the simulations stopped 

when the results appear to be ciently accurate. 

9.5 The Variant Function Technique 

A third method of investigating the statistical form 

. of the solutions to equation (9.6) is now developed. The 

elements of the matrix A are varied in svch a way that the 

statistical distribution of the solutions is estimated from 

a s simulation. 

We consider the equation 

• • 
~(t) + fret) ~(t) = f(t) (9.14) 

which has a solution (see Appendix 3). 

~(t) ;:::: (9.15) 

If the time varying matrix fi(t)/t has the same statistical 

properties, measured over a long time, as the constant 

matrix A then ~(t) will have the same statistical properties 

• 
9.5 
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as yet) in equation (9.6). statistical properties are 

defined by the moments of the distributions. For the above 

condition to be met, all moments of ~(t)/t and A must be the 

same. So, if i, j and m are positive integers, we require 

that 

(9.16) 

where the subscripts i, j denote the element of ~or A in 

the ith row and the jth column. Also, if the ements of A 

are not independent, then 

the same interdependence. 

elements of ~(t)/t must have 

The function ~(t)/t hereinafter called the "variant 

function", denoted by the symbol Vet). Thus 

vet) = ~(t)/t . 

To show how equation (9.16) may be satisfied, we consider 

a single element Vij(t) of the matrix function vet). Because 

the derivative of t Vij(t) with respect to time (viz. ~ij(t» 

is required in equation (9.14), it is essential that Vij(t) 

be at least piecewise continuous in time. The simplest way 

that Vij(t) may satisfy equation (9.16), and be piecewise 

continuous in time, is for it to be a periodic function of 

period Tij . Thus. 

V .. (t) 
lJ 

m = 1, 2 ••• (9.18 ) 

The form of Vij(t) over one interval Tij is then directly 

related to the probability distribution function P(Aij ), 

which is defined as the integral of probability density 

(viz. p (A .. ); cf. Bennett, 1956) of A .. , i. e • 
.. lJ. lJ 

9.5 
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P(A .. ) lJ f
Ai j 

p( a) d a • 
-co 

(9.19) 

If the functional relationship describing P(Aij ) is 

represented in the piecewise form 

peA .. ) :::: 
lJ 

mT. . < t < (m + t) T .. lJ lJ 

(m + 1)T .. - 2t 
-- T--2:.J , (m +·t)T .. < t < (m + 1)T .. , . . lJ lJ lJ 

(9.20 ) 
and if 

V,'.(t) :::: A .. (p) , 
lJ lJ (9.21) 

then equation (9.16) is The above is shO\m 

graphically in figure 9.2. Combining equations (9.20) and 

(9.21) yiel,ds 

V .. (t) lJ ( 
2t - mT .. ) 

='A ~ lJ. T t ( l)T .. T,m .. < < m+2"" lJ ij ,1J lJ 

(m + t)T .. < t < lJ 
Aij ( (m + 1 

(m + 1)T.. (9.22) lJ 

The procedure outlined above provides a means of 

generating the variant function Vij(t) which corresponds to 

a single model parameter A .. , However, a number of lJ 
~ifficulties can arise: 

1. if the probability distribution function P(Aij ) is 

asymptotic to the probability extremes 0 and 1, 

the variant function contains infinite values in 

two regionf of every period Tij , In these 

situations the probability distribution functions 

9.5 
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relationship to the probability distribution 
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must be truncated at convenient points. 

II some probability distributioJ.1 functions are 

difficult, not impossible to invert to the form 

Aij(P). In these cases numerical approximations 

to the inverse functions must be formed by using 

. graphical techniques. 

If the model parameters are independent of each other 

t~en the variant functions generated for each model parameter 

must also be independent. 

functions are orthogonal. 

orthogonal then 

is assured if the variant 

(9.23) 

The orthogonality condition is met if the periods T .. in " . l.J 

equation (9.22) are different for each variant function. 

9.6 The Variant Fun~!1Q£ TechniQue used in a 

The variant function technique is now applied to a small 

model with rectangularly distributed parameters. The model 

to be studied has the form shown in equation (9.9) with 

A [ k1 :J (9.24) = 
-k 1 

and conditions 

y(O) = [:J (9.25) 

9.6 



The parameters k1 and k2 are assumed to have rectangular 

distributions of the form 

p(k) = 50 .09 < k < .11 

= 0 otherwise, (9.26) 

where 

p(k) = = (9.27) 

Using equation (9.22) the variant functions corresponding 

to the elements of A in equation (9.24) can be shown to be 

Vii (t) = .09 + 501T- (2t - mT .. ) . . 11 
11 

mT .. < t < (m + i) T .. 
11 11 

= .09 + ~ ((m -I- 1 )Tii - 2t) , 
11 

(m + i)Tii < t < (m + 1)Tii (9.28) 

where the index i may take on the values 1 or 2, 

(9.29) 

and 

(9.30) 

The two periods T 11 and T22 are assigned values of 

T11 = 1.59 (9.31) 

and 

T22 = .556 (9.32) 

9.6 



and the auxiliary equation (equation (9.14» solvedusing 

SIMULS (cf. chapter 7.0) for the time period 0 < t < 50. 

The solution for 71 2 (t) shown figure 9.3. 
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Figure 9.3, while containing all the information required 

to define the statistical form of the solution to equation 

(9.9), is not easily interpreted visually. In the next 

section a method of improving the presentation is described. 

9.7' ~stimating the Means and Stap.dard Deviations from the 

Solutions found ~y the Variant Function Technique 

Direct methods of finding the mean and standard devia

tions of the solution 71 2 (t) in figure 9.3 as functions of 

0.5 

o.oL------L------~------L-----~----~~50 

o Time (Min) 

Figure 9.3 Solution for 71 2 (t) using the variant function 

technique. The parameters of the system are 

uniformly distributed, so that their variant 

functions have, linear sawtooth forms. 
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time are unsatisfactory. For example, the solution 

divided into a number of small time intervals of length At, 

the mean solution may be found by interpolating the mean 

values obtained for each time interval. But, At is too 
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small, the solution has an oscillatory form similar to that 

shown in figure 9.3. Conversely, if At is too large the mean 

solution deviates significantly from the true mean because 

the mean solution is itself a time varying function. For 

these reasons a compromise must be reached. 

A more practical method of estimating the mean and 

standard deviation curves is provided by Otterman (1960) 

who proposes the use of certain estimates - termed 

"exponentially mapped pastlt (EMF) estimates - of the two 

statistics. These allow the mean and standard deviation to 

be found as functions of time, even when the function to be 

analysed is heavily contaminated with noise. 

The EMF mean estimate z(t) of the variable z(t) is 

defined by Otterman (1960) to be 

'Z(t) ~ pL
' t 

which corresponds to the solution to the differential equation 

. 
z(t) ~ p(z(t) - z(t)) • 

otterman also defines the EMP variance (j 2 (t), where 

(j 2( t) 
= .pL 

which corresponds to the solution to the equation 

d ( 2 Cit (j ) ~ (9.36) 

9.7 
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By solving equations (9.34) and (9.36) simultaneously 

with the equations of the model, the EMF mean and variance 

are found during the simulation procedure. The EMF mean is 

used directly to indicate the position of the mean solution, 

while the EMF variance is used to form a "variation band", 

which is defined here to be the area bounded by the curves. 

representing, resp~ctively, the sum and the difference of 

Z (t) and (T ( t) . 

Using the model whose solution is shown in 9.3, 

the EMF mean and variance are calculated by solving equations 

(9.34) and (9.36), and variation band is found. These 

results are shown in 9.4, which is more 

interpreted than 

0.4 

0.0 ~--------~----------~--------~-----------~----
o 

Figure 9.4 
-'-'-

Time (Min) 

EMF mean and EMF variation band for the 

solution shown in figure 9.3. 

40 

9.7 
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9.8 ~ccuracy of the Vari~Bt Function Technique 

Computational errors introduced during simulation 

of systems using the variant function tech...nique can become 

if sufficient care is not taken. 

The simulation program SIMUL8 (see chapter 7), in 

standard form, incorporates a fast floating point arithmetic 

subroutine using a short mantissa (16 binary bits), in 

cQntrast to the standard EAI floating point subroutines 

which use a 24 bit mantissa. In the early stages of the 

investigation the short mantissa was found to have 

insufficient accuracy and the 24 bit mantissa had to be 

implemented at the expense of increased computation time. 

In fact the solution time was increased by a factor of two. 

figure 9.5, EMP mean curves, found using 16 and 

bit mantissa's are compared. The solution using a 16 

mantissa has significantly more distortion than would be 

expected to occur in the solution of a second order system. 

A further source of error is the truncation 

introduced by the integration algorithm. In SIMUL8, a 

second order predictor formula is used. With larger systems., 

where the number of variant functions used is also 

it may be necessary to use a higher order integration 

algorithm, or a predictor-corrector procedure such as 

Milnes method (cf. Noble, 1964), so that errors introduced 

by the integration procedure can be kept to an acceptable 

level. 

9.8 
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Figure 9.5 EMP mean solutions found with two different 

lengthed mantissas in the aritillnetic procedures. 

Note the deviations of the solution when the 

shorter mantissa is used. 

9.9 Summary 

In this chapter, three methods of analysing linear 

differential equations whose parameters are randomly 

distributed are described. All three provide computationally 

sound procedures for determining the statistical spread of 

the solutions to a set of linear differential equations. 

Method 1 involves the series expansion of the state 

transition matrix e-At (cf. section 9.3). If the magnitude 

9.9 



of At becomes large, many terms of the series are required 

satisfactory convergence. Each successive term of 

contains progressively higher order statistical 

moments of the parameter distributions. Because these are 

usually unknown, suitable approximations to them must be 

calculated for each term in the s es. 
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In Method 2, the system to be investigated is solved for 

many combinations of parameter , selected on a random 

basis such a way that they reflect the actual parameter 

distributions (cf. section 9.4). technique has the 

advantage that the solutions usually converge onto the true 

solutions as more combinations of parameters are tried. The 

procedure can be terminated when the solution appears to have 

been determined to any desired accuracy. This second 

technique ideally suited to implementation on a hybrid 

computer. The system equations are patched onto the analogue 

computer, allowing rapid generation of solutions. The digital 

computer may then modify the model parameters in a Monte Carlo 

fashion, and samples from the solu-tions to form the mean 

curve and variation band. Hybrid computation 

significant advantages in computation time compared with pure 

digital computation, particularly when the system under 

investigation is 

Method 3, the variant function technique (cf. section 

9.5), uses the statistical distributions of the model 

parameters directly. e distributions are transformed to 

time varying functions, which are used as the Itparameters" of 

an analogous set of differential equations. The solutions 

9.9 
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to these equations have statistical properties which are 

directly related to those of the solutions to the original 

equations, and the mean solutions and variation bands can be 

extracted relatively easily. 

Only one set of equations requires solution when using 

the variant function technique, and these equations are 

solved once only. For this reason, standard simulation 

pnocedures (e.g. SIMULB, see chapter 7) can be used to 

implement the technique, and conversely, the technique can 

be incorporated into existing simulation studies to assess 

the affect of parameter variations on the model solutions. 

The amount of computation required by the three 

techniques is large, and depends on the properties of the 

system being analysed. Computation time increases with the 

number of equations and parameters, with the duration of the 

simulation and with the reciprocals of the model time 

constants. 

In general method 1 impractical for all but a few 

cases. Only those systems which require relatively few 

terms in the series expansion can be analysed, and such 

systems would be better studied using one of the other two 

methods. 

Method 2 is potentially fast, when hybrid computation 

is available, for solving large systems with relatively few 

parameters. When the digital computer is used the Monte Carlo 

technique has advantages for small systems but, as the 

number of parameters becomes large, the variant function 

9.9 



technique is more efficient computationally. The variant 

function technique has the added advantage that it is 

readily adapted for use with standard simulation programs, 

and is ideal for parameter variation studies on existing 

computer models. 

9.9 
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CHApr~R 10 

CONCLUSIONS 

10. 1 Adrenal Modell'inK 

early attempts to model the adrenal gland, particular 

emphasis was placed on the overshoot of cortisol secretion 

following the start of an ACTH infusion. Mechanisms which 
I 

could reproduce this response were postulated, and potential 

sites for such mechanisms were searched for, always without 

success. As knowledge of the biochemistry of the gland 

improved, models of known mechanisms were investigated to 

see whether they responded the same way as the gland. This 

later approach has been far more successful, although now, 

three models of the gland are capable of reproducing the 

observed response, while each model is based on an entirely 

different mechanism. 

The Koritz-Hall model, developed by Urquhart (1970), 

has been invalidated by evidence that ACTH acts prior to 

pregnenolone in the biosynthetic pathway (Hall and Young, 

1968). The other two models, which are developed in 

chapter 4.0, require further experimental work to determine 

whether the biochemical mechanisms on which they are based, 

'occur in the gland to the level suggested by the models. 

Thus, a closer study of the short term changes of stored 

cholesterol adrenal tissue needed to check the 

validity of the stored cholesterol model. The model derived 

from Berger's proposal can be tested by measuring the 

secretions of mIEA and its metabolites from the adrenal gland. 

10.1 
.. 
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secretion has two es - a rapid initial e 

followed by a slower secondary rise - then the dynamics of 

the model should be stigated more thoroughly. 

To explain the secretion of cortisol at high 

of ACTH stimulation, all three models described in 

chapter 4 require a saturating mechanism in the later s 

of the biosynthetic path by which cortisol is produced. The 

s:Lte of saturation in has not been found by 

experiment. It may be independent of the mechanism which 

produces the overshoot, as it incorporated into the 

models, or alternatively, may be of the overshoot 

mechanism 

The modelling attempts described chapter 4 are bas 

more on theory than on hard facts, suggesting that much 

experimental work is needed to determine the form of the 

mechanism which controls cortisol secretion during stimula

tion by ACTH. 

Until new evidence or a new theory is available, the 

modelling approach can offer little to cide the true 

e 

. functioning of the adrenal gland. However, models can point 

out the weak areas of our knovlledge, as is ShOVID in 

chapter 4. 

10.2 ACTll.21easurem,e1l1 

The measurement of ACTH using radioimmunoassay is 

sufficiently to show that real differences in the 

concentration of ACTH between the adrenal artery and vein 

do occur. These 

support the theory 

which are described 

ACTH is bound to, or 

chapter 5, 

other11lise 

10.2 
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destroyed within adrenal ssue. However, as the measurement 

procedure may not measure specifically biologically active 

ACTH, the true magnitude of ACTH loss is not determined 

by e experiments. 

proposal of Bessar • (1971), that ACTH 

radioimmunoassay measures both ACTH and a biologically 

inactive fragment of ACTH, is supported in chapter 6. A two 

cqmpartment model of the proposed mechanism is developed and 

tests made on the model using from the Lincoln 

- ments and using published data, show the original proposal to 

be an analytically plausible explanation of the measurement 

anomalies. However, the model does not rely on actual 

fragmentation o£ the ACTH molecule; any mechanism which 

renders the ACTH molecule biologically inactive without 

affecting immunoreactivity, covered by the model 

hence could explain the measurement differences. 

The ACTH fragmentation model can be used to gain 

estimates o£ biologically active ACTH concentrations from 

measurements of immunoreactive ACTH some experimental 

. situations. However, the analytical procedure used is not 

readily adapted to automatic analysis because a number of 

problem situations can arise, particularly when £itting the 

model to the data. 

The model cannot be used to predict active ACTH . 

concentrations when the number of data are small, but it 

does show the in using such clinical work. 

Radioimmunoassay can indicate an ACTH concentration between 

two and £ive times the true value, and even on a comparative 

10.2 



basis, the same immunoassay value can result from bioactive 

ACTH concentrations varying by a factor of two. 

The repeatability and relative ease of use of radio

immunoassay techniques make application of this procedure 
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for ACTH measur~ment more suitable to laboratory implementa

tion than current bioassay techniques. However, before thG 

need to use bioassay procedures can be eliminated, improvement 

m~st be made to the technique itself, or to the antibodies 

used. 

10.3 

Simulation languages are a convenient tool for investi-

solutions to differential and algebraic 

equations which comprise a model. Although numerical 

procedures used to solve differential equations are 

computationally ineffic when compared with the direct 

solution techniques, which can be used on linear models, the 

loss efficiency is compensated for by the ease with which 

simulation languages can be programmed. 

Simulation langauges are most useful where relatively 

few simulation runs are to be performed. For large numbers 

of simulation runs, with particular sets of parameter values, 

other methods of are preferable to minimize the 

computation time. In these cases, spe purpose digital 

computer programs, or hybrid computer programs provide 

significant speed advantages compared to standard digital 

simulation techniques. Thus, for the procedures used to 

estimate the model parameter values in chapter 6, the model 

10.3 
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solutions are generated by direct algebraic techniques. To 

use numerical integration here would increase the computation 

time by nearly tenfold. 

The models which are discussed in chapters 3,· 4 and 6 

were studied using SIMULB, a general purpose simulation 

language described chapter 7. SIMULB embodies all of the 

main features of simulation languages such as DSL/90 (Syn and 

linebarger, 1966) and 360-CSMP (Brennan and Silberberg, 1968), 

while providing the user with interactive features using a 

visual display screen and an active teletypewriter. Direct 

interaction allows the simulator to gain a feel for his 

model more quickly than where the simulation is performed 

in the "batch" mode as with DSL/90. 

The translation of the model equations into the SIr1ULB 

language is simple and easy to learn, because of the 

similarities between the SH1ULB coding and the model equations. 

In the DSL/90 language, the model equations are first 

passed through a sorting algorithm which adjusts their order 

to ensure that each variable is assigned a value befbre is 

used. Such a sorting algorithm is an unnecessarily complicated 

procedure within the concept of SIMULB, so a new checking 

method is provided to check the equation order at run time, 

and to subsequently warn the operator of any errors that 

have occurred. It then up to the operator to modify the 

equation order with the editing programs. 

The versatility of SIr1ULB is reflected in the variety of 

models which have been successfully studied with it, and also 

by the number of modellers who have used the language. 

10.3 
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10.4 MagnetLc Tape Controlle£ 

The magnetic tape controller, which is described 

chapter 8 has provided significant benefits to this research, 

and to the research of others in the Electrical Engineering 

Department, University of Canterbury. These benefits have 

been due to the effective increase in the available disc 

storage, and to the reduced on other "users of system 

failures caused by either hardware faults or accidental , 

misuse of the disc·operating system. It allowed larger 

programs (such as SIMULB) to run on the computer and 

made the implementation of such programs quicker. 

The concept of the "data present" bit which 

introduced section 8.5, is new~ and application allows 

particularly simple driving software. Without it many more 

housekeeping operations would have to be performed by this 

software. 

The flexibility of the controller is shown by its use 

both as a disc backup storage device and, for a short period 

while the was being serviced, as a primary storage 

device. 

10.5 Parameter Vari_B:.tions 

In chapter 9 a preliminary study made into the 

methods by which the solutio~s to sets of linear differential 

equations with randomly distributed parameters, can be 

studied statistically to determine the mean solution and 

the variation of the solutions about the mean. 

10.5 
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Of the three techniques described only two appear to be 

useful computationally. The Monte Carlo technique has 

advantages where a hybrid computer is used, and the variant 

function technique where the number of parameters large. 

However more study is required to determine how the two 

methods compare computationally under situations of model 

size, number of parameters etc. 

The variant function technique is more convenient to use 

than the Monte Carl'o method as is .readily incorporated 

into existing simulation studies and into standard simulation 

languages. However, further study is necessary in the 

following directions to improve the variant function technique 

and to. allow it to be used in more general situations .. 

I The development of the technique is concentrated 

on linear systems. Because nonlinear systems are 

so common in biological models, the implications 

of applying the technique to nonlinear systems 

should be investigated. 

II The selection of the variant function periods (Tij ) 

has been fairly arbitrary here, and further study 

required to determine more rigorous ways to 

select these. may be possible to use the same 

period for two variant functions which describe 

areas of the model remote from each other. 

III may not be necessary to transform model parameters 

which are relatively small in size, because their 

effect on model solutions is transitory by nature 

and may have little effect on the solutions of 

10.5 



interest. Parameters of this type should be 

. studied to see whether anything is gained by 

transforming them into variant functions. 

IV Finally, a study should be made into general 

methods of· incorporating the variant function 

technique into existing computer simulations 

and extracting the mean solutions and variations 

of the solutions about the mean. In this study 

particular attention should be paid to points I, 

and III above. 
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APPENDIX 1 

Function Minimization Using the Pattern Search Affiorithm 

The Itpattern search" function minimization procedure 

devised by Hooke and Jeeves (1961) is reported to be well 

suited to non-linear curve fitting problems involving the

minimization of a sum of squares (Wilde, 1964). A complete 

account of the algorithm given by both Hooke and Jeeves 

(1961), and Wilde·(1964). A brief outline of the 

algorithm and flow charts of the procedures (as they have 

been implemented on the EAI 640 computer by Fromm, 1970) 

used in this thesis are now presented. 

Pattern search is a direct search procedure (Hooke and 

Jeeves notatio~, 1961) for finding the position of the 

minimum of a function of a number of variables. In contrast 

to the "method of steepest descenttl (cf. Elgerd, 1967), 

direct search procedures do not require the derivatives of 

the function to be calculated. Instead, in direct search 

procedures, new moves are predicted solely from the 

success of previous moves 

the function value. 

the parameter space, in reducing 

In general direct search procedures rely on the premise 

that nif a move in a particular direction of the parameter 

space is successful, then a further move in a similar 

direction is also likely to be successful tt • Similarly, if 

a move is a failure, further moves in that direction are 

unlikely to succeed. 
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Pattern Search - A Direct Search §i~ategy 

In the pattern search algorithm, two types of moves 

in the parameter space are used. The first type, the 

exploratory move, is used to stigate the region about 

a point in the parameter The exploratory move 

determines a direction which reduces the function value. 

This direction information used to make a "pattern" move, 

4he second type of move. The direction of this pattern move 

is then updated bya further exploratory move, and a further 

pattern move implemented. The pattern move requires only 

one function evaluation move, and therefore makes the 

fastest progress in search for the minimum. Exploratory 

moves require between nand 2n evaluations, where n is the 

number of independent variables in the function to be 

minimised. The exploratory move and pattern move algorithms 

are now described in more detail. 

The Explorat2EY Move 

, In an exploratory move each of the independent 

variables (xi' x2 ' •.. , ~) of the function F(x1 , , ... , JS) 

are considered in turn. The first variable Xi increased 

by a small amount ll1 and the function value F(x1 +1l1' x2 ' 

... , ~) compared with that of the initial point 

). If the move is succe , i.e. if the 

function been reduced by the move, the new coordinate 

value is retained and the next variable is processed. If 

the move is a failure,the variable value s reduced to 

Xi - A 1 and the function is again evaluat If this 
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second move successful the value xi - ~1 retained 

and the next variable processed. the second move also 

fails the variable is restored to its original value (xi)' 

and the next variable is processed. This procedure is 

repeated for each of the n variables. 

one of the two moves for a given variable x· is 
l 

successful the steplength h i for that variable is increased 

by a factor <>( so that on subsequent exploratory moves 

larger steps are taken. Conversely if both moves fail the 

steplength is reduced by a factor ~ so that on subsequent 

exploratory moves a finer search 

number of function evaluations 

made. So that the 

minimized, the direction of 

the move made by. each variable is saved, so that this 

direction will be tried first on subsequent exploratory moves. 

Upper and lower values for each variable are supplied 

to the algorithm by the user to allow the exploration to be 

confined to a particular region of the parameter space. 

Moves made by the algorithm which violate these limits are 

reduced in e in such a way that the limit points are 

approached gradually. 

A detailed flow chart of the exploratory move algorithm 

is shown in figure A.1. 

Examples of exploratory moves, in two variable function 

space, are shown in figure A.2. 



Figure A.1 The exploratory move algorithm. 

Algorithm finds direction which reduces the function for 

each of the variables in turn, 

i 

Save value of the ith variable and direction of step, 

i ~- i + 1, X {=xi ' D <'= 6i • 

Moveith variable by step ai' 
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~ ~ 
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e 

A.2 Examples of exploratory moves in function 

spaceF(x1 , x2 ) showing end 

and effects of a success and a 

subsequent step size. 

of moves, 

on 
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The pattern Move 

When an initial exploratory move about the point xo 

finds a point xi which reduces the function value, a pattern 

move of length 2(X1 - X'O) is made from the base boint XO. 

The pattern move thus reaches a point x2 ' where 

== (A. 1 ) 

If the function is reduced by this pattern move a further 

pattern move is initiated. But first, the region about x
2 

is explored using the exploratory move algorithm, to allow 

an improved direction for the pattern move to be found. 

The second pattern move is made to the point x4' where 

== (A.2) 

and x3 is the position determined by the second eA~loratory 

move. This process is repeated until a pattern move fails 

to reduce the function value. At this point a new pattern 

must be initiated by making·an exploratory move from the 

previous point with the lowest function value. 

The speed with which pattern search approaches the 

minimum is a direct function of the size of the steps taken 

.in the variable space. These step sizes are controlled by 

the success or failure of the exploratory moves. Thus, as 

more successful moves are made within the exploratory move 

procedure, the step sizes increase and so does the of 

the pattern moves. 
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Because pattern search essentially moves along the 

valleys of the function, which are basically one dimensional 

(cf. Wilde, 196Lt) , the computation time increases as the 

first power of the number of variables. In contrast the 

computation time of classical function minimization 

techniques increases as the cube of the nu~ber of variables 

(Wilde, 1964). 

An example of a pattern search is shown infigure A.3. 

The detailed flow chart for the technique is shown in 

figure A.4. 
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Figure A.3 Example of the pattern search chnique, showing 

how moves adjust to orientate along the valley floor. The 

effect of the stepsize scaling vector~ ~ and ~ is not shown in 

the figure. Circled nu~bers are function values at the 

associated points. En the nth exploratory move. Pn is 

the nth pattern move. ~ Exploratory move "lhich 

reduces function. ------) Exploratory move which fails. 

-- - - ~ Pattern move. Alphabetic sequence a - m shows 

sequence of moves. 



Figure A.4 Flow c,l;1art of the pattern search algorithm. 
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Termination Criterion 

As the position of the function minimum approached 

the sizes of the moves made are reduced by the exploratory 

move procedure, allowing the minimum to be more accurately 

found. This stepsize reduction occurs when the optimum 

point is stepped over by the algorithm and, unlike the 

method of steepest descent, is not directly related to the 

qlope near the optimum point. 

In this way the speed of movement is not reduced in 

valleys with a small gradient. 

The algori-chm terminates when the stepsize has been 

reduced to a predetermined size. Thus 

~ • <: 0' Cu. -
l l 

) , for i. 

This convergence test is made if the first exploratory move 

in a new pattern fails to reduce the function. 
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APPENDIX..,.g 

Data Interpolation Using N{ima's Procedure 

The interpolation procedure devised by M~ima (1970) is 

based on piecewise continuous polynomials of order three, 

most, having continuity in the interpolating function 

and its derivative over the extent of the data. The 

interpolating function is . 

where 

and 

(Xi' Yi)' i ::::; 1,2,3, ... , n 

are the coordinates of the function to be interpolated. 

~ima derives an expression for an estimate of the 

(A. 5) 

(A.6 ) 

gradient of an interpolating function a point (x., y.), 
1 1 

given the coordinates of two points on each side of the 

point (xi' Yi)(viz. (xi _ 2' Yi - 2)' (xi - l' Yi - 1)' 

(xi + l' Yi + 1) and (xi + 2' Yi + 2))' This expression is 

y. I 
1 = 

m. 1vl m. 1 - m. I + m··1 m. 1 - ID. 21 1 - 1 + 1 11- 1 -

I mi + 1 -::--mi I + I IDi - 1 - IDi - 21 

2<i<n-1 

where Yi' is the gradient of the interpolating function at 

the point (xi' Yi)' and 
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m. 
J == 

y. - y. 
J + 1 J 

Xj + 1 - Xj 
(A.8) 

Using equation (A.7) the gradients at all points 

excluding two points at each extremwn can be found. 

Estimates of the gradients at the extreme points may be made 

by fitting a quadratic expression of the form 

y == p + qx + rx2 (A.9) 

to the first e points and to the last three points. The 

gradient of the interpolating function at the first two 

points may be found by solving equation (A.9) for q and r 

using the data (xi' Y1)' (x2 ' Y2)' (x3 ' Y3)' and then 

evaluating the derivative of equation (A.9), 

y' == g + 

at (xi' Y1) and (x2 ' Y2 ). 

This procedure yields 

m1 m2 + 
Y3 

== -
x3 

== . m1 + m2 
Y3 -
x3 

(A.10) 

- Y1 
- xi 

(A.11 ) 

- Y1 
- xi 

(A. 12) 

Similarly, by using the same procedure on the last three 

data points (viz. (~_ 2' Yn _ 2)' (xn l' Yn _ 1)' and 

(~, Yn » the gradients Y'n _ 1 and Yn' can be shown to be 

y' Yn - Yn - 2 1 == mn 2 + mn 1 n - - - - x - ~- 2 n 
(A.13) 

and 
Yn - Yn 2 y' -

== mn _ 
1 - mn 2 + n - xn - xn 2 -

(A.i4 ) 
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The unknowns a., b., c. and d. in equation (A.4) can 
l l l l 

now be found using the original data values (xi' Yi) and 

(xi + l' Yi + 1)' and the gradient estimates from equations 

(A.7), (A.11), (A.12), (A.13) and (A.14), for each interval 

1 ~ i < n - 1 by substituting the data values into 

equation (A.4), the gradient estimates into the derivative 

with respect to x of equation (A.4), and solving. 

This yields 

and di defined as in equations (A.15), (A.16), (A.17) and 

(A.18) • 

Akima (1970) shows that the interpolation method 

presented here gives a more natural looking interpolating 

function than many of the commonly used interpolation 

techniques. Akima cites the follmving techniques 

(a) Polynomial of order n - 1, 

(b) Fourier cos 

(c) Cubic spline function, 

(d) Osculatory, 

(e) Manually drawn curves, 



and shows by example that his method produces a curve very 

similar form to the manually drawn curves. 

Computationally, Akimafs technique is considerably 

faster than the cubic spline but not quite as fast as the 

osculatory technique. 
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§.£lution of a Set of Lin§:.§r Fi-rEt Order, O_~inary: D.ifferent~i!1 

~guations Using the M~rix Exponential 

Given the linear, first order, ordinary differential 

equations of the form 

:t y ( t) + Ay ( t ) = f ( t ) 

we show the solution for yet) to be 

yet) = e-At yeo) + jt e (t - T)f (T) d T , 

0 

where e-At is the state transition matrix defined as 

-At e = 

00 

L 
i :::: 0 

(- At)O = I 

.l- At)i 
• f 1. 

the identity matrix (cf. McCausland, 1959). 
-At The matrix exponential e has properties 

and 

. e 

d -At 
dt e 

-kG 

= 

:::: I 

- Ae -At 

(cf. McCausland, 1969). 

The solution to equation (A.19) has the form 

yet) = e-At x(t) 

(A. 19) 

(A.20) 

(A.21) 

(A.22) 

(A.23) 

(A.24) 

(A. ) 

where x( t') is a function yet to be defined. We start by 
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finding x(t) by substituting equation (A.25) into equation 

(A.19), noting that 

Thus, 

and 

1t yet) 
. 

;::: yet) ;::: e-At ~(t) - Ae-At x(t) . 

f(t) 
At . ;::: e- x(t) 

. 
x(t) eAt f(t) . 

Integrating equation (A.28) yields 

t 
x(t) - x(O) ~ f eM fer) dr, 

a 

(A.26) 

(A.27) 

(A. ) 

(A.29) 

where 1: a dummy variable of integration. By substituting 

equation (A.29) into equation (A. ) we get 
t 

yet) e-At[f eA
1: f(tj dt+ x(o)J 

a 

Also, from equation (A.25) 

xeO) eAO yeO) ;::: yeo) 

The solution to equation (A.19) is therefore 

t 
yet) ~ e-At yeo) + f e-A(t - t') f(t) dt . 

o 
We also note that if 

.f(t) ;::: 0 

then 

yet) ;::: e-At yeo) . 

(A.30) 

(A.31) 

(A.32) 

(A.33) 

(A.34) 



By using a similar technique to that used to solve 

equation (A. -19), we can show that the solution to the -

equation 

;t 71(t) + d~ -fret) 71 (t) = f(t) 

is 

As before, let 

71 ( t ) = e --9-( t ) . x ( t ) . 

Then 

d at tl (t) = e -ftC t ) • ~ ( t) _ ft ( t) e -ft( t) x ( t) . 
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(A.35) 

(A.36) 

(A.37) 

(A.38 ) 

Substituting equations (A.37)and (A.38) into equation (A.35) 

and rearranging yields 
t 

x(t) - x(O) ~ f efl.(r) f(t') dT • 

. 0 

'(A.39) 

Using equation (A.37) and (A.39), the solution 'I (t) is found 

to be 

(A.40) 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

This set of pl'ogl"ams It snmL8 t has been designed tp enable 
the user to investigate the properties of simple continuous models o. 

The model may be expressed in. the form of a set of ordinary 
first order differential equations, or simply 85 an algebraic 
expression which th~ user wishes to evaluate for various values 
of an independent variable. In both caaea the interactive aspects 
ofaueh an investigationaroprovided for, using the display soreen 
a~d a~tive teletype in the EAr 640coruputing system. ) 

1.1 Pertinent Documents 

The following two manuals should be used in conjunction with 
the SiriUL8 system manual. 

1. EAI 640 Fortran Nanual and Notes" .. 

i . 

! : 

, I 

I 



2.0 PHOGRA11 STRUCTURE 

The program, conaists of a number of utilities made available 
to the user via a. cormnand p1;l.ckago accepting control from the 
teletype. Basic to the system is a util:tty wbich solves numerically 
a numbel' of differential equations by incrementing time in small 
steps and computing new for the eqtlation solutions from 
their der:i. va ti vet:.; which are supplied by a user wri 1; ten subrou tin'o. 
Time is regarded as the modGI independent vB.riable~ If there are 
no differential equations in the model, time is incremented ~n 
the samo VIa,Y, bi~t the integration algorithm i6 by=passed" The 
user's eq1.1Et tiona lu'e Buppl:ted to the package :tn the form of n 
FORTRAN subroutine prev:tously (~ompiled., This program is loaded 
by execut:l.ng the unsatisfied Pl.'ogra.m I.Joader \1hich forms part of 
SIMUL8. . 

2.1 Data Structure 

All data a6~Dciated with the userls model is contained in 
four separate CONHON areas as follows: 

CONk·iON 
COm,10N 

OOHMON 

OOMHON 

2.2 Program 

EQTN,p 
DERIV 

! 
YS~Al1~r 

i 
I 

t-10Dl?AR 

Control 

storago of model dependent variable valuBso 
. atoX'&'.g(' of the d(.~ri 'Ill ti vea cOI'raspondll1g to 
EQ'l'NS 
stDr~ge af initial conditions oorresponding 
to EQTNS .. 
storage of model parameters. 

The typing of the message tlX4-,U j.udicates that SIMUL8 is 
ready to accept a. command fl"Om the teletype. The commands t which 
consist of 2 characters without a carriage return are fully 
summarised in Appendix V. 

! 

3.0 SPECIFYING THE HODEL 

To set up a system to b~ studied, the user must write a 
. FORTRAN subroutine named DIl;'F;QN in which the model equations are 
specified as standard FORTRAN statements. For any differential 
equations an explicit expression for the first derivative of each 
dependant variable must be given. 

It is importo.nt to ensuY'ethat nIl quantities on the right 
hand side of an exp.r'ossiou have been assigned va.lues priol~ to 
execution of that expreBsion~ 

For examplB~ the statements, 

YDOT 
R 

R 
~ A ~ Y 



where YDOT roprosenta the derivative Y with respect to tirnuo 
are in the incorrect order and will causa errors. (Section 3,,4) .. 

In the demonstration problem of Appendix III, an example is 
given of a DIFEQN program for a second order RLC electrical circuit. 
This should be studied conjunction with the following rules. 

301 Detailed Rulea 

For the correct op~ration af the simulatioD, it is important 
that the following rules be adhered to:-

(a) The model depend<!'7nt (1"eo diffel"Emtial 
equat:lon aoluti.ons) must be stored in the EQTNS 
common block" 

(b) !l'he rmmber of l.'nodel differential equations must 
correspond to that given during th. initialisation 
procedure (see section 11 ) or when using the NE 
command (see sec 4~1Q1). 

(c) The must bl3 stored in the DERIV common 
blocl!: :1,n the BUnl$ order as corresponding 
quantities in EQTNS COmmOD. 

(d) Model constants over which the user wants to have 
externul control must be stored in the f~ODPAR 
comlllon block .. 

3.2 Funct::i.on Blocks and SubroutilHH3 

The USel' may incorpol"'l3.te ill hio nIF'EQN pI'ogram calls or 
references to any Bubprograms which he has written to perform 
auxilliary calculation. Such Subpl'ograms would then be regarded 
as part of the user's modele 

A.number of standard function blocks are p~ovided in SIMUL8 
to enable easy incorporation of such things as pulse and deadepace 
effects. Detaila of these e.re given in Appendix II. 

3.3 Output Considel'ations 

As will be explained section 5.1.1, only quantities in 
the EQTNS common block OD.D be sampl<Hl during the course of a 
simulation for fJllbsequent output.. Thc~refore. if the user wishes 
to sample a variable which iB not a differential equation solution, 
such a varillble must also be stored :;In the EQTNS common area" 

. I : 
If the user's model has n difforential equations, the first n 

calls of EQTNS. munt be allocated differential e.quation 
solutionso Any of the other cells in common block may be 
used for 6to~iD$ auxilliary variables the user may want to 
output., 



3.4 Equation Order and Undefined CODstanta 

If BUy quan~ity used in calculation during a simulation has 
not beon previously defined the 

UNDEFINED CELL AT XXXXX 

will be typed and computation will continue .XXXXX is tho octal 
location containing the undefined floating point number. 

The following lists the conditions under which 
this 
at t21 
Appendix 1" 

could arise.. The user's DIl;'EQN Bubroutine is loaded 
the addresses of tho cammon blocks are given in 

~ 1. Initial conditions not defined (this could mean 
that NE ).6 set too ) ~xxxxx • .-i11 be in the 
EQT1W common block" 

2. Model parameters not defined ~XXXXX will be in the 
f.10DPAR common block or in the users DIFEQN subroutine" 

3e> Equations out of -XXXXX llill be in the EQTNS 
common block or in the users DIFEQN subroutine. 

4.. Differential equations omitted (this could mean NE 
is Bet too large) will be :I.n the DERIV 
common block. 

In cases 1 ahd 3 the error message will be typed only once 
when simulation is first D.ttempted: subsequent l'esults may be 
inaccurate o 

Depending on the naturao! the error it may be necessary 
to make the correction in the user's source version of the 
DIFEQN subroutine~ 

4.0 l-1ANIPULATIOH OF PARA.METERS 

Apart from the initial setting up procedure when the program 
asks for the paI'e.meter settings vital to the function of the 
simulation. parameter val.ues will not be changed unless the user 
types the appropriate commands. Parameters may be set from the 
teletype and provision made for the setting of model parameters 
and initial conditions from papertape. 

4.1 Teletype 

When interrogating parameter values from the teletype, the 
user types a command which specifies the particula~ parameter, 
whose value is then displayed. A new value may then be input 
by the user*, 

4.101 Interrogation Commands 

There are certain qunnt,:Lties which are investigated by a 
specif:ic command, the response being an immed.iate display of the 
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present value for that quantity and a request for a new value 5 

Typing So carriage return causes the current valu.e to be retained. 
The command~ this category of parameter al~e: 

4 , 

Command' 

NS 
NE 
DT 
TF 
TR 

Parameter 

Hax. nUl1'Ibel' of integration steps. 
Number of differential equations. 
Integration step lengtho 
Simulation finish time~ 
Trace time" 

Tho following eonu:m~,nds are provided for the interl'ogation 
of groups of tie a such as the Tilodel parameters in the 
MODPAR COllunon block", 

Command 

HI' 
YJl} 
yy 

Parameter 

MODPAR common area 
YSTART common area 
EQTNS common area 

It is not poss:i..ble to interrogate the DERrV common block" 

Following one of' these last three comme'mds the pl"ogram will < 

wait for input in one of the following fOl"'mate:-

(a) N: 

or (b) N.H: 

The response is as follows:-

(a) The Nth element of the array corresponding to the 
command. is t,yped out and the prog:t'um WEti ts for a 
new value to be entered. If' the user wishes to 
retain the current value a earriagereturn should 
be typed. The program then waits for a new para
meter within that array to be specified for 
interrogation., 

(b) Parameters N tt' H inclusive of the array correspondirlg 
to the command are dumped on the teletype. The program 
then vUli to for a new ps.rameter wi thin that same array 
to be specified for iDterrogBtion~ 

4.1.2 Numerical Format 

For all numerical from teletype or papertape v the field 
length variable being terminecl by the terminating character 
CR" Quantitica specified uuder the NS or NE commands (section 
4.1.1) must bo'typed Ba integers~ whereas all othe~ commands 

- . specify real numbers which may bo ~,nput in FORIJ:'RAN E or F format 
or as :I.ntegera., For example .. OO'105E5, 105.0 and 105 8.1"'8 equivalent 
real number inputs. 
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40 1.3 Rubout 

i'yping the unUBOUTu ch~lracter ca'.Usesthe pI'e),lI'ious chal'acter 
to be ignored except when "RUBOUT" the first character of a 
line., this case the RUBOU'r will be ignored thus preventing 
deletion of chEu~acterB beyond the' beginlling of the line .. 

4.1,,4 Errors 
I 

Any errors detected during numerical input will aause a ttl 

to be typed and the number may be entered again. 

I 

4;1.5 X Character 

The typing of the X chetre.cter at any stage during teletype 
input causes control to be immediately farred to the command 
input program., A number being typed in. will not be processed cr 
stored l.t the X cCHnmand is typed before the CR. 

Typing X is mea.ns by which control returned from the 
parallle interl~ogation phase to command input phase .. 

4.2 Papertape 

Model pa.ramete:rs and ird'l;;ia1 condi tiona may be set from 
papertape which has been previously preparE/do Provision is also 
made for the dumping of these paral1lE'ltera onto -ps.pertape" , 

4 .. 2.1 Commands 

The four commands associated with this feature are listed 
below. 

Command 

RY 
RP 
OY 
OP 

Function 

Read initial conditions. 
. Read model parameter6~ 

I Punch initial conditions. 
Punch model paranl£d;el"s. 

The commands HY and p~ will read in a tape formatted as 
described in section 4$2 .. 2 Dtoro the numbers on it sequentially 
in the YSTAR'l' and HODPAR common blocks respectively. A I FOR}! I 

character cn the end of tho tape used to terminate reading. 

'1'he commands OY and OP allow punching of in1 tilll conditions 
and model parameters" For OY, liNEn initial conditions are punched 
corresponding to the number of user differential equations, and 
for OP the uaer asked bow many parameters are t~ be punched. 
For both these commands COmtiH?:uts (aee 1Cl0ction 4,,2.,2) are punched 
at the beginning of the idollt;1,fying the 6imulationan~ the 
run number after which punching takes place. Tapes genera~ed with 

- OY and OF commandl;>; are 81..\i (:1::;'018 for rev-ding using HY and :RP commands 
respectively., 
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The numeldc~l values OD the 
in sections 401~2 and 40103. 

tape should be given as specified 
will be stored the order in 

which they on tape. Any 
is prepared be ignored. 

A 'FORM' character must be 
tell tho when the readil'lg 

feeds genera ted whell the· tape 

at the end of a tape to 
to fin~_Bh€J 

A $ at the beginning of a line will causa the rest 
of that line treated l)Uraly as comments and it will be dis-
p~ayed on the teletype. 

If any 
the number will 
that celL A 
number of the 
continue" 

field an the 
not be processed and 

will appoar on 
ter' conte.ining 

5.0 GRAPHICAL OUTPUT 

containa invalid characters, 
nDthing vill be stored in 
the teletype indicating the 

error and reading will 

To avoid scaling probleltlB there is no faeili ty for 
graphical output during tlH'! course of a simulaticm... Instead the 
user may cause samples of up to four of the quantities in the 
EQTNS common block to be atol'od, during a simulation, for sub
sequen t examinat.ion <II These sa.mples viill be held in core un til 
they are overlaid by the samplea from the next simulation. 
Facility is' provided for permanent saving of the samples of one 
of these varia.blea and UI';H'!r supplied data from papertape" ThiEl 
enables different simUlations and other data to be compared. A 
flow cha.rt describing these .pl'ocesses is shown in Fig. 5.1. 

5.1 Preparation of Variablco for Plotting 

5.1.1 ·Prepare Command 

The prepare command enables thal user to inform the program 
which of the vl-l.riables in the EQTNS common a1"'e to be m.'lmpled 
and stored for later inspection. The command mnemonic is PRo 
Following thio the ueer should enter up tD four numbers corre
sponding to the variables he wishes to prepare. e.g" PR ~ 1 t 3, 5, 4 
means vo.riabl(w 1, 3, 5 and 4 in EQ'I'NS COlnruon are to be sampled 
during each simulation. 

5 .. 102 Save Command 

By us:!.ng the "saveH command the user call have' the oamplea 
of Bny one of the prepared variables transferred to a permanent 
storage area where they 1 not be destroyed by a simulation run .. 
This enables the 'User to the results Drone simulation for 
comparison with those from laher runs. 
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The command fOl .... n1Ett isBA'" N where N is the number of the 
prepared variable to be saved. These saved samples are subsequently 
referenced by the letter S rather than the number of the variable 
from f!hich they wel'. formed.. Executing the Bave oommi:lnd will destroy 
the previous contents of this permanent storage arem. 

By using the ED command (flee section 8 .. 0) the usarcan load 
experimental datafl."'om papal' tape into the pel'lllanent storage areas 
of core. The data be loaded into either the save area or the 
expol·imental data area which are referred to by the 1e S and 
E respectively .. 

5.2 Plotting 

There are four commands available to allow the user to plot 
storad samples on the display screen. All commands have the format 
DX 4~ It J t K...... .. DX :i.s the comma.nd mnemonic which may be DA t DF, 
DOt DN. Tho tel's I, J, K. etc C6Jl be the number of the variable 
to be plotted, thb lett~r E if the experimental data is to be plotted 
or the lett~r S if the saved samples are to plotted. 

I 
The fourp1o~ting commands are as follows:

I 
i 

DA El'use the screen. draw a new grid and plot t 
i with independent sealing and origin suppression, 

each of the variables listed. 

DF (Family) Erase the Bcreen t draw El~ new grid and plot the 
, variables listed using scale factors and origin 

suppression information calculated from the first variable of the list. 

DO (Old Scale) Plot on the current axes the variables 
indicated using scaling and origin suppressioD 

infol'mation . froul the preceedingcurve. 

PN (New Scale) Plot on the current axes, with automatic 

5e3 Plot Errors 

Boaling and origin suppression, the variables 
listed .. 

! 

A number of errol' conditJ.on6 clln' occur during plotting.. If . 
the string of characters following the command 6annot bo deciphered 
by the plot programs~ a ? will be typed Bnd the user permitted to 
re-enter the line. 

I· 
i 

The message tiNOT PREPAREDto can occu!' as a result of the following· 
error conditions: 

1. No data bas been loaded into the Bxperimental data area 
using the ED command~ 

2. No. data has been loaded into the save area using the SA 
or JED commands Cl 
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3. The variable asked for not prepared using the PR command 
before the simulation rUDe 

5.4 Reading the Plots 

To obtain the correct value of the independent variable. the 
value on the horizontal axis should multiplied by the scale 
factor" 

For every 
partieulars below 

plotted an is made in the table of 
gr~tph.. Here tho plotting symbol given with: 

of the variable the EQTNB common block. 

(b) the rdmulatiou :run number during which it was generated. 

(0) ordinate factor for that variable, 

(d) the ordinate value which-corresponds to ze~o for 
that (1.8 0 o1'lgio)Q 

(e) "Bximum value of variable, 

(f) minimum value of variablo. 

To find the actual ordinate of a particular variable, the 
or:i.gin used should be subtracted from. the reuding on the 0-100 
sca.le, and tho recmlt multiplied by the Bcale factor. 

5.5 Origin Suppression 

If :1.t i8 desil'ed to inhibit the B.utomat:i.c suppression of the 
ordinate origin on the graphs, seose switch C should be pressad e 

N.B. With sense switch C pressed t a graph with any negative values 
will gobalow the horizontal axis" 

6.0 Numerical Output 

To obtain Dumerical output of the data samples stored in core 
the command J~D should be used. The values may be output on the 
teletype t paper' tape punch or display screen" 

The usel:' is first a;;;lked for the output device numl)er whj.ch 
should. be 1 t 3 or 5 fol:' Teletype, Dj.splay or high speed punch 
respectively ... 

'l'he nmuber of the vad.able to b.s outpu.t is next requested. 
This may be the number of a prepared variable, the letter S for 
the save al':ray or the letter E for the exp0rimental data array .. 

Finally,' the user should 
output" The po:i.nts outPlltt 
the simula ti.on time TF .. 
few more than the Be 

anter the number of points to be 
be at equal spacing in time over 

this it is possible that a 
number requested will be output .. 
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In the case of the experimental data array the output points will 
not necessarily be equally spaced in time t as thia array allot:lS 
points to be stored at non-uniform time intervals. 

If the ussr wants all points to be outp~t he should type 200 
for the number of points in the caae of the S array or prepared 
variables, and 50 in the case of the experimental data array. 

, 
Dutllping onto papertape has an outlmt format suitable for 

reading in using the ED cormrmnd (see seotion 8"0),, 

If a.n abnormal termins.tion of a dump ia reqUired, SOllse 
switch A should be depressed. 

7,,0 SIHULA'l'ION CONTROLS 

7.1 Step Length 

The rout:l.no for Bolving the differential equations uses a 
fixed step length 8.1gor1 thm;> .The user may set this step int 
using the DT command" Ii step length of about one tenth of the 
smallest model time constant is usually satis t ho •• ver 
succes.sive trialliJ with vari.ous will determine the beB~c 

value to obtain sufficient accuracy with maximum Bpeed~ 

7.2 Simulation Time 

All simulations start at zero time but the ii.nishing timet 
TF, must be set by the user. 

7 .. 3 Numbe£ of Steps 

A maximum permitted number of :i.ntegration steps, NS, nrl.1st be 
Bpec:i.fied. The simulation will stop when more than NS step.a have 
been taken. 

7.4 Trace Facility 

The trace facility is provided to allow the user to investigate 
values of variables at a speoified time during a. simulation. The 
desired trace tim~ should be set using 'l'B command. Simulation will 
atop when the trace time hus been reached t and may be restarted as 
described in section 7e50 

Setting TR to zero inhibits the operation of the trace 
facility .. 

7,,5 Commands 
I 

.' 

(a) ~S start 1;110 sj,mulation from ~ero time t using the ini tilll 
. Fond:i stored in the ysrrART common block. 

! 
(b) ~S res!:art thE~ simulation from the current point in time. 

, 
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7.6 Simula.tion Abort 

Progrwlimed simulation stops OCClll' '!!,hen tinte exceeds TR or 
TF or when NS steps have been takene 

Pressing sense switoh A will cause all abnormal termination of 
a simulation.. The RS command may be used to restart after this 
action .. 

7 e 7 S:tmula tion Errors 

Thero are three types of error 
o~t during the couroe of a simulation. 

which !nay be typed 
Thea. are detailed below e 

(a) PAUSE NNNNN This is II standard FORTRAN er'J;:'or messl;lge 
and can arise for example by having a nogative argument for the 
squareroot Bubpl'og!'(;l.m. Such (:11:"1"01" Messages are fully detailed 
in the EAr 640 FOHTflAN manu.als .. 

(b) UNDEFINED CELL AT XXXXX This lri(H!1Sage indicates that 
a floating point arithmetio operatioD has been attempted ~5ing 
the contents of Doll XXXIX before this cell haa baen defi~edo 
The relationship botween this error and the order in 
which the userls differential equations ara written is describa4 
in section 3,,4., 

(0) UNDERFLOW AT XXXXX 
OVERFI,OW AT XXXXX 
DIVIDE BY 0 AT XXXXX 

These messages indicate the error conditons of exponent 
underflow. -exponent overflow and attempted divide by zero 
respeetivelYt arising in the floating point arithmetic. 

I I 

The 8.ddreas XXX XX refers to the octal address of the ctlll 
to the particular thmetic rO\ltine which detected the errol" 
condition" XXXXX 11 usually be a,n address wi thin the user I s 
differential equEttion .subroutine, which is loaded at '21537, but 
if XXXXX is lower down in core than this address, the error will 
have occurred in t.he integra. tieD. prog:t.'am" In ei thar case the 
error will be a consequence Df the model parameter settings and 
possibly the value of the step length DT. 

After onB of the error messages in (b) or (0) above, 
computation will continue but. the VllltHw will necessarily be 
inaccurate. Underflow errors occurring during simulation may be 
masked out by depressing SSW B.. This will cause all underflows 
to be set to zero and processing will continue. 

8 .. 0 EXPJ~R!HENTAI. DATA 

A special storage array haB been set aside for the storage 
of experimental data which m£ty. compared with simulated reaul ts. 

A mttx:l.mum 0 f 50 experimental paints Iliay be read ill to this 
array from papertape. 
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The d~ta should be prepared as follows:-

(a) Eaoh value should be punched on on~ line as a real 
Dumber in the format described in section 4.~.2. 

(b) Each point 1.8 described by two numbers i the independent 
and dependent vcw-iabl. values. 

(0) independent variable value should be given first _ 
followed by the dependent variable value for each point in turn .. 

(d) The end· of the must .be mark.) with a u}I"'ORN:u 
character .. 

I 

(e) A tI$t! symbol at the st .. ,u't of a linG will ca.use the 
contents of that line be typod OD the toletype j thus enabling 

set identification.. A comments line is not processed as a 
numberjj 

, 
(f') A flRUBOUT" cha.racter OCl.uses the previous character on 

. that line to be deleted" 

It. intended th&t Buch 
the system program TEDe 

8 .. 1 Data. f1'om previous simUlations 

be prepared and edited \lsing 

As mentioned in section GeO it is possible to read in tapes 
which are punched u:;';ing the LD command to device 5. This data, 
which occurs at equally spaced intervals starting at zero time 
can be read into tiler the save array or the experimental data 
array .. 

N .B. There is only rO(liU for 50 points in the experj.llHmtal data 
)~ nrrnye 

8.2 Commands 

After typ:i.ng the commcu'ld ED the user is asked fOl' the array 
(E or S) which the data is to be stored. Once this has baen 
specified reading corumenc8 Q 

N .. B" Data which htlB unequal :.i.ndependent variable intel'vals will 
be s'tol'ad inco:I.'''rsc)tly in the save array" 

80 3 Errors on Tape 

. An error detected the inp\lt field for a renl number on 
tape will cnuse an error message to be typed which indicates 
vibichcoordin8.te poin'!; pairoontains the errorl1l No number will 
be stored and reading will continue~ No editing facilities Are 
provided .. 



9.0 MEAN SQUARED ERROR 

Executing the ME. cOHlinand causes the root mean squared error 
between the experimental data and one of the prepared Dr saved 
variables to be calculated. Th~ user is asked to specify which 
variable to be uscd 9 He should respond with the variable 
number in the case of a prepared variable Dr with the letter S 
if the saved variable i6 to be used. The calculation is performed 
as shown in the following formulae 

where N "" is the m.unbel' of· points in the 8xperi(fl8ntal data 
array .. 

is the ith experimental data point. 

the value of the prepared or saved sample 
whose time value corresponds closest to that 
of A ... 

l. 

Experimental data paiute should not have negative time 
values for use in this calculation. and any data point outside 
the range of the simulation samples on the time axis will be 
ignol'ed., 

I 

10 6 0 AUXn,LIARY COH~1ANDS 

10 .. 1 Monitor Return 

The command MO CB.uses contl'ol to be returned to the EAI DOS 
Hem.itor. 

10 .. 2 Comments 

The command crr allows the user to type any comments on the 
teletype. A "RUBOUTtl should be typed as a terminating cha.racter. 

10.2 .. 2 Display 

The command CD allows the user to type any comments on the 
display Bereen~ After CD is typed the user should position the 
"write thrust cursor all the screen using the joystick. When this 
is in the right position theoomment should be typed onto the 
keyboa.rd. The terminating oharac te r is D. "RUBou'r li ~ 

10.3 Changing the Model· 

The cO!!lmand eM is used when the user wishes to oh.ange hi,s 
DIFEQN 6u~routine and then continue tho simulation. 

The command causes all 0'£ the common blocks of snruL8 to be 

, 
I· 



stored on a file named ~!'l'Jvn and a flag is 
877661 of core to indicate that haa been donee is 
then handed over to the D~O .. So or to the simulation 
opel"a.ting doponding on v:as in control \'Shen tho 
silliUlation w.!::)'(!: set UPe ThE'! operating sye is 
dosoribed seotion 12.00 

As described in section 11~1~ \1Ihen snruL8 is and 
exeouted it auto~aticAl11 the contents of SIHCOM if 

• After loading, the flag it finds the flag iL! cell t 77661 
is ilnmedis.tely reset" 

" 
M.lll Condi t:i.C)ll 

EY l\iill oause the 
thf; EQTNS eOI1Utltm 

t NE oells of the YSTART 
to be axchangedo 

Th:ls 
common with 
common should 
dit5.ons and 
variables 
eXE'!cutod, 

initial conditiona 
val:>iablea~ The Y$l1 

arbitrary initial eon-
the pl.ots show that 

initial oondition common 

command should be 
values into the 

state has not bean 
reached tho 
condi tion COlXlJliOn 

repeated until a 
in Borne eases to 
state can be 

1005 User Utility 

should into the initial 
Byat;om agldnQ Th.is should 

state is reachod. It may ba necessary 
th(~ final tim0 TF so that the steady 

This program be exo{mted at any time by using the UU 
commando The 6ubI'outirw shcmld be nar!l~d UUPROG and should hav'O 
no nrgi.liiH.Hit8~ Due to cora size restl:,:,td;iollS this program Clhould 
not contain c,ny Rl~AD~ WRITE~ TYPE or ACCli-;PT statements", 

If' the U80];" wiahea: 
available :Ln SIHUJ.J8, 
CALL's to the user mo 
utilities are stored 
automatically by the 

11$0 PROCEDUP~ FOR USE 

In seotion 12,,0 
carr.ies out the CQi 
up a use~t6 DIFEQN 

to aoeees the standard utilities 
\'S:i.t;hin tnJPROG he may do so by execut:tng 

describod in App(mdix VIc Th0SG 

in the file Sn[l:~'CT and are loaded 
system if required. 

an operating 
, compiling and loading 

aui;omatically.. However, 

, 
which 
of setting 

the following 
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instructions detail how to set up a simulation aSBuming that 
user has an objeot or tape of his DIFEQN subroutinB 
previously prepared" 

j 

(a) Load the core-image 
monitor" 

snmI,8 using the DeO .. S~ 

(b) Execute will be typed" 

(c) Type in up to 30 chal"ao tel'S 1I111.io11. 1'y the 

(d) 

(8) 

simulation. This identificution will appear as 
comments OD nny punched tape produced by SIMUL8" 

r£lhe IP will be typed" 

1. Type Lvl~ if the DIFEQN object; is on 
papertape., 

2., Type L,NAHEXX if the DIE'EQN iB in the 
file NM~EXX on .. 

(f) If all external are not reoolvcd the IP 
will be repeated aDd the user should then load the 
required object files or tapes0 

(g) When all external have been aatisf:i.ed the follo'I>!::i.ug 
information is then asked for: 

111> Haxiltlum number of simulation steps" 
2. Integration step length. 
3. Final simulation time0 
4. Variables to be prepared for plotting ( 0 4) 
511> Number of differential equations. 
6·" Values of the initial condi tiona. (OPIlortuni ty is 

given for these to come from papertapo). See 
Appendix VI. 

7. Values of the model parameters. (These may aloo 
be input from papertape). If model parameters are 
coming from the teletype X charac must be 
typed when parameters have been :tl1put. 

(ll) Xc- is typed to indicate that snmL8 is ready .to accept 
commands. 

11.1 ~fter Changing Model 

If SIlviUL8 is reloaded into cor8 subsequent to ,\ 014 co~mi.~lnd 
(see section 10 0 3) having been used .to dump the COilll1Wll blooks onto 
discs a flag which this command sets in cell '77661w111 be inter-
rogated. If the program finds this Bet~ B (c) and (g) 
in aBetton 11 c-O will not be ClHrried 1'he . common blo(!ics '\iihich 
were suved will be loaded into core automatically and following 
step (f) the message X+- Vlill be typed as SHmL8 t:s for 
illPUt" 
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Reo.>sn try of snmL8 at t 1000 will cause the message X 4-0 to be 
typed immediately without going through the normal setup procedure .. 
It is not possible to load B new DIFEQN program without first re
loading SIMUL8 into Doreo 

12,,0 SIHtJL8 OPERA':l,lnm SYSTE~#l 

A set of dj~IJC which includes the file SIMUL8 has been 
arranged to 1118.nipulo.te the system processors FOR1rR Rod TED in 
such a wr;.y thu t to ti may readily be ma.de a t the 
Soul:'(~e loval ~ T1H~ system :1.6 based arou11d the load and go feature 
of the Option (COp). Four files exist con-
taining COP control records ghich load and executa the tvo 
processcl):'S andtha snmL8 in the appropriate order.. These 
files will enable procedures involved in text editing the 
sourCHll compilation of the llew 50U1'Ce to be automatic €I The 
newly created object will be loaded into the simulation 
system automatically. 

12 .. 1 Concept and Uso of t.he Operating System 

The source statements of the ufHn"'a model may be manipulated 
by the tex'i; editor betweell three source devio es • ThEH!e comprise 
the pnpel'tape eta tion and two fixed. source files on the disc .. 
Compilation of the source sb.'l.temen'ca from any of the source 
media is performed by FORTR the resulting object code is 
output: to EUl arbi tra.ry disc whose name is in the aeries 
OBJTAA, O&T'l'AB t 0" •• eOBJTAZe; SIHUL8 i6 then loaded B~nd the last 
object file- created is loaded automatically by the program loader 
wit.hin the package~ The loading and executing of these processors, 
and SIMUL8 is controlled by COP control records. . 

These COP.cOlltr·ol files con tain COP commands to perform 
in the correct sequ.ence the loading and execution of the text 
edi tor ~ Fortran compiler and SIMUI.8 e All source e,nd object files 
are :po£;dtioned and na.med automatically. Fortran compiler options 
eogoMAP and LIST are selected by the user by loading an appropriate 
option file prior to execution of the selected COP oontrol file. 
These options vdll apply for all subsequent compilations until an 

'alternative option file is loaded. (See section 12.4). 

The procedure for use is as follows:-

(a) Load the appropriate option file to set compiler options, 
using DOS Honitor., Unit number 21 should be used. 

(b) POi'd tion un! t number 23 to the appropria te COP control 
file twing the DOS Honi tor It 

(0) Transfer control to COP specifying unit number 23 as its 
:Lnpu:l: m~ eli um" 
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To carry aut this sequence of operations the user should 
enter the following commands to the DOS Honitor. 

#1, Optionfi,lename, 21 

~P, Control filename , 23 

ftxt 23 

Where Option filename is the name of the tile oontaining the 
desired compiler options (see section 12 e 4), and Contrclfilename 
is the name the control file seleoted froID section 12.2@ 

The pr,?blom in III demonstrates the use 
of tho operating aystem. 

12.2 COP Control Files 

There are four COP control files each of which performs 
simila~ tasks~ the differenoe between the four boing defined 
by thQ souroe media involved and whether edi is desired. 
The function of the four files is described below" 

12.2.1 File 1 SIMPTC 

This fil<.~ w1.ll load and execute the F'ort:r·an compiler and 
initiate it to. take source from paportapoo SIMUL8 will then be 
loaded and the object code produced by the compiler automatically 
loaded.. The user ma.y then mani.pula. te the model as deDcribed in 
the previous sections 0 On the execution of the Cl-1 (change lI1odel) 
command. control will be transferred to the COP file SIMPTT~ 

12~202 File 2 SIMPTT 

This file will loa.d and execute the text editor and sat ita 
device o:ption[~ to input text fX'om }J8.pertape and output text to. 
the first of the two disc files for source, SIMSC10 On exit from 
the text editor the updated source will be compiled and centrol 
transferred to SI~ruL8 as desoribed in 1202o1~ On executing the 
CM command, oontrol will be transferred to the COP file SHiS1T" 

12 .. 2 0 3 SIMS1T 

This file will allow editing of the contents of source :f:1le 
1 (SIMSC1')~ Output from the editor will be written into the 
sBcond'source file (SIMSC2) which will be compiled and control 
transferred to snruL8 as des,~ribod in 12.,20/11" A 01-1 command will 
trI..U1sfer control to the COP control file SIMS2'r .. 

• ~ •. _~_ <l 

This file will allow 'che editlng of the contents of SIl1SC2 .. 
Output from the editor will be written into the source file SIMSC1 
wh:i.ch will be compiled control transfel'red to SIMUL8 as des-
cribed in 12~201.A CM Oommand will transfer centrol to. the COP 
file SIMS1T .. 



1203 Editing the Source 

Use of the text editing program (TED) is the same as 
deocl"ibed :tn the D.OcS. System Nannal with the following three 
exceptions" 

1. The F command haa boen invalidated" 

2., The d.evice options have been predefined by the 
COP oontrol ~ecorda. 

3", '1.111e H command will retul"ll control to COP" 

I, SOUl:'08 stat<:1llHmts should biS' rea.d from the prima:t'y source 
mediu.m using the R or B comrrt'),l:lds 1 edited as usual and written 
into the medium using the Wt P or N commands. On 
completion of the editing process the M command should be uBed 
to return oontrol to OOP~ 

The u,se:r. should 'cake cal~O 'co t.mBUl'S that all of the source 
statef!l!ents have been t'lt'itten :tn'co the seool1dary source medium 
bofoI'(;) :t'eturning to COP via t.he H oommand~ Thus if the W 
comnlandi&-1 ,UfH')(L,) an ]I; command should alwa.ys be used before 
return to COP$ 

NoB. The source program should be terminated with a.n EV e 
If there ;i,e; more than one Bourne pre/gram (i<l>e" a DIFJi.:QN 
rout:l:n~t a UUPROG. and one OJ: more function block :i:~outin(lE.l 
SUPlI1i€H.l the u8~;r) then the (U should follow th(i) le.st 
subroutine. 

1204 Fortran Compilation 

The scuro€! j.T1P'!lt emil object output mediums are controlled 
by the COP Don r~cords and need not ooncern the user. 
The user has contx'ol over the pr:Lnti.ng of listings and 
compilex' maps with the use COP option files., These may 
be created by the use:" by following the procedure laid 
down :I.n the DOS mallual. Alternatively the user may use 
one of four COP option filr:;s supplied 'iii th the operating 
sys'{~ern\) These f:i.les ref';id~ on the disc and may be loaded 
with the DOB m()rd:l:;ol~ to entsl"ing the operating 
system" The four ep'tiol/. files are described bolow .. 

12&4D~ Option File 1. SIMLIS 

This option filH will cause the compiler map to be suppressed 
and the oompiler source· l:Lst 'bo be output to the teletypeo 

120402 Option File 2. SIMMAP 

'.I':'hio clptlo!l t1.1~~ 'I'::Ul supp:r'ess the compiler listing and 
output the compiler l1l::lp to the t011ety:po", El'r'OI'S will also be 
output to the t:elo'l;:;y-pt1 () 

12 e 4.3 Option File SIHNLH 

This opt.ion file will SUPl1r(H;H) both compiler source and 
comp:Uel" mLlp but will lis'c tbtl compiler 8J;,'rors on the teletype., 

.. 
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12.404 Option File 4. SIMLM 

. This option wj.ll allow·the compiler source listing and 
the compiler map to be output to ~he teletype. 

NoB. It is essential that ana of the COP option files is loaded 
into core before control is transferred to· the Simulation 
Operating System o 

In general~ the option file SIHNLN should be used.. The 
user may obtaill his source listings using the hard copy unit 
during the edi H.ng phase" The option files tha:t give compiler 
maps nre only j~equired when HUNDEl"INED CJilLL" error messages are 
being investiga.·i.;ed" The option filE)s thai; give source listings 
will bo used when a tidy copy the user's source statements is 
required for xeroxingo 

12.5 ~Aecution of SIWJLB 

Under the opera1.:ing system SIMUL8 is loaded automa.tically 
and a. flag is set in the program to enable automatic control 
,of' the program leadeT'o After execution of SINUL8 the name of the 
last generated object is into the program loader and this 
file loaded Butomatically. If the program loader is not 
satisfied by this program the standard function blocl{ program 
name will be fed in followed if necessary by the name RTL. 
If nei the:!.' of these programs satisfy the program loader then 
control will be returned to the keyboard to allow the user to 
load the exteros in the usual way. 

If the usel'wishes ,to change the source at8.tements of th'e 
model during the simUlation then he should type the CM command to 
the command decoder" This will cause the following sequence of 
events to occurc I 

10 The common blocks will be written into the file SIHCON o 

2~ Control will be transferred to the COP file that 
initially loaded the simulation" 

3<t> This COP file will transfer control to the next COP 
control file which will allow the processes of text 
editing and compj.lat,ion to proceed~ 

'to suwr.8 will. be loaded :.tnto core and the object files 
loaded as described beforec 

5", The common areas saved in SH1COH w:Hl be reloaded and 
control handed over to the commal1d d(;:coder" This pro
cedure may be repeated as many times as dssired 9 each 
time the appropriate COP file will be given control 
and the editor and compiler handled automatically. 
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12e6 Obtaining a Papertape Copy of lJjodel Source Statements 

A papertape copy of the model source statements may be 
Dbtained from the text editor thor during the editing phase 
of the simulation or by loading and executing TED after the 
simulation has been terminated 8 

12.6.1 Papertape Copy During Editing Phase 

After wl'i ting the, source statements onto the secondary 
source medium using the W oommand, the user should change the 
tett-output device to 5 using the X oommande The source state·o 

menta may then be output to the punch the W or P commands o 

Care should be taken when the Bource statements occupy more 
than one paga. It advised the en Bource is road into 
the TED buffor t and written onto the secondary source medium 
bef'Ol~e the output device is changed to the punch., 

'Below is a list of the·davices used in TED for the three 
COP control files tho.t allow e ting .. 

1 j\). SIHP1"J: l~ f 22, 

2" SH1S1T 21v22t (Input device, tput device) , 

30 : SH1S2T 21 ~22 9 

! 

12,,6.,2 Papertape Copy After I,eaving the Simulation System 

The user should find the name of the most reoent source 
file by observing the name of the source file immedia.tely abov'e 
the last point of execution of FORTH,. This file may then be 
dumped onto papertape using TED in the usual waYe 

I 

N.,B. The user is adv:i.sed against using DOS FUTIL DUflP to 
obtain a lw.rd copy of the sonree Btatements~ This program 
does not punch the da,h. in a format which is su.itable for the 
Fortran oompiler" Also DUHP will dump the whole file whioh 
could be considerably longer than the actual source statements 
in the file", 

12~7 'Returning to the Monitor 

While the simUlation is under the control of the Operating 
System a is set in cell t 37722 to say that COP is .in ' 
control" Executing the DOS BOOTSTRAP at any time will reload 
COP and cause if to continue reading records from the last used 
COP control device. 

'I'D exit to the DOS monitor at any time during the execution 
of SIHUL8 the user should use the }fO command" 

At any other time when exit to the DOS monitor is desired 
the user should clear the COP fla.g by c:,earing core, and then 
execute the DOS BOOTSTRAP. 
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12",8 Errors While Using the Simulation System 

12&8Q1 Compiler Errors 
, ' 

Any errors detected by the compiler will be listed on the 
teletype and a Fortran ei;"ror numb.er aesignedo After the entire 
pl'og:Nlm has been Bcanned the message "JOB ERRORu will be typed 
and control will return to the DOS MONITOR Q 

If an orror i6 found the user should position to the next 
COP control file and transfer control back to COP using the 
command X~23" Section 12 .. 2 holds the information IlecBssary 
to determine the name of the n(,xt COP control file., 

12.8.2 System Errors 

If an error occurs during the executiori of COP an error 
number will b.€i typed followed by :the message "SYSTEM J:i'AIIJUREIi 
and control will be returned ,to the monitora If the error is 
an error 4 it is likely that the COP option parameters have been 
destroyed or have not been loadeq(> The use:!:' should I'oland the 
appropriate COP option file and restart the operating system. 

I 
Other errors 

system on ths disc 
by running HAPI,];" 
should restart the 

may be caused by parts the Operating/ 
being destroY<:'lde This should be checked 
If this appears to be OeKo then the user 
operating syotbm. 

12<;9 Summal'Y of the F:t1es in the SIHUL8 Operating SY::1tom 

SIMUL8 

SHfSC1 

SIMSC2 

SHmOH 

~I14PTC 

SIMPTT 
. I 

SIHS1T 

SIMS2T 

Simule.. tioD dyst.eill mainline (> 

First source filee 

Second source file. 

Common block storage filec 

COP control f:"1.10 to take a papertape source, 
comp:!.le it and ti-ansfer the object produced 
to SIHUl.8 .. 

COP oontrol file to take a papertape source, 
edit and compile it and transfer the object 
produoed to SIMULB. 

I 
COP control file to accept souroe from SUiSC1 tl -

,edit and aom~ile it and transfer the object 
produced to SI14UL8e 

COP control file to accept oouroe"from SIHSC2 9 
edit and compile it and transfer the object 
produced to sn1UJ~8., 
! 

! ' 



SHiLlS 

SINMAP 

SIHNLf.f 

SH1LM 

SH1FCT 
4 

COP optioD file to giva compiler listing 
and to supprass the compiler map .. 

COP Ol)tioll file to give Ii compiler map and 
error listing but to suppress the Bouroe 
listing .. 

COP option file to give error listings but 
to suppress the compiler souroe list and map .. 

COP option file tagive compiler source list 
and a compiler maPe 

Library file containing object coding of 
standard simulation. funotion blocks" 

, .. : 



Appendix I 

Details of COMMON AraBs 

COMMON HODPAR Starting Addr~ss '26221 

Interrogation 
Command 

J.1P 

Element 
Number 

1 

60 

Description 

Storago for model 
parameters which 
the user wants to 
control .. 

COM140N YSTART Starting Address '26125 

Interrogation 
Command 

Y¢ 

C0l'4t-10N 

Interrogation 
Command 

Noue 

COMMON 

. Inte11 rogation 
Command 

yy 

Element 
Numbel" 

1 

. , 
, 

30 

DERIV Start:i.ng 

Element 
Number 

1 

30 

EQ'llNS Starting 

Element 
Number 

1 

I , 

60 

Address 

Addl'ess 

Description 

Storage for initial 
conditions of differen-
tial equation tionsc 

'26031 

Descr:i.ption 

Storage of deriva 
of differential equa-
tion solutions. 

'2,5641 

Desoription 

First NE elements have 
differential equation 
solutions in order~ '. 

Other elements may be 
used for quantities 
required for outPUt6 

(Boe'3~1 and 5~1) 
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Appendix II 

Standard Function Blocks 

The following is a list, of the Btl-mdnrd, function bloclts 
available with 8IM. These subprograms are available for use in 
the users DIFEQN subroutine as FUNCTION Bubprograms& They are 
contained in a separate disc file a'nd must be loaded after DIFEQN 
has been loaded (see section 11 0 0). In,addition to these special 
functions all standard FORTRAN functions such as SIN, COS, EXP, 
LOG are available to the use!'" 

Function Function Description 
Name Call 

I 
~, 

Pulse PULSE (T1 t ) 

I 
i 

Step STEP(T'I) 

." 

Ramp RANP('I'1 ) 

Negative Clip CLIPNG(X) 

Positive Clip CLIPPS (X) 

t. 

• -~ -_._--) S\;J ~
x ~"~---

:---:-~ X I _ 

• i 

ZLIMIT(X1~X~X2) 

Bang-bang BANG(X) 

Dead Space DEAD8P(X1,X,X2) 

Time Generator TI Hg ( DUM1~Y ) 
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Appel1dix III 

Example Problem 

As an example problem VIC use SHiUI,8 under control of the 
operating system to investigate the response. of a series RLC 
circuit to step and sinusoidal inputso 

Using the elementary relationships between current and 
vol tage each cirelli t ele1men t liie can up the following 
equations: 

Yn ::::: IR ." 

VL 
.~ V~VC"'VR 

dI 
Vr/I" <It ::::; 

aVe 
I/e dt .. 

These equations were written into a DIFEQN subroutine 
according to the rules detailed in section 3010 This program 
was punched onto paper tape using the off-line teletype p 

Listings are given on subsequent pages; the following points 
shbu1d be noted when cons~dering these: 

The variables I and I. had to be declared HEAL 
due to the Fortran: nailn ng C 0l1'./' eo t:i.oo 0 

Oltly the first 2 cells of EQTNS are used for 
differential equation solutions. The quantities 
Vt VR and VL are in EQTNS because they may be 
required for outputD 

All constants which it is desired to control are 
stored in 110DPAR .. 

The equ8.tiollS are ordered. so that VR is calculated 
before VI" and VL is computed befol'e ,. 

On the following pages is given all the information 
recorded on the teletype during this study and 6 plotted graphs 
of the results. ~ 4 



( , 

# L, SH1NU1 t 2! 
SU1NU1 Cl 
LD 
fI P, SH1PTT,23 
SIf1PTT SO 
1/ Xp23 
.. COP C I 
LD 
C (~ 

$J OB 
C c,. 

S H1~C ISO 
TED cr 
LJ) 
• C or Cl 
LD 
c.-
FR 
S It1SC 1 SO 
FR . 
OBJTAA 08 
FORTH Cl 
LD 

JOB OK 

• COP C I 
LD 
C+-
S IfrlUL8 C I 
LD 

i 

(22.7) 

. ! 

.... 

pAPERTAPE-TED-SIMSCl-FORTR-SIMUL8 



" 

\ 

~&tli -rt;o 
-11t t CGHMI'1NO 
8!!: 
I!::~; t1 
18. 
leg, L 
001 ~ C 
0021 C 
003l C 
004, C 
00,): C 
0fJoi (! 
007l 
00go 
0091 
G10: 
011$ 
0128 C 
013: c: 
014 e C 
0t5~ 
016~ 
017: 
0ll":, C 
019: (~ 
020 r C 
021r 
0'2~: 
(;12:5 J 

C2.1E 
0?5! 12 
02tq 
026 ~ P 
02.0 t 
026: M 

DEMONSTRATION DIFEGN SUBROUTINB 
SEAlES RLC CIRCUlT WITH PULSE iNPUT 

~UBROUTINE DIFEGN 
t:<f-;AL I I L , 
COMMON /ErnrNS/ I,VC,V,VA.VL 
COMt-10N /DER 1 V/ D I, DVC: 
COMt'1()N /1-IODPf\R/ R, b» C ~ Tr.) 1 D Tp2 ' 

f'lLGt::BRA Ie: E:G!T1\!S 

V.DUL~E(TPi,TP2) 
VR" r *~ 
VI._"V'-VR-VC 

DIFFERENTIAL EGTNS 

DI"VL/L 
DVC"'I/C 
m~.iU~~N 
END 

\.. • .. ___ .... ,......o;"..~A.It.,.,I'. __ r~ ..... ;.:-"" ....... ·~_....-..~-... .. • ..... -.......-___ ...... ~ ........... --~~· --.---,--~_ ..... , ~ ..... .,:.":"' __ ~--... .. -"' __ ;_ •• ___ ""~ ...... _. __ ; 
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PAGE C 1 

i 
E.AQI. 640 DIGITAL SIMULATION 

InENTIFY~ DEMONSTRATION 25 / 1 / 73 
IP 

LI 
IP 

fJO" OF STEPS<>- 4GI.::0 . 
STEP LENGTH~ .GOI 
F I 111 AL T H1 J ~Ij 
VARIABL TO BE PR~PAREn 
NO. OF DIFF. EQrNS,,<>- 2 
INITIAL COND. DEVICE.,..!2 

14- C" 
2<,- Co 

t10DEL Pf\RAr1ETEH 
1(- 20" 
2~ 1 fiC 
3~ 1 $OE-4 
4(.. IJ(> 1 
5('- 10" 
6~ X 

X<-
SS RUN NOo .1 
x~
DA <~ 2 f 3 
X4-

DEVIC 

!; 

2 

CT THIS IS UNDERnAMPED RESPONSE& GET HARD COPy 
ALSO GET PAPERTAPE DUMP OF VARIABLE 2. 

X<-
LD DEVICE NO" (- 5 

VARIf\BLF: tJ 0" <.~ 2 
NaG OF PTS" (- 2CC 

X4-
CT INCREASE RESISTANCE TO MAKE RESPONSE OVEROAMPED 
X.:.. 
MP (- 1: . Co 2CCCE 02 

(- X . 
X<-
5S RUN N.o.~ 2 
X<-
DA ~- 2 
x'-
D 0 (~ .3 
X<-
CT GET HARD COpy" 
XE-

c- 4CD I) 
I 

i 

CT READ IN PREVIOUSLY PUNCHED RESPONSE TO COMPARE 
Xc
ED ARRAY E OR S ~ S 

" 
r 
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· 1 ~11$ 

9" 

80 

I .... 0 

I t I 
so 

.1/,0 

'30 

rn.U>.O NO.. SCAL..E: O~ XG iN HAXIMLH MINIMUM' 

1 e~20E-Gl ~.0 0 .. t73E 01 0 .. 0 

1 e~10~=~! 0~0 C .. 10C)E 01 0 .. 0 

25 / I / 73 



70 . 

00 -

50 -

20 . 

10 

(231) 

." 

:l 0,,1I3E~~" 

2 0 .. U'E~~~H 

O~lG1N MAXIMUM 

0.999E 00 
0 .. 1GOe: €I1 

MINIMUM 
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'I . 

:00 -
__ 'IIlI-.:_s""_ ......... _. ___ ._._~_, __ _ 

9171 -
ZC -
";0 

; 

00 f 

50 

~~~~'-p_l--l~~='-~~~~='==---J~ .......... _"":-....... _~ 
2 ~ 4 5 0 

Tlt-:f~ SC'AL.E 0 .. S0£.;; 90 

!. S'I'1'IBOL. VA~lrolLE ~l!N NO .. SCf'lL~ O~IGIN Ml"~XlMU'1 MIN IMUN., 

~ 2 :1 €I .. U,''1E-0! 0.,0 0 .. SS0t;: €I0 11).0 
)f-~ ~ 2 I?;., ~ t\;lE=t~.H 9.,0 0 ... 173!i 01 0 .. 0 
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PAGE !:2 

VARIARLE 2 FROM RUN 

DEf10NSTRATlmJ 25 I I I 13 

X~ 
CT THIS COULD HAVE BEEN ACHIEV!:D ny cor~r1M!nHlG ~A ' ... 2 

BEFORE LAST SIMULATION INST~An OF USl~G PAPERTAPE 
Xt-
DA ... 2.,5 
X'" 
CT HAVE A LOOK AT THE CURRENT" THIS \~AS NOT PREPARE!)" I) (! 0 

X'" 
PR .- 1,3 11 4 
Xc-
55 Rur~ NO" S 
Xc-
DA e~ 3 11 1 
X+-
CT NOV} CHAflGE r~OnEL TO HAVE A SINUSOIDAL INPUT 
X'-
Cf1 

S I rile 01'1 DA 
. t' C or c 1. 
LO 
C ... 
S Ir1S! Of SO 

, $J 08 S H1SC 1- TED- SIt1SC2'"" FORTR- 5 It1UL8 
C ... 
S H1SC J SO 
S Ir1SC2 SO 
TEn CI 
LD 
• C or C I 
LD 
C .... 
ORJ!AA OB 
FR 
S It1SC2 SO 
FR 
OBJTAB OB 
FORTR eI 
LD 

JOB 0;( 

.. C OP CI 
LD 
c<-
S It1UL8 eI 
LD 

IP 

LX 
IF < 

LI 
IP 

5 If1C ot1 DA 
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0'~ .. -L·~':"-:..J..",,,,,~~-LJrl---li.......J-~~ I,.~ I .1... 
0. 1 2 ~ 4 S (> 7 Ii S to 

TIME SCAL.E 0 .. HH,;;:; 00 

RUN "'lO", SCAU:: OR IG IN 

~ 0oI0~-~1 0~0 

~ 0v2~E~04 0~0 

0"lGOE 01 0.0 
O .. 217E-02 0 .. 0 

i 
; : 



I' 
~ 

! 
I 

r 
I 

f 
\' I 
r 
! 

f 
! . 
I 
1 

. 
I 
I' 

, . 

"8: COMMAND 
8S: 
to! l i~ 
1ft, 
&E; 4, ",PuLSE 
('j04~ C 
TEJ<T 

(2.35) 

0" 5, COl"IMANO 
0135: 
005; 15,,1: 
01:;': TE):('j 
Gl~; 
0hu It 
"Hn '\ 
" 1 C> I C(Jf1t'lIlNl) 
0101 
CH en 
011, 
:re:,>:T 

11 .. ,&:>1,"P2 
COMMON /MODPAht/ rJ' e L.. t C, "P 2. , TP~ . 

f'iMPt~ [T ~ OMEO~ 
€Il 2 I eOi''iNAND 
OUt 
012, L, 
00!: 
002, 
003~ 
e~l4 , 
OC/:)J 
00(.)1 
013/', 
ee&, 
(1)09: 
0U" 
01 li 
012 I 
ClI'Sr 
0148 
e15a 
016, 
0171 
ou, 
e !~h 
020; 
021. 
022, 
02Je 
024; 
025: 
0261 
0201 
02tn 
0~6a 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

c 
c 
c 

DEMONSTRATION DIFEQN SUBROUTINE 
SEALES RLe CIRCUIT WITH SiNUSOID INPUT 

SUBQOUTINE DIFEON 
RC::AL 1,L 
COMMON /EBTNS/ I.VC,U,VA,VL 
COMMON /DER!U/ DI,Due 
COMMON /MODPAR/ ~~L,C,AMPLITeOMEGA 

ALGESRnlC EGTN5 

V~AMPLIT.stN(CMEGA.T!ME(DUMMY» 
VR .. I /l};~ 
VLeV-VR--VC 

Dl"VL/l, 
DVC'" I/O 
P!';;TUr>'N 
END 
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PAGE C3 

Xc-
f1P t- 1,5: 

C.4CCCE 03 C.991~E CC C.ICCCE-C3· C.ICCCE CC C.JCCCE C2 

X<l-

<I- 4: C.1CCCE CC 
t- 5: C.ICCCE 02 
c- X 

t- I" C . 
fm iCC.C 

CT THIS WILL DRIVE AT NATURAL FREQUENCy 
X <I- I 

S5 RUN NOG 4 
Xt- . 
DA (- .3172 
NOT PREPARED 
X ... 
PR t-2,3.4$>5 
X .... 
SS R U 111 N 00 5 
X .... 
DA t- 3,2 . 
X <I-

Cl' TO HARD Fro READe TRY FEIIJEn CyCU~5 .. 
Xt-
11" Ce.S999E CC 
X~-
55 RUN NO. (; 
Xt-
DA ~ 3,2 
X ... 
CT GST HARD COPY .. 
X ... 
CT NOW GO BACK TO UNbERnAMPED PARAMETERS 
X ... 
MP ... I: C.4CCCE 03 

... X x ... · 
SS RUN NOli 7 
X ... 
DA .... :5 1'2 
X ... 
CD 
X .... 
CD 
X ... 
CT GET HAHn COpy 
Xc~ . 
CT DEMONstRATION ENrS RETURN TO MONITOR 

\.JHAT SAY yoU HAVE A GO EHI 
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nUH ,,0. SC"I.F. 0" I GIN ",",,"',,,, .. ,1'", .... 
6 0.206-

0
' 0.4.S.2 O.I.e~ 0. _.'G.~ bl 

6 0.,0£-0. 0.25",.2 ".~6"" 00 -.2506 •• 
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Appendix IV 

Input/Output Device 

Tela 

Teletype 

Display 

Papertape reader 

Papertape IHU1(;h 

Disc Source Input Fila 

Disc Source Output File 



Comma.nd 

NS 

NE 

DT 

TF 

TR 

Y¢ 
YI 

~1P 

Command 

RY 

OJ 

OF 

COI'llmand 

S8 

RS 

Command 

DA 

(24-0) 

Appendix V 

Command 

}lanipulatioAl of Pnrame, 

n~~UI,uter(s) Interrogated Remarks 

.. number of integration Value of parameter 
(Sect~ 7.3) is immediately 
.. displayed and new 

Number of d1fferent1al eqtna~ 1 i it d f va us s wa e ore 
Integration step length ( t~7e1).CR causes current 

finish tim€!l ( t.7c2). value to retained o 

Traca time (Sect. 7.4). 

CO!1l!lH:'H1 YSTAW[' (ini t::U" 1 (lOnds) 

Common EQTNS (depend. vars) 

COlllmon MODPAR 
(Model parameters) 

After ace 
comma.nd the 
waits for the user 
to identify the 
element(s) to be 
in ten'oga ted. 

Manipulation of parameters (Papertape)(Sect@ 4~2) 

Effect 

Read ini 
paI)ertape €I 

condi tiona fJ:'om 

Read model parameters from 
paper' tape " 

Punch NE initial conditions 
on t(l paper tape. 

Punch model parameters onto 
papertap€l~ 

Simulation control (Sect" 705) 
Effect 

Start simulation from zerD time€! 

Restart simulation after an 
interruption. 

Plotting (8ect~ 5.2) 

Eff(i:ct 

Remarks 

Tape format given 
in section 4c4.2o 

Number of values to 
be output is asked for. 

Remarks 

Simulation stops when 
more than NS steps 
have been taken, when 
time exceeds TR or TF 
or SSW A is pressed. 

Remarks 

(Automatic) Erase sareeu. 
plot each of the 

grid and 
variables with 

and origin automatic 
e, uppros/3 ion. & 



Command 

Dli' 
(Family) 

, 
00 ' 

(Old) 

DN 
(New) 

Command 

ED 

LD 

Command 

CT 

CD 

CH 

MO 

Plotting (Sect. 5.2)(cont.) 

Effect 

Erase screen, draw grid and 
plot each of the variables 
with the scaling and origin 
suppression of the first 
variable. 

Plot each of the variables 
on the current grid using the 
Bcaling and origin of the 
preceding curve drawn. 

Plot the variables an the 
current grid using automatic 
scaling and origin Buppression 
for each" 

Remarks 

1. After accepting 
the command SIMUL8 
wait for the user to 
input the numbers of 
the variables or arrays 
to be plotted. . 
2. SSW C inhibits 
origin suppression. 

Dumping end Reading Da.ta (Sect" 8,,0) 

Effect 

Read data from paper tape into 
the save array ar the experi
mental d[;l,ta Hrrayo 

List one of the data storage 
array contents onto teletype, 
display or paper~tape punch. 

Hiscellaneous 

Effect 

Allows comments to be typed 
on the teletype (Sect~ 1002~1). 

Allows comments to be typed 
on the display Bcreen e 

(Sect" 10 .. 2,,2). 

Dump common Breas onto diBc~ 
Set flag in cell '77661 and 
execute the DOS !4onitor. 
(Sect. 10~3 and 12 Q O). 

Calculate RMS error between 
the experimental data array and 
another specified arraYe 
(Sect. 9,,0). 

~eturn to DOS Monitor 
(SBO~. 10.1 and 12~7). 

Remarks 

See Sect~ 8.0 for 
tape fOl~mat. 

Remarks 

"Rubout" is the 
terminating character. 

"Rubout" is the 
terminating character. 
Position text using 
joystick .. 

If the SIMUL8 Operating 
System is in use control 
will be transferred to ito 

User should enter 
variable number or the 
letter S for the save 
arraYe 



Command 

BY 

SA 

UU 

PR 

(2.42) 

Miscellaneous (cont6) 

Effect' 

Exchange NE cells of YSTART 
with NE cells of EQTNS common. 
(Sect .. 10"A+). 

Save the samples of Ii prepared 
variable for Inter inspection. 
(Seato 5 .. 1 .. 2). 

Execute the User Utility program 
UUPROG. (Sect" 10(5) 

Prepare variables for plotting 
during subsequent Gimulations~ 
(Sect .. 5 .. 1<')1). 

: Remarks 

User should enter' 
variable number. 

1·1aximum 0 f four 
variable numbers to 
be entered. 



\ 

!l,~J!~2. .fll1!£!1~~~ 

CAIJL Ul4P(I ~ VAL) Sctg l'il.odel p1.l.1>~metel' No" 
to valu~" V/HJe> 

CALLUYW 0: ~ \rAL) S~ts iui U.1l1 condlti<nl. NO e 

I t.o \"fdu.® VAL@ 

CALL UDO (:0 t!l 

CALL UDN (r) ~ 

Draws B new grid and 
plott:i val~iabl(1 No .. I with 
aJ.rt~O!lHl tic t.c~ling 

Plota variable No~ I on 
t11.O previmu3J.y drawn grid 
using the Bcale factors 
of the last plotted 

: • .. ari,s,ble .. 

Plate variable ND~ I on 
th0 pl'ev:UH~'l.sly dl"E),rJll g:r..'id 
vdt.h s.u'i:;omB:i;ic EH'at;3.1ing .. 

tifp 1: ~ OLDVAL ~- V AI.J 

y~ I: mJDVAL +- ViD'.J 

ss 

Dk I 

DO I 

DN I 

Vfnen twine tho pIcri; ll'iod1.l1~HJ I _ 0 causes the experimental 
data away to be plotted and I = 1 the save away" 

( 
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